




RETURN OF THE THERMIONIC VALVE ••• IN MICRO FORM
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For three er four generations
the thermionic valve (or elec-
tron tube) reigned supreme in
radio receivers, audio am pli-
fiere, television sets and a host
of industrial equipment, until
it bad to give way to the tran-
sistor, end later rbe integrated
eireuit in the 1970s and 1980s.
True, it survived in appli-
cations where semiconductor
technology does not da too
weil, for instance, in r.f trans-
mitters and wideband oscilla-
tors operating at frequencies
lnto the 100 GHz range.
Moreover, it is much better
able to withstand high temper-
atures than semiconductor de-
vices.
The special properties of

the valve prompted Jens
Foerster, a researcher at the
Technical University of Delft
in the Netherlands to invesri-
gate whether rherrnionic
valves could be produced in
solid-state technology. He ar-
gued that the valve has al but
disappeared largely because of
its physieal characteristics
rather than its electrical prop-
erties. After all, a current
through a valve flows through
a vacuum but in a transistor
through a semicanductor,
which makes it more suscepti-
ble to interference.
A thermionic valve consists

of several basic parrs: a cath-
ode (synonymous to the ernit-
ter in a transistor) which emits
electrons; an anode (collector)
which collects the electrons; a
contral grid (base) whieh en-
ables the electron flow to be
influenced. The Foerster
'valve' is constructed on a mi-
eroseopie seale and can there-
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seal
(vaporized aluminium)

micro-valve
« Bum across)

fore be integrated on a silicon
chip. Tt is made from silicon in
such a way that the fabrication
of wafers in the c1eanroorn is
not affected.
A notable diffieulty was the

emission of eleetrons. Such an
emission from silicon becomes
possible only at a temperature
>3000 "C, which is way above
the rnelting point of silicon.
Other suitable materials, such
as caesium or lanthanide com-
pounds cannot be used in a
cJeanroom.
Since thermionic emission

was a non-starter, Foerster
chose field-emission, in which
an electrie field of a few mil-
lion volts per metre 'sucks', as
it were, electrons frorn the
crystal. Since the emission
take place from a pin-point
area of only llLm2, the field is
so coneentrated that even at
relatively low voltages very
high lieldstrenghts can be
achieved,
Foerster has developed a

technique whereby the desired
three-dimensional structure is
obtained wirb the aid of etch-
ing procedures used in the
semieonductor industry.
Tbe contral electrode

(grid) consists of a ring
areund the pio-point area. In
view of the rnicroscopic di-
menslons, the eorrect posi-
tioning of the various ele-
ments is adernanding task,
but if the two elements are
produeed tagether, correct
positioning is automaue.
One of the essential as-

peets of a thermionic valve is
the vacuum cavity. In the
Foerster valve, this is created
by etching a 'hollow' in the sil-
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icon chip and sealing it with
vaporized aluminium. The
vaeuum is obtained in an
econoruic way, because the
aluminium is vaporized at low
press ure; onee the seal has
been put into place, the low
pressure inside is retained.
The current flowing from

the needle-point emitter is
small: about 11LA. But it is
perfectly possible to fit a few
thousand emitters together ta
obtain a practical current, and
still have a micro-valve.

[977188]

can be carried on a belt or in a
pocket. Ideal for field person-
nel or any factory staff that
need mobility, it enables tech-
nicians working away from
electrical power sources, or in
difficult circumstanees sucb as
restricted spaces, to achieve
high productivity.
A wide range of attach-

ments allows the tool to per-
form functions as diverse as
fine or silver-soldering, sbrink
wrapping, her knife cutting, or
even blow torch heating, This
makes it a versatile addition to
the toolkit of electronics or
electrical personnel working
in assernbly, commissioning,
mainrenance or repair depart-
rnents, as weU as model-mak-
ers and other technicians -
there's even an attachment to
configure the tool for 'de-
homing' animals, extending its
application potential to vcteri-
nary practices.
Dubbed the Vulkan P200,

the tool uses catalytic conver-
sion for the majority of its ap-
plications, delivering heat to
the tip by infra-red radiation.
The fuel is liquid butanel
propane gas stored in the
translucent handle of the taol.
The tank is refilled wirh a
squirt from agas reflll canisrer
- a low-cost item around the
world. Each refill provides up

VULKAN p200 eORDLESS SOLDERING IRON

VULKAN

PRiCES:

KlT i47.00
IRON s: 35.25
incl. VAT

A cordless, gas-powered sol-
dering iron and precision
heating tool [hat delivers up to
135 W of output, rnanufac-
tured by B S Manufacturing, is
available from Wordsun. Ir is
produeed in lightweight plas-
tics, weighs only 100 g and
provieles a light easily manipu-
lated, highly versatile tool that

to three hours of continuous
use at a typical setting for
eleetronics soldering.
Gas is ignited by rneans of

a piezoelectric spark from a
crystal incorporated inside the
casing. Gas flow is regulated
by a slider, allowing adjust-
ment from typieally 400 "C to
1200 "C, With the exception of
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the blow toreh, all the tip at-
tachments incorporate a pIat-
inum catalyst which converts
the gas flame to infra-red radi-
ation once the 'light-off tem-
perature' of around 130 "C is
reached.
One of the important ad-

vantages of gas power is is the
carbon-dioxide-rich atmos-
phere around the tip which
rninimizes oxidation, rnaking
the P200 an ideal 1001 for re-
pairing dry joinrs,
Further information from

http://www.wordsun.comJmpl
Wordsun Limited, The Old

Q.- Post Office, Gaunt's Com-
~mon, Wimborne BH21 4JN.
Phone +44 (0)1258 840999;
fax +44 (0)1258840960.

CD-ROM AND INTERNET:
PRODUCT INFORMATION PER MOUSE CLICK

SCOTLAND THE BRAVE
PC USER

Scottish computer owners are
the most proficient in the UK
and more likely to be female,
but most have never accessed
the Internet according to the
Horne pe User Report.
The report, published by
VNU Business Publications,
shows that although the aver-
age user is a male earning be-
tween f20,00 and .1:25,000, the
chances of users being women
are greater in Scotland than in
other parts of the UK.

[ITN1/16(2]

OfFICE WORKERS TO
SHOP FROM THEIR DESKS
A supermarket chain and a
computer company bave
joined farces in a four-rnonth
electronic shopping scheme
for office workers.
Staff at IBM's Hampshire

development laboratory will
be able ro shop from their
desks, picking goods from rbe
Somerfield supermarket at
nearby Alton. Orders placed
before nook will be dispatched
the same afternoon and deliv-
ered ro the office for tbe shop-
pers to take home.
Each order is made by ac-

cessing an Internet site and
choosing from a range of
20,000 different goods. Prices
and stock levels are constantly
updated by the computer.
The mains airns of the trial

are to find out how shoppers
acclimatize to the online envi-
ronment, whether they shop in
the same way, and how much
they are prepared to pay to
use it.

The new edition of the CD-
ROM from the Passive Corn-
ponents and Electron Tubes
Group at Siemens Mat-
shushita Componenrs has
been revised and considerably
extended. Data Book Library
1997 contains all da ta books
as weU as related publications
with a total volume of around
5000 pages. Newly included
are additional scarch func-
tions, software tools and cal-
culation programs for the de-
signer. With the use of the in-
tegrated Internet link the lat-
est information on any com-
ponent ean be caUed up di-
rectly [TOmthe CD-ROM.
Search functions have

been revised and extended for
the Data Book Library 1997
allowing the user to find the
wanted component much eas-
ier and fasrer than in the past.

UK CALL CENTRES
Twenty-four hour service,
computerized answering and
reeording, and database man-
agement are just a few of the
special features that BT and
its comperlrors offer compa-
nies planning new eaU centres
in the UK. Tbe very high stan-
dards of these centres provide
a testament to their success.
No other European country

has such a choice of telecom-
munications providers: no fewer
than 150 in all, inc1uding Mer-
cury, AT&T, and many cable
operators, as well as BT itself.
The telecommunications

suucrure in Britain is high lib-
eralized compared with those
in the rest of Europe and this,
togetber with rhe available so-
phis tica ted phone services, en-
ables companies to offer a
faster and better service than
elsewhere. With many call
centres offering any-distance
calls at local rates, it is hardly
surprising thar more than 15
million toll-free international
and domestic calls are made
every week on BTs network
alone.
Merchants Group, one of

many specialists bureaux tbat
operate caU centres on behalf
of firms frorn overseas, runs a
technical support call eentre
for US printer manufacturer
Tektronix, covering 33 coun-
tri es in Europe and the
Middle East. Its 300 employ-

Leaden HilI, OrwelI, Royston, ees handle calls in nine diffcr-
Hertfordshire S08 5QH. h,,-;;"I. ent languages.
//www.steinkrug.dem.on.co.ukr~ American Express set up

IITN71l6J4] its European call centre in
Brighton in the early 1980s.
Several of its operators speak
four or five languages, incJud-
ing Japanese. lf, tor instance,
a person loses travellers
cheques in Europe, Africa or
the Middle East, all he/she has
to do is ring a local freephone
number and be transferred to
Brighton where the problem is
deaJt with.
Everyone at AT&T's Lon-

don custorner service 'centre,
whieh is its flagship operation
in Europe, speaks at least two
languages.
Some years ago, Apple

Computer awarded a large
contract to BT to install and

Extended Search is a new
function supplementing the
functions Retrieval (a tool for
accessing technical data on
selected components), Book
Structure (electronic da ta eat-
alogues) aod Online News
(for accessing latest informa-
tton via the Internet). This
new search funcrion can be
used to seareh for order nurn-
bers. type designations or key
words to cover the complete
product publications.
Enquiries to Siemens Info-~

service, P 0 Box 2348,
D-90713, Fürth; Fax +49911
9783321. I
More information on the

passive components and tubes
division as weil as on Siemens
Matshushita Components
may be found at http://www.
siemens.de.prindex.htm

[ITN1Il5!3]

REMOTE CONTROL
FOR PCS

A software system that allows
computers to be left on 're-
mote control' via the Internet
has been developed by
Steinkrug Publications. It al-
lows computers to operate via
the Internet without bcing
connected to it at aU timcs. In-
stead, the machines are in-
structed to connect to the Net
automatically when required.
The first application of the
software has been in the se-
curity industry, where it can be
used to enhance security over,
say, a large building.
At the moment, the system

is available only for develop-
ers, so that further appli-
cations can be created.
Stein krug Publications, 20
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SONY JOINS RUSH TO
CAMBRIDGE

Sony is buying Cambridge
games company Millennium
in a deal worth f6m. The com-
pa ny said Its long-term plan
was to 're-invent' multimedia
as a concept for entertain-
ment, using the popular
Playstation as starting point.
Playstation, Sony's flagship

games product, has sold over
one million units in the UK,
pushing former market leader
Nintendo into secend place.
Nintendo is now figbting back
with the rnore powerful - but
more expensive - N64.

Cambridge's loeation and
atmosphere as a city, and irs
links with the academic world,
are important aspects for the
many companies moving there.

[ITN7/15/l1
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operate a number of multilin-
gual customer support ser-
vices throughout Europe on
its behalf. These support cen-
tres now provide Apple cus-
torners, personal and corpo-
rate, with support and access
to Apple's database of techni-
cal and product infcrmaricn.

[F7/4/0143J

MULTIMEDIA
TECHNOLOGY

The term 'tnultimedia', gener-
ally accepted as consisting of a
mix of video, audio, three-di-
mensiona! anirnation, text ,
and graphics, has been around
for almost ten years, but not
uutil 1990 did the technology
become a tangible reality ap-
parent in a plethora of appli-
cations. Companies are strug-
gling to get a strong hold of
the market, which is expand-
ing in North America, Eu-
rope, and the Pacific Rim.
By all accounts, North

America is a few years ahead
of the other regions of the
world in terms of multimedia
deployrnent and this lead is
expected to continue for the
next several years. Europe,
however, is elosing in fast in
terms of the number of hard-
ware and software manufac-
turers and application devel-
opers.

[F&S2891-64]

INTERNET SERVICE FOR
nOME LEARNING

An Online education service
aimed at children revising for
exams or doing homework has
been launched by entrepre-
neur Richard Branson - head
of the Virgin Group. The Vir-
gin Net Education Service is
made up of controlled Internet
sites providing specific content
for children and parents.
Reference sources available

to custorners of the service in-
dude the Oxford English Die-
tionary (OEO), news from
Mirror Group newspapers,
Letts srudy guides, and more
than 5,000 Web sites with con-
tent directly related to Na-
tional Curriculum subjects.
Additionally provided are a

photo graphie archive with
2,000 images, a thesaurus, a
dictionary of quotations, ency-
elopedia, careers information,
mock exam quest ions, and an
exc1usive section for parents
offering guidance on subjects
like drugs and bullying at
school, and how to help a

Elektor Electronics

managed to design the ASTC
frorn scratch and release it to
full-scale production stage in
just eigbt months instead of
the normal 12 or more. More-
over, they achieved this one
rnonth early and significantly
below budget.
Further information from

the GPT Press Office on +44
(0)115 943 3687 or write to NETWORK MANAGEMENT
press_office@ncp.gpt.co.uk by A new service for routeing cir-

US CONSUMER ELEC- e-mail.cuits in Synchronous Digital
TRON/es /NDUSTRY TODAY [GPT1l75!97-8J Hierarcb (SDH) networks has
The annual review of thc Con- been perfected by Carnbridge
sumer Elecrronics Manufac- INTERNET ON THE BOX Consultants Limited (CCL).
turers Association (CEMA), TV viewers in the UK will In an increasingly cornpetitive
US Consumer Elearonics In- soon be able to 'tune in' to the market, telecommunication
dustry Today is now available. Internet and the World Wide companies are looking for op-
The 120-page booklet in- Web from the comfort of their portunities of making better

cludes highlights and updated living rooms - without the use of their SUH networks.
statistics from 1996, along need for any sort of personal CC"Ls new circuit router uses
with a look ahead to the computer. an intelligent algorithm to
trends of tomorrow, Europe's first exciting new choose the best paths, result-
The booklet contains chap- TV-based Internet service is ing in improved customer ser-

rers on Video, Audio, Mobile called NetChannel, TUnby Net vice and increased revenue for
Elecrronics, Multimedia, Channel UK, Europe's first the operator. Current path
Comrnunication and Informa- mass market TV Service Pro- and circuit managers are quite
tion, lntegrated Horne Sys- vider. basic and often route calls
terns, and Aceesseries. It also NetChannel is a totally simply by choosing the short-
inc1udes a detailed history of new TV channel wh ich pra- est path between two nodes.
the industry, a list of CEMA vides live aceess to the Jnter- This does not always make the
members, and contact infor- net via a domestic TV set best use of the network or give
mation for related associa- linked to a low-cost set-top the foremost match with cus-
tions. Copies of the booklet box and a standard telephone tomer requirements. They
can be ordered from line, The system is opera ted want a route path that gives
Communications Department, by either a small alphanu- them the most efficient service
CEMA, 2500 Wilson Boule- meric keypad (similar to a TV while network operators want
vard, Arlington, Va 22201-384~1 rernote control) or an op- a path that makes optimaluse
USA., Phone +1 703 907 7674J/\.\.. tional, cornpact, infra-red, of resources avoiding restriet-
fax + 17039077690. QWERTY keyboard, In addi- ing future routeing options.

tion, users can send and re- CCI..:s router uses an ad-
ccive electronic mail from the vanced algorithrn to find the
comfort of their arrnchairs. path that besr meets these
lt is expected that the new conflicting requirements. It

Internet service will be in full works to maxirnize availability
retail distribution in time for to customers while minirnizing
Christmas. latency and restoration time.
Net Channel UK Ltd, 195 . For the operator, the router

Knightsbridge, London sW7d, minimizes the extent of re-
1RE. Phone 0171 591 7000; \l configuring nodes and unnec-
fax 0171 591 7001. essary fragmentation of re-

sources. SDH uses resources
effieiently by reserving pro-
tected lines for customers wha
want and pay for thern by
choosing routes that da not
limit future routeing options.
By managing their networks
more efficiently, operators can
accommodate more services
and price thern more effec-
tively.

/STN7fI4/6]
CCL, Science Park, Milton
Road, Cambridge, United
Kingdom CB4 4DW Tele-
phone +44 (0) 1223 420 024;
fax +44 (0)1223423373.

child with homework.
The service is aimed at

horne users who are doing
extra schoolwork, and is not
an Internet service for schools
thernselves.
Virgin Net Limited, 120

Campden Hili Road, London
W87AR. Phone 0171 479
4400.

[ITN7/14l4]

RADIO AMATEUR NAMED
GPT ENGINEER OF THE

YEAR
Oavid Stoney (G8PTN), a 35-
year old senior consultant en-
gineer, who has played a key
role in G PT's tise to world
leadership in telecomms trans-
mission technology, has been
named GPT Engineer of the
Year. The award is in recogni-
tion of his own and his sec-
tion's outstanding work in de-
veloping a serni-custom ASIC
chip for telecomrns equipment
that helped GPT win two
Queen's Awards earlier this
year and has seen tbe corn-
pany, with irs partner Siemens,
capture a tbird of the world
market in its seetor.
This work was mission-crit-

ical ro tbe timely introduction
of GPT's new warld-beating
Combiner product, which rep-
resents the state of the art in
Synchronous Digital Hierar-
chy (SOH) transmission sys-
terns, David's 15-strong team

10/97

cent) to top the list of corpo-
rate nightmares.
Potential sabotage can

range frorn a disgruntled em-
ployee deleting data, to exter-
nal attack frorn hackers caus-
ing irreversible damage tc
files.

[1TN1/14l5]

COMMERCE FEARS COM-
PUTER SABOTAGE MOST
Computer sabotage is the cri-
sis most feared by large com-
panies, according to a survey
commissioned. by lnsurance
company ATG Europe. The
survey found that 70 per cent
of company directors feit an
attack on their organization's
in formation technology infra-
structure was the most serious
crisis they could envisage.
Te threat of computer

chaos beat other possible
crises, such as fraud (52 per
cent), hostile takeover (54 per
cent) and extortion (50 per
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frequency meter
and event counter module

provides fast, accurate
period measurement

LCD panel meters,
temperature or event
counter modules are
readily available in
many electronics

retail shops at rea-
sonable prices. But

try to find a practical,
efficient, and value-
for-money frequency
meter module and
you will be disap-

pointed. In that case,
this article will, no

doubt, be welcome.
It describes a mod-

ule based on a RISC
(Reduced Instruction

Set Computer)
microcontroller,

which guarantees
accurate measure-
ments over a wide

frequency range for
a reasonable outlay.

Design by H. Kutzer

16

Features of the frequency meter/
event counter module
o Schmitt·trigger input
o Compact construction with only six ICs
o Small PCB enables incorporation in, say, a lunction generator
o 2x16 digit liquid-crystal display
o Power derived Irom unregulated mains adaptor
o Low current drain (50 mAi

Frequency and period measurement
o Recipracal Irequency count principle with counter and
pragrammable divider
o Simultaneaus display 01 Irequency (5 digit) and period
o Alphanumeric notation
o ± 1 errar (5 ppm)
o Measurement rate 1.4 Hz at lin >3 Hz, otherwise 1/2
o Measurement range 0.1 Hz - 50 MHz, 10 s - 20 ns
o 5-digit Irequency display
o Suppression 01super/luous zeras
o Auto range (9 ranges) with hysteresis

fvent counter
o Event count lram 0000001 to 9999999
o Maximum counting Irequency about 40 kHz
o Triggering at leading edge
o Display rate 5 Hz

Elektor Electronics 10/97
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F;gure 1. The clrcu;t
of the frequency
meterlevent counter ;s
based on a RISC
m;crocontroller Type
PIC16C56.

The first leading
edge at the dock input
starts the measurement
process via ICSb (port
line RAo), while the sec-
ond sets the second
bistable and limits the

measurement window (RA2).
During the period gate IC3b is

enabled so that the clock pulses at
pin 15 (05C2) of the PIC are applied
to count input RTCCof the PIC via the
second multiplexer in IC4.
The real time dock/counter in Fig-

ure 2, an 8-bit counter which has a
programmable 8-bit prescaler and
stores the measurement result into two
software registers. This arrangement
makes a 4-byte counter register avail-
able, whose content is increased by 1
every 250ns and can, at least in theory,
measure time lapses of up to 1073s. In
the present module, this range is lim-
ited to 10 s.
Contral bits RTE (Ieading/trailmg

edges), RT5 (internal!external count

I NTRODUCTION
The frequency meter module may form
the basis of a laboratory measuring
instrwnent or be used as an extension
to an existing instrument such as a Ire-
quency generator. lt provides a wide
frequency range extending from 0.1 Hz
to 50MHz and shows the measure-
ment result - frequency and period
simultaneously - dearly on a liquid-
crystal display (LCD)with an error not
exceeding 5 ppm. Moreover, the mod-
ule may be used as an event counter
over an indefinite period of time.

Then follows a pro-
grammable frequency
scaler; IC61 a Type
74L5292, whose scaling
factors at inputs 0-4
can be set between 22
and 231. The controller
resets the scaler (and the remainder of
the circuit) to zero by applying a low
level to the 'Clear input.
In the jreql/ency mode, multiplexer

IC4 applies the scaled down measur-
and to pin 5 or the original signal to
pin 6. This is unavoidable as the scal-
ing factor cannot be set to 1 or less.
Since the microprocessor controls both
the multiplexer and the scaler, it has
Information as to the actual scaling fac-
tor applied to the rneasurand at pin 7
of the multiplexer.
The scaler is followed by two bista-

bles (flip-flops), arranged as 2-bit shift
registers, which filter out exactly one
period from the measurand. To this
end, the microcontroller first applies a
high legte level to the reset Inputs.

DIVIDE AND RULE
The design of the module is straight-
forward since virtually all functions are
driven by IC2; a rnicrocontroller Type
PIC16C56 (Figure 1).
The measurand (that is, the input

signal to be rneasured) is apphed to
Schmitt trigger gate IC3avia protection
network R1-DZ-D3and pull-up resistor
R2.The gate ensures steep stgnal edges
and dearly defined level ratios.

1710/97Elektor Electronics



foscI42
RTCC
PIN

~
RTE

RTS
(2 CYClE DELAY)

PS2. PSI. PSO PSA

Notas: I. Bits. RTE. RTS, PS2, PSI, PSOare located Inopnon register.

Figure 2. The Real
Time Clock/Counter
contained in the mod-
ule functions as a
4-byte counter register.

signals), PSO-PS2 (prescaler ratio 2'1,
where n = 1-8) and PSA (with/with-
out prescaler) are placed in the option
register.
Since the 8-bit prescaler cannot be

read, but its content is essential for
computing the frequency, the RTCC
remains docked after the actual mea-
surement has taken place. This is done
via RA3 and a multiplexer (pin 13 to
pin 9 of IC4). The controller counts
these pulses, until the prescaler over-
flows, whereupon the RTCCregister is
increased by 1. From this information
it is possible to compute the content of
the prescaler. For instance, when after
x dock pulses the RTCC memory is
increased by 1, the prescaler content is
no=256-x.
All this is true in the frequency mode.

In the event couni mode, the bistables,

Figure 3. The double-
sided board for the
module enables a
compact construction
of the module.

3
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gates and oscillator (in its function as
reference frequency source) are irrel-
evant since the output (pin 7) of the
multiplexer is at ground potential.
In the event count mode, the input

signal is applied directly to the RTCC
gate. Also, PSA is enabled and the
prescaler is by-passed, The overflow of
the counter causes the 3-byte software
register to be extended so that the
measurement range is 9,999,999. The
counter state is actuated every 200ms.
The maximum counting rate, deter-
mined primarily by the display routine
and the overflow process, is 40 kHz.

CONSTRUCTION
The module is best built on the
printed-circuit board shown in Fig-
ure 3, This is a double-sided board that
is slightly more expensive than a sin-
gle-sided one, but it results in a very
compact construction.
The ICs should be fitted in IC sock-

ets.
Make sure that the crystal case does

not short-circuit underlying circuit
tracks; it is advisable to place a small,
thin cardboard disk between it and the
tracks.
The specified display matches the

board exactly, both electrically and
mechanically. The contrast of the dis-
play is set with PI'
The specified type for IC6 is an

HC292. In some cases, this may be dif-
ficult or impossible to obtain, in which
case an LS292may be used. Although
this draws a slightly higher current, it
works marginally better at the upper

Parts list
Resistors:
R, = 100 n
R2 = 1 Mn
R3 = 4x 100 kn array
R4-R7 = 2.2 kn
Re = 10 kn
P, = 10 kn preset potentiometer

Capacitors:
C, = 47 JiF, 35 V, radial
C2, C3, C5, C9-C'2 = 0.1 JiF
C4 = 22 JiF, 16 V, radial
Cs, C7 = 0.033 JiF
Ca = 40 pF trimmer

Semlconductors:
0, = 1N4001
O2,03 = BAT85

Integrated circuits:
IC, = 7805
IC2 = PIC16C56-XTP (Order no.
976505-1)*
IC3 = 74HC132
IC4 = 74HC153
ICs = 74HC74
ICs = 74HC292 or 74LS292 (see
text)

Miscellaneous:
K" K2 = made up of solder pins
K3 = single 14-pin terminal strip
K4 = dual 5-pin terminal strip
X, = crystal, 4 MHz
S, = on/off/on toggle switch
(Miyama Type MS500C)

S2 = miniature push-button switch
with single 'on' contact
LCO = 2 x 16 digit (Hitachi LM016L)
er supertwist with background
lighting (Hitachi LM093XMLN)
PCB Order no. 970077-1 *
* See ReaderS Services toward the
end of this issue
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frequeney limit of 50 MHz.
If a mixture of He and LS devices

is used, the module draws a current of
some 50 mAl which necessitates the
use of an 8--15 V (non-regulated)
mains adaptor.
The only calibration needed COI1-

cerns Cg. Its precise setfing can, how-
ever; only be carried out with a cali-
brated standard frequency meter. The
crystal frequency is available at pin 15
(OSC2) of the PIe.

TEST AND USAGE
The program is started when reset but-
ton 52 is pressed. The display is then
initialized and shows the mode of
operation set at K4'
An unusual but effective circuit COI1-

figuration is that port lines RB.-RB7
have 100 kQ pull-up resistors as weil as
2.2 kQ protection resistors. The protec-
tion resistors may be earthed with
switch 51- In position N of this switch,
the module functions as event counter,
in the centre position as weil as in posi-
tion 1; as a frequency meter In position
F, the frequency is displayed on the
first line of the displayand the period
on the second line, but the other way
around in position T
If during the initialization of the

display RBs is earthed, then irrespec-
tive of the position of S1 the number of
the software version and the date of
its manufacture are displayed.
Before any actual measurements

are undertaken, it is necessary to earry
DU t a few tests to determine the correet
step-by-step procedu.re. Ouring these
tests, the software sets an increasingly
larger scaling factar in IC6 as a few
examples will show.
(I) A frequency of about 10 Hz is to

be measured with aprecision of five
digits (display 10.000 Hz). The mea-
surement time is (as always) one
period, that is, in this ca se 0.1 s. The
scaler is not operaring and so the mea-
surand is applied direet1y to the RTCC
input. Ouring one period of the mea-
surand the internal 4 MHz oscillator
generates 400,000 pulses. This number
of pulses may be converted easily and
acrurately into a frequency.
(2) A frequeney of 1 MHz is to be

measured with aprecision of five dig-
its. The measurement time in this case
is j us. in which the intemal oscillator
generates 4 pulses. This points to a
fairly inaccurate measurement,
because in view of the rounding error
of ±1, there might have been three or
five pulses. corresponding to a rnea-
surement resuIt of 750 kJ-I, 1 MI-Iz, or
1.25 MHz. It is c1early necessary to
scale down the measurand in IC6. If
for instance, a scaling factor of 216 is
used, the measurand is sca1ed down to
15 Hz, corresponding to aperiod of
65 ms. In tha t time, the oscilla tor gen-
erates 262,144 pulses so that the
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Pr;lJc;ple 0'
per;od ll1ea§Urell1elJt
In the gate-time method the number 01 periods (eyeles) 01 r:A4======~====-1
the measurand within a delined gate time determine the
measurement result (Flgure A). The measured value is
eomputed with the stated equatlon, in whieh ± 1 is the
measurement error. The longer the period, Tm, eompared
wlth the gate time, Tg, the larger the ± 1 error, the inde-
terminable elleet 01 the linal period. To ensure good aeeu- B
raey even at low Irequeneies the gate time would have to
be lengthened to an impraetieal value.

A mueh more elleetlve way 01 measuring the period
01 low Irequeneies is the period measurement (Figure B).
This requires a stable reference oscillator running at a
higher Irequeney whose pulses are summed by a counter.
The counter is started and stopped by the measurand, so
that the counter reading is a measure 01 the Irequency 01
the measurand. The error 01 this ± 1 method increases with
the Irequency 01 the measurand.

The present module operates with a 5-digit display.
II a ± 1 error 01 5 ppm is desired, the Irequeney 01 the mea-
surand, 'm' must be

where 10 is the relerence Irequency, here, 4 MHz. This
means thatthe maximum value off m is 20 Hz. If Im is higher
than ttiis, it must be scaled down (scaling laetors between
22 and 231) (Figure C) betete it ie measured. Exponent n
must comply wlth the conditlon

to ensure thet the deslred aceuraey is obtained.
In praetlee, 'm is normally known approximately and I

thls is sullieient to determine the necessary sca/ing laetor (11any). Omerwise,
a rough value may be obtained by a stepped approximation.

rounding error of ±1 can be ignored.
This example shows that it is

imperative that the measurement time
of one period of the rneasurand is not
so short as to result in a small number
of pulses in the measurernent window
Fortunately, the softwäre arranges

a suitable scaling factor by trial and
error. In the second example, a test
measurement without scaler is carried
out. lf a counter content of at least
40000HEX=262,144DEC is not reached
(that is, the measurement time is
shorter than 65.5 ms), the scaling fac-
tor Is is increased in a number of test
measurernents until the reference
value is reached or exceeded.
Ta speed up the process of finding

a suitable scaling factor, the software
not only increases the factor but also
halves the reference value if the
counter content is tao srnall. This
means that in practice only four test
measurements are necessary: with
sealing factors of 0, 2, 8 and 16.
Once the scaling factor has been

determined, the final measurement is
carried out. Of course, the oscillator
does not generate exactly 262,144
pulses, since there may be adeviation
of up to -25% (whieh means that a11
values above 196,608 pulses are valid).
This gives the software a measurement
accuraey of 5.1 ppm (1/196,608). The
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software recognlzes a change in the
measurand during the measurement
and signals an error.
The software does not start any

computation unti.l 500 ms have elapsed
since the start of the measurement.
This arrangement ensures a constant
display independent of the number of
approximation steps and the duration
of the measurement.
Mu1tiplication and division routines

average the decimal value of the fre-
quency frorn the counter content and
the scaling factor. Th.is value is
rounded off and converted into a
sequence, arranged in olle of nine
measurement ranges. given a decimal
point and unit value, shorn of any
superfluous zeros, and finally dis-
played.
Any slight fluctuations of the mea-

surand at or near the limits of the mea-
surement range are nullified by an
hysteresis of ±0.5%.
The period of the measurand is com-

puted in a similar manner. An asterisk
is displayed for about 200 ms before the
measurement result is shown. There is
a time Japse of 500 ms between the start
of the measurement and the onset of
the computation. So, if the time taken
far the computation is ignored, the dls-
play rate is about 1.4 Hz.

[970077]
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cool down. The aetual soldering is
done thus: I hold the parts in eon-
taet and apply the iron, while junior
applies the solder. This works weil,
as he pro vides the oft wanted
'third hand'.
Using the methods deseribed
above, it should be possible to
eonstruet a deviee that ls reliable.
00 not worry too mueh about the
finished appearanee. It is an
aehievement to eomplete the pro-
jeet at all. Glues like white wood
glue, elear Bostik and Plastie
Padding have great appeat, and
paint is no excepfion; but be ready
with plenty of clean rags and sol-
vent. Remember that mothers are
partieular about paint on clothes,
and that solvents may weil eause
temporary damage to junior skin
unless ~ is washed off immediately
afterwards.
The time span of interest for the

very young vanes from child, but
be ready for him to start playing
at almost any stage. He will prob-
ably eome back in a while.
When the projeet hardware has
been eompleted and tested, lt
must be given to junior to keep.
This is a powertul indueement to
eomplete it.
I have no doubt that there ean exist
a vast differenee between me psy-
ehology of one ehild and the next.
This letters should therefore be
taken as general guidanee only.
Nevertheless, I wish you weil in ini-
tiating new, keen and praetieal
engineers. An eany start ean be the
best basis for a lifetime interest.
J.M. Benlley, Loughborough

Congratulations on your mar-
ve/lous endeavours! Efforts like
yours wi/l hopelu/ly do much to
restore the strength 01 (elec-

The Wall Box
November /997 - 97009/
tne outside diameter 01 the PVC
tube lor the bass reflex port
should be 40mm, not 44mm.

Frequency Meter and
Event Counter Module
October /997 - 970077
tre drawings in the inset 'Prin-
ciple 01 measurement' were
mangled by Dur phototypeset-
fing machine. The correct draw-
ings are reprodueed bete.

tronics) engineering in Durcoun-
try. Comments lrom other par-
ent readers are welcome. rEd.]

Pioneer 01 Computing
Dear Editor, as an amateur who
oeeasionally dabbles in eleetron-
tcs, I have reeentiy beeome
intrigued by some of the early pio-
neers of eomputing. Especialiy
interesting is the work of Conrad
Zuse who built a ealeulating
maehine eonstrueted lrom sever-
al thousand eleetromagnetie
teleeommunieations relays in
Germany around 1934. I believe a
working example stili exists in a
museum there and fills a whole
room. I am attraeted to the possi-
bility 01 building a deviee along
these lines as logieal thought and
patience are the main require-
ments, the individual eomponents
being straightforward. There ls

also the satisfaetion of making
sueh a deviee funetion without the
use of a single semieonduetor.
Cireu~diagram for such a maehine
are a little hard to come byl My
own design lor a modest deviee
eapable 01perionming additions of
two, eight digit, deeimal numbers
and multiplieation by serial addi-
non, requires about 200 relays.
Whilst it should work, I wonder if
anyone else has experimented in
this way lor their own amusement
in reeent tim es, and if they would
be prepared to eorrespond with
me. It may be that my design ean
be made more effieient belore I
begin the rather laborious task 01
eonstruetion.

John Dingly, Swansea.

Anyone interested in this under-
taking, please get in touch with
the Editor

Ca

§WITCHBDARD
Switchboard allows PRJVATE READERS of Elektor Electronics one
FREE advertisement of up to 106 cbaracters, including spaces, com-
mas, numerals, etc., per month. The advertisement MUST relate to
electronics, and it MUST lNCLUDE a private telephone number or
name and address; post office boxes are NOT acceptable.
Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not accept responsibility for any
correspondence or transaction as a result of a free advertisement or
of any Inaccuracy in the text of such an advertisement.
Adverrisemenrs will be placed in the order in whicb they are
received. Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve the right to refuse
adverttsements without giving reasons or without returning them.

WANTEDOperationmanualslor
Tascam244 Portastudio recorder
and Akai 1721 L reel tape recorder.
Photocopywill do. PhoneJ.S.
MundeIlon (0181) 2418188.

FORSALE Tektronix7904 oscillo-

Elektor Electronics

scope, 2x dual trace amps, delaying
timebase & logic analyzer with man-
uals, ~250.
TeL01844338959, Mr.G. Morgan.
FORSALE Bareolarge-screenvideo
projector, believed to be complete but
untested and likely to need attention.

12/97

E250, buyer coliects. Some spare
parts for Barco's available, too.
TR. Wittshire, (011B) 970t 163.

FORSALE Poweredsubwooler sys-
tem. Write to Z.H.Ashim, 591
PadangLalang,14120 Penang,
Malaysia.Phone!lax604 588 6019.

FORSALE EPROMprogrammer,
built (no case), + software, Elektor
March 97 I at cost price E50. Phone
Bill Brownon (0194) 625660.

WANTED Nationalcathode-ray
oscilioscope model VP-513A manu-
als or diagram. Willing to pay. John
S. Syros, 26 KyprouStr.,Athens
141-22, Greece.
WANTED Microguard600-40 UPS

51~

circuit diagram or service manual
details. Phone Angus MacKenzie on
(0150) 8493124.

WANTED Circuit or device that will
telephone my home number when
my office burglar alarm is set off.
PhoneJoe Rustonon (0181) 947
6616

FORSALE Ktts lor 1.2 GHz
Multifunction Frequency Meter (EE
Dec 1992). Unmatchedproject. Ktt
includesEPROM,PCB,LCD,lront
panel,drilled case, all parts and
description. Few available, unra-low
price E75 each. Anita, Sibberkerkstr
100, NL-630t-AWValkenburg,
Nethenancs.Emailtechtext@worl-
donline.nl.
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distortio!1 for electric guitars
(fuzz) und
Distortion, or fuzz
effect, units are

almost as old as the
electric guitar itself.

The unit
described in
this article

produces soft
clipping,

which gives
an effect remi-
niscent of that

produced by valve
amplifiers. Soft clip-

ping means
merely that the sig-
nal is not permitted
to exceed a certain
voltage level. Most
listeners feel that soft
clipping produces a
much more musical

sound than hard clip-
ping (in wh ich the
tops of the positive
and negative signals

are chopped off).
The unit is intended

to be inserted
between the guitar
and its amplifier.

Design by M Radler
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INTRODUCTION
The designer of audio frequency cir-
cuits normally aims at signal process-
ing that is as linear as possible. The
exception to this rule is the design of
guitar amplifiers - and it is a specific
exception. At the same time, there is no
specified definition 01 the shape 01 the
output the circuit should produce.
Only one thlng is certain: it must def-
initely not be linear.
Designers of guitar amplifiers

ceaselessly experiment with all kinds
of effect unit and with the amplifier
itself, of course. Here again, there is a
virtually unanimous opinion among
guitarists and listeners alike end that is
that serniconductor amplifiers produce
a cold, clinicaJ sound, whereas valve
(tube) amplifiers provide a warm and
musical sound. The difference
between the two lies primarily in the

clipping behaviour of transistors and
valves (tubes). The present unit aims
at imitating the performance of a valve
(tube) amplifier. This is manifested by
a dynarme approach. richness of har-
monics and soft clipping (which,
stnctly speeking. is not clipping at all.
but rather a rounding o!f 01 the signal).
Last but not least, the unit is virtually
immune to crackling and scratching
sounds.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The imitation of the performance of
a valve (tube) arnplifier, without
using a single valve (tube) requires
an inordinate amount of well-
thought-out filtenng. This means
that the present unit contains rather
more electronics than most other
fuzz boxes (see Figure 1). However,
the end justifies the means, but, all
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IC1 = TL072

lC1 0: TL072

15V

Figura 1. The clrcult
comprises an Input
amplffler, a low-fr"..
quency attenuator,
variable clIpper, an
actlve low-pass filter,
and an output buffer.

the same, with just three
r(s, four potentiometers,
and a small number of
resistors and capacitors,
the circuit is not that
extensive.
Op amp ICla functions

as impedance mateher
and amplifier. The input impedance of
700.Q is suitable for most electric gui-
tars. The amplification is determined
by (R6+R4):R5 which with values as
specified is about 3.
The Input stage is followed by a

passive filter consisting of RrR14 and
C4-C7• which has a pass-band lor the
middle frequencies with a dear peak
at 1 kHz. The lower frequencies may
be further attenuated by switch 5,.
When the contact of this switch is
linked clirectly to pin 5 01 IC,tv the Ire-
quencies around 400 Hz are attenu-
ated by an extra 6 dB.
Op amp IC

'
b provides further

amplification of the signal to a degree
determined by PI' This component
does not operate as a standard vol-
ume control, but varies the level of
the signal applied to the cbpper 101-
lowing IC,b.
The clipper consists of two parts.

The first consists of
a standard diode
limiter, DrD2, and
the second com-
prises IC2a and
DrD7. The level 01
both the negative
and positive halves

01 the signal is limited by D7. In con-
junction with the earlier mentioned
frequency correction, this circuit pro-
vides soft clipping. 5ince a large num-
ber of harmonics is generated at the
same time, the overall effect is very
reminiscent of that provided by
valves (tubes).
The filtered and shaped signal is

then applied to active lew-pass filter
IC2b. This filter has steep slopes and a
cut-off frequency of about 5.5 kHz. At
the same time, the op amp provides
additional amplification at around
100Hz and 500 Hz.
The filter is followed by treble con-

trol Pz.. which provides some correc-
tion of the high frequencies relative to
the medium range.
Output buffer IC3 ensures that

cables of almost any length can be
linked to the output without heavy
signal losses or other problems.
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SUMMARY OF THE
CONTROLS
Switch 51 gi.ves an apparent boost to
the middle frequencies (in fact, of
course, it attenuates the lower fre-
quencies with respect to the medium
range). Although it is not, it may be
termed mid-boost control.
Potentiometer P1 provides control

01 the clipping effect.
Potentiometer P2 is a treble control.
Potentiometer P3 sets the level of

the processed output signal.
Potentiometer P4 functions as the

output control of the linear signal.
5witch 52 enables rapid switching

between the distorted and original sig-
nals.

CONSTRUCTION
The distortion unit is best built on the
printed-circuit board (not available
ready-made) shown in Figure 2. If that
is done, there is little hard wiring, since
the potentiometers are all mounted on
the board. Only switches 5, and 52.
and the input and output jacks require
to be linked to the board: the switches
via short lengths of circuit wire and
the jacks via short lengths 01 single-
screened cable.
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Parts list

Aesistors:
Al, A21 = 68 kQ
A2, A3, A17 = 510 kQ
A4 = 5.1 kQ
As = 6.8 kQ
A6 = 15 kQ
A7 = 56 kQ
Ae = 1.5 kQ
Ag, AIO = 33 kQ
All = 11 kQ
Al2 = 36 kQ
Al3 = 10 MQ
A14 = 2.8 kQ
AIS = 1 kQ
A16=100Q
Ale. A22 = 1 MQ
A19 = 820 kQ
A20• A23. A24 = 22 kQ
A25, A26 = 7.5 kQ
PI = 100 kQ
P2 = 50 kQ. linear
P3, P4 = 50 kQ, logarithmic

Capacitors:
Cl. C2 = 0.0047 J1F
C3, C2e. C29 = 22 J1F,40 V, radial
C4 = 0.056 J1F
Cs, C7 = 0,022 J1F
C6 = 0.0068 J1F
Ce = 33 J1F,25 V, radial
Cg = 470 pF
ClO = 1 J1F,63 C, radial
c.; C13, C16 = 0.0022 J1F
Cl2 = 0.001 J1F
Cl4 = 0.0033 J1F
Cl5 = 560 pF
Cl?, C1B = 0.015 J1F
C19, C21 = 0.22 J1F
C20, C22-C27 = 0.1 J1F

Semiconductors:
01-06 = 1N4448
07 = LEO. red
Oe. 09 = 1N4001

Integrated circuits:
ICI, IC2 = TL072CP
IC3 = TL081CP

Miscellaneous:
SI, S2 = chanqe-over switch
2 off 6.3 mm jack socket
Power supply: :t9 V or :t 15 V mains
adaptor or two 9 V batteries

Since the board is fairly sma11, it
may be housed in a sma11,robust case,
preferably of polythene. When choos-
ing a case, bear in mind that it also has
to house the power supply.
Although the circuit specifies sym-

metrical supply lines of ±15 V, lower
levels (±9 V) may also be used. A small
mains adaptor, in conjunction with
suitable voltage regulators (7815 and
7915),may be used, but, since the cur-
rent drain is only about 10mA, battery
operation is a very attractive alterna-
tive.

PERFORMANCE
A unit as described can be judged only
by ear: figures and a11sorts of charac-
teristic curve do not mean a11that
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Figure 2. Printed-e/r-
euit board for the dis-
tortion unlt, wh/eh iS,
however, not available
ready-made.

much. Nevertheless, since it is of inter-
est to a nu mber of guitarists to see
what roughly can be expected before
construction is commenced, frequency
response characteristics of the proto-
type are shown in Figure 3. The curves
were obtained. with PI and P2 at the
centre of their travel; the upper curve
with 51 linked to junction C7-R13 and
the lower one with it connected to pin
5 of lClb.

[970027)
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Figure 3. Fre-
queney
response
eurves of the
distortion unit.
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4-wa
serial port switc

trom one to tour RS232 ports

Although a
pe can be
equipped
with four

RS232 ser-
ial ports,

only two of
these are
available
on most machines.
Worse, most laptops
have just one serial
port! The problems
are obvious once a
lot of equipment has
to be hooked up to a

serial port. The
switch described in
this article allows up
to four peripheral
devices to be con-
nected to one and

the same RS232 port.

Design by L Lemmens

~28

The sertal port, available as a stan-
dard on any PC. is in popular
demand. Apart frorn modems and
mice, we see personal organizers,
graphics tablets, chip card readers
and label printers, all requiring a con-
nection to the RS232 port. Moreover,
many of you will have experimental
circuits as weil as pIogrammers and
emulators that also use the serial
port. In practice, quite a bit of plug-
ging and unplugging may be in order
if you want to change from one ser-
ial device to another. Cumbersome,
indeed, especially if the computer is
installed in an awkward position. In
these cases, the serial port switch
comes to your rescue, allowing up to
four serially eontrolled peripheral
devices to be connected to it. The
switch itself is then conneeted to the
pe via a standard 9-way cable. Any
one of the four peripherals may be
eonnected through to the PC at the
flick of a switch. LEDs on the front
panel of the switch unit indicate
which serial channel is being used.

FOUR
TIMES
NINE IS
NI NE

Although a 25-
way connection
was generally
used for sertal
ports in the past,
the smaller 9-pin
variant is much
more popular
these days. For
the sake of com-
patibility and
simplicity, the
port switch
described here
follows this
trend and uses a
9-pin connec-
tion. If a 25-way
conneetian is
required, an

adaptor (as supplied with most mice)
maybe used.
Assuming that the ground connec-

tion is shared between all peripheral
devices, and that the 'ring indicator' (RI)
is rarely used, seven signels remain
which have to be taken into aecount:
TxD, RxD, CTS, RTS, DCD. DSR and
DTR. In practice, RTSand DTR (signals
sent from the computer to the periph-
eral) may also be shared and thus inter-
connected without problems. Although
peripheral devices which are not
seleeted by the switch will then also
receive these signals. this does no harm.
The block dia gram in Figure 1

shows the arrangement of the differ-
ent signals, In addition to an array of
eleetronie switches, the drcuit contains
a ring counter with four states, a num-
ber of level converters, a simple 5-volt
supply and four LEDs acting as ehan-
nel selection indicators.

THE HARDWARE
With the general structure of the circuit
in mind, it is not too difficult to grasp
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the operation of the circuit shown in
Figure 2. The supply uses an inte-
grated voltage regulator type 7805
(JCl) with the usual satellite capadtors,
here, C4, CS and C6. Diode D2 has
been added as a polarity reversal pro-
teetion device, while 01 will short out
any voltage surge that may occur at
the output of ICl.
Circuit IC6 is a four-state ring

counter which is incrernentedone step
every time 51 is pressed. As soon as
output Q4 goes high, the reset input is
pulled high. As a result, QO is actuated
again. Components C20 and R24 pro-
vide a power-up reset pulse which
ensures that QOIs active when the cir-
cuit is first switched on.
The switching of the RI (ring indi-

ca tor) flag is given a very simple
implementation, because very few
peripheral devices make use of this
signal. A jumper bleck, JPI-JP4, aJlows
you to select the device (one of four)
which actuaJIy needs the RI signal. If
the signal is not needed by any of the
four peripherals you have in mind, the
jumper is simply not fitted.
The TxD signal (approx. 12 V in
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most cases) supplied by the computer
arrives at pin 5 of K6, and is stepped
down to ITL level by resistor R22and
IC8a. With R22 acting as a current lim-
iter, use is made of the internal pro-
tection diodes in the gate.
The eJectronic switching of the TxD

has a different arrangement than that
for DSR,CTS,RxD and DCD. The TxD
signal is selected with the aid of four
bilateral analogue switches before it is
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1-R16,R22 = 15kQ
RH = 100Q
R18-R21 = 2kQ2
R23 = 1kQ
R24 = 10kQ
R25 = 4kQ7
R26.R27 = SIL resistor array
8x100kQ

Capacitors:
C1.C2.C7.C13-C20 = 1,uF 25V
C3,C6.C8-C12 = 100nF
C4,C5 = 4;uF7 25V. radial
C21 = 470nF

Semiconductors:
01 = 5V1 400mW
02 = 1N4001
03-06 = LEO
07 = 1N4148
IC1 = 7805
IC2.IC3 = 74HC240
IC4.IC5 = MAX234CPE
IC6 = 4017
IC7 = 4016
IC8 = 74HC14

Miscellaneous:
JP1-JP4 = jumper
K1 = 2-way PCS terminal block,
raster 5 mm
K2-K6 = 10-way boxheader
S1 = single-pole switch
5 10C sockets, 10-way
4 10C style 9-pin sub-D plug (male)
1 10C-style 9-pin sub-D socket
(female)
Mains adaptor 9V, 25mA
PCS: order code 970057-1 (see
Readers Services page)

applied to one of the level converter
inputs. The state of counter IC6 deter-
mines which switch is c1osed.The out-
put signals from the switches are con-
verted from TTL swing to true RS232
levels. This is done by IC4, a
MAX234CEfrom Maxim. This IC con-
tains a charge pump which uses C7
and CI3 to convert the 5-V supply
voltage into a symmetrical ±12-V rai!.
The remaining signals DSR, CTS,

RxD and DSR are switched by IC2 and
IC3. Each of these demultiplexers con-
tains two digital four-to-one line con-
verters. The corresponding outputs of
all four converters are joined. Next, the
switched signal appears at the input of
the second MAX234CE,IC5. Here, too,
the TTL level is changed into a true
RS232 signal. Next, the signals are fed
to connector K6 and, from there, to the
serial port inside the Pe.
Recapitulating: Depending on the

counter state of IC6, the PC is auto-
matically connected to K2 (CHI), K3
(CH2), K4 (CH3) or K5 (CH4).

CONSTRUCTION
You should be able to build this circuit
on a rainy afternoon. There are no
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exotic or expensive components, and
the layout of the printed circuit board
for the project is given in Figure 3. This
board is double-sided, through-plated
and available ready-made through our
Readers Services.
The component overlay indicates

that a PCB terminal block is used in
position KI, while lO-way boxheaders
are applied for the remaining connec-
tions. The connection between each
boxheader and the associated 9-way
sub-D connector may be horne-made
using a short piece of flatcable. This is
easiest done with the aid of a header
and a sub-D connector of the insula-
tion-displacement connector (IDC)
type, components which require no
soldering at all. An advantage of using
these short cables is that you have a
larger choice of enclosures for the cir-
cuit board to fit in.
For c1arity's sake, the jumper that

determines whether or not the RI sig-
nal is passed sits right next to each
boxheader. In this way, you have an
instant indication about a device
which is actually capable of processing
this signal.
The push-button and the LEDs are

Figure 3. Copper track
layouts and compo-
nent mounting plan of
the double-sided,
through-plated board
(available ready-made
through the Readers
Services).

mounted on to the front panel of the
case. The supply voltage may be deliv-
ered by a small mains adaptor unit
(9 V at 25 mA).

PRESS TO SWITCH
As you might have expected, this
switching unit is really simple to use.
The computer is connected to K6, the
peripheral devices to K2, K3, K4 and
K5. LED D3lights after switching on
the power supply, indicating that K6 is
effectively connected to K2, allowing
the peripheral device on that channel
to communicate with the Pe. If you
press the button once, the next periph-
eral is hooked up to the Pe. Press four
times and you're returned to the ini-
tial state. Now, isn't that simple?

(970057·1)
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READERS’Letters

4-way serial port switch
October 1997 - 970057
The correct value for capacitors
C4 and C5 is 10µF, 25V, not
4.7µF, 25V as stated in the Com-
ponents List on page 31.

PIC-controlled home
alarm system
April 1997 - 970022
In some cases, D7 starts to flash

Switchboard allows PRIVATE READERS  of Elektor Electronics one
FREE advertisement of up to 106 characters, including spaces, com-
mas, numerals, etc., per month. The advertisement MUST relate to
electronics, and it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone number or
name and address; post office boxes are NOT acceptable.
Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not accept responsibility for any
correspondence or transaction as a result of a free advertisement or
of any inaccuracy in the text of such an advertisement.
Advertisements will be placed in the order in which they are
received. Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve the right to refuse
advertisements without giving reasons or without returning them.

CORRECTIONS & UPDATES

SWAP  Tektronix/Telequipment D65
dual-beam scope in g.w.o. for Bb

clarinet, must also be in g.w.o.
Phone Graham on (01142) 483587.

WANTED National cathode-ray
oscilloscope model VP-513A manu-
als or diagram. Willing to pay. John
S. Syros, 26 Kyprou Str., Athens
141-22, Greece.

FOR SALE Kits for 1.2 GHz
Multifunction Frequency Meter (EE
Dec 1992). Unmatched project. Kit
includes EPROM, PCB, LCD, front
panel, drilled case, all parts and
description. Few available, ultra-low
price £75 each. Anita, Sibberkerkstr
100, NL-6301-AW Valkenburg,
Netherlands. Email techtext@worl-
donline.nl.

SWITCHBOARD

apparently only available as sur-
plus items.

Video Copy Processor
ready-built?
Dear Editor, I wish to inquire
about an article you published in
your November 1997 issue. The
ar ticle in question is about the
‘Video Copy Processor’ designed
by W. Foede. The article explains
how ‘Macrovision’ works and
details how to build a device
which ‘stabilizes/eliminates’ the
signal. Although I have a knowl-
edge of electronics, all be it
somewhat limited, I still do not
have the necessary abilities to
construct this project. What I
wish to inquire about is, is there
a service you provide which
allows the public to have the
products/devices you publish, be
built? On page 32, under the
heading ‘Construction’, the ar ti-
cles states: “For your reference,
and for those of you who insist
on making the board themselves,
the ar twork of the singled-side
printed circuit board is shown in
Figure 4”. By this, I am led to

believe that there is service which
provides my request, perhaps it
is an extension on your Reader
Services. If my request cannot
be made, is it possible for you to
put me in contact with someone
who can, e.g., the writer of the
article?
Christopher Burke (by e-mail)

Hi Christopher, welcome to the
wonderful world of Elektor Elec-
tronics magazine. If you want to
build the projects published in
our magazine, there are basically
three options: 
1. Purchase the PCB and any
software item(s) (like a prepro-
grammed PIC or EPLD) from our
Readers Services, and then shop
around for the other compo-
nents.
2. Make the PCB yourself (pret-
ty difficult, hence our note in the
article), purchase the software
item(s) (like the preprogrammed
EPLD) from our Readers Ser-
vices, and then shop around for
the other components.
3. Buy a complete kit (this usu-
ally includes the PCB and soft-
ware items, if applicable) from

a kit supplier. Our advertisers C-
I Electronics and Stippler supply
kits as well as individual hard-
to-get components for many of
our published projects, includ-
ing the Video Copy Processor.
C-I Electronics may be reached
by e-mail on dil@euronet.nl, or
see their adverts in this and last
month’s issue for price and
ordering information. Mind you,
you still have to assemble the kit
yourself, we are not aware of any
kit build-up service in the UK.
Perhaps other readers can help?

Hybrid Power Amplifier
– Copyright Violation
Dear Editor, I wish to raise atten-
tion to an article presented in your
September 1997 issue, in which
an audio stage is in direct violation
of a copyrighted design by Audio
Enhancement Design, now Chris
Found Designs, and the subse-
quent manufacture of this circuit
by a then UK company.
The output stage of the Hybrid
Power Amplifier design by E.
Wincek is a copy of a design man-
ufactured by Beard Audio Ltd., and
is subsequently still in manufac-

ture by an Italian franchise. This
company is UKD, Preganziol, Italy,
but all correspondence for this
design should be made to Chris
Found Designs, 9, 437 Fulham
Road, Chelsea, London SW10 9TY.
Phone 0171-460-2143, fax 0171-
924-5501.
Furthermore, the PCB was origi-
nally designed by Gray PCB
Design in St. Ives, Cambridgeshire.

Christopher Found,
Chris Found Designs,

Chelsea, London.

We have investigated this mat-
ter using documents you kindly
supplied (circuit diagram and an
original PCB layout plot), and
found that the design as pub-
lished is only marginally differ-
ent from yours. We apologize for
not identifying Audio Enhance-
ment Design (now Chris Found
Designs) as the rightful copy-
right owner. Despite the copy-
rights, the project may be built
for personal purposes only, i.e.,
advice on any commercial use
of the design should be sought
from Chris Found Designs.

rapidly although the alarm
should go off. Normally, rapid
flashing of D7 indicates an alter-
nating-voltage fault. The prob-
lem may be solved by increasing
the value of C2 to 33µF.

Function Generator
June 1995 - 950068
If the decimal point and the
colon (:) are not displayed cor-

rectly, IC2 (in the frequency
meter section) has to be
replaced by a type 74HC7266.

ADC for Centronics port
July/August 1997 - 974088
Lines 130 and 140 in the pro-
gram printed with this design
generate a clock pulse too early.
Once CS has dropped low, D7 is
available on D-out (IC2). Lines
130 and 140 however cause D7

to be overwritten by D6, thus
killing the MSB. This happens
again in line 150 as a result of
the assignment i=1.
The recommended remedy is to
(1) delete lines 130 and 140
from the program, and (2)
change line 150 to read: FOR i
= 0 to 7.



dual output low-power
thermostat Type LM56

The I.M56 Is ;deally
su;fable tor:
o Microprocessor thermal man-
agement

o App/iances
o Portable battery-powered 3.0 V
or 5.0 V systems

o Fan control
o Industrial process control
o HVAC system
'> Remote temperature sensing
o Electronic system protection

ANatIonal Serniconductor
Application

1
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GENERAL
DESCRIPTION
The LM56 is a precision lew-power
thermostat. Two stable temperature
trip points (Vn and Vnl are generated
by dividing down the device's 1.250V
bandgap voltage reference with the
use of three external resistors.
The LM56 has two digital outputs:

OUT1goes low when the temperature
exceeds Tl and goes high when the
temperature goes below (Tj-Hyst).
Similarly, OUT2 goes low when the
temperature exceeds T2and goes high
when the temperature goes below
(T,-Hyst). Hyst is an internally set 5 °C
typical hysteresis.
The trip point accuracy (incJuding

VREfI comparator offset, and tempera-
ture sensitivity errors) is within
±2-4°C (depending on the version)

__ VTEMP

er s-o

THYST S'C

er s-o

over the temperature range -40 "C to
+125 "C,
The switching points of the device

are shown graphically in Figure 1.
Apart from the switching outputs,

the LM56 also has an independent lin-
ear sensor output voltage, VTEMP'
which is

V1EMP = (6.20 mV!'C X n+ 395mV
The LM56 needs apower line of

2.7-10 V which, since the maximum
current drawn is only 230pA, is easily
provided by batteries.
The LM56 is available in an 8-lead

mini 508 surface mount package er in
an 8-lead small outline package.

TRIP POINT CALCULATION
AND ERROR
The functional diagram of the LM56

is shown in Figure 2. Potential divider
Rj-R3 determines the trip points:

Vn = (6.20 mVI'C x Tj) + 395 mV
1.250 x Rj/(Rj + R2+ R3),

and

VT, = (6.20 mVI'C x T,) + 395 mV
= 1.250 X (R, + R,)/(Rj + R,+ R3).

j

/ -......... T
I-- ~

a

, I I- ,w'~l

<, -: :- Tlv
t

, I I

Figura 1. Swltchlng
bahavlour 0' thfJ LM56
when the tamparatu,.
rlsas above thfJ upper
trip point or drops below
tha lower trip point.
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Figur. 2. Internal e/r-
cu" 01the LM56 and a
basIc appllcatlon.
Isolated potential
d/vlrlers for Vn and
Vn MSU,.. accurate
trip poInts.

The data sheet gives the sum of the
three resistors as 27 kil. This value is
the optimum compromise between
minimum current drain and minimum
errar.
Higher accuracy may be obtained

by the use of two Independent poten-
tial dividers, each consisting of two
resistors only. The reason for this lies in
the input current of the comparator. As
lang as the ternperature lies below the
trip point, virtually no current flows
into the inverting Input of the corn-
parator. When the trip temperature is
reached, the input current rises to
150 nA, and when the temperature rises
even further, the current increases to a
maximum of 300M. Even at the lower
values of the current, it is easily calcu-
lated that the upper trip temperature in
particular is affected by this additional
current through the divider. This is
especially true when the two trip val-
ues are dose together. It is dear that in
applications where accuracy is imper-
ative the setup with two independent
potential dividers should be used.

TYPICAL APPLICATION
The circuit for a simple overtempera-
ture detector for power devices in Pig-
ure 3 shows that an application ustng
only one comparator is feasible. Here,
an audio power amplifier is bolted to
a heat sink and an LM56 temperature
sensor is mounted on a pe board that
is bolted to the heat sink near the
power amplifier.
Toensure that the sensing element

Is at the same temperature as the heat
sink, the sensor'sleads are mounted to
pads that have feed-throughs to the
back side 01 Öle board. Since the LM56
is senslng the temperature of the

Flgure 3. Overlemper-
ature d.teetor 'or an
audlo power amplIfIer.
Not. that th. fan must
be driven via a sw"ch-
Ing transistor, not
dir.etly by th. eom-
parator
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actual pe board, the back side of the
board has a large ground plane to help
conduct the heat to the device.
The comparators output goes low

if the heat sink temperature rises
above a threshold set by R1t R2I and
the voltage reference. This fault detec-

tion output from the comparator can
be used to turn on a eooling fan. In the
figure, the fan is turned on when the
heat sink temperature exceeds 80 "C
and is turned off agam when the heat
sink temperature drop below about
75 "C. (970078)

Pin descriptions (Figure 2)

(V",.)
This i5 the 1.250 V bandgap voltage referenee output pin.

1. In order to maintain trip point aeeuraey, this pin 5hould
souree a 50 #JAload.

2. (V.,,)
Thi5 is the Input pln for the low-temperature trip point von-
age for OUT2-

3. (VTf)
This is the input pin for the low-temperature trip point
voltage for DUT1.

4. IGND} This i5 the ground pin.

5. (V".,,) Thi5 i5 the temperature sensor output pin.

This Is an open-colleetor digital output, wh/eh is aetive low.
It goes low when the temperature is greater than the T2 set

6. IOUT,) point and goes high when the temperature is le5s than
T2 - 4 <><>Co This output i5 not intended to drive a fan motor
direetly.

This is an open-colleetor digital output, whieh i5 aetive low.

7. IOUT,} It goes low when the temperature ;5 greater than T, and
goes high when the temperature i5 less than 11- 4 ooC. Thi5
output is not intended to drive a fan motor direetly.

8. (V+) This is the positive supply voltage. It should be bypassed
with a 0.1 #JFcapaeitor to ground.

-------------------------------------
Thermally Connected

LM3886
+ 28V

970078- '1
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;tactive heat-sink
For most electronics
projects that require
some form of cooling
we make use of the

classic heat-sink
which employs the

principle of passive or
natural convection. In
today's computers,
the processor is

cooled by means of a
heat-sink which uses
active convection. By
adding a miniature
ventilator, such a

processor heat-sink
achieves a thermal
resistance which is

very low relative to its
size. This article

shows how a low-
cost CPU cooler may
be used for different

applications, and how
its thermal resistance
may be measured

empirically.

Manufacturers of heat-sinks strive to
keep the thermal resistance of their
products as low as possible. That's
why a physicaJ shape is chosen which
enables the flow of ambient air to
'accept' excess heat as quick.ly and effi-
ciently as possibJe. Normally, the prin-
ciple of natural convection is used,
which means that the airflow which
results from the heat developed by the
heat-sink extracts the excess energy.
For this, it is necessary to give the heat-
sink a physicaJ design which makes
the effective area in direct contact with
ambient air as large as possible. So

Design by H. Banekamp
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a different application
for CPU coolers

nQW you know why heat-sinks are
large, bulky and pricey!
Applications in which space is at a

premium, for example, a computer or
an amplifier; caU for an extractor fan to
increase the flow of air around the
heat-sink. Although such a fan
requires some extra energy and space,
and also causes extra noise, it does pro-
vide a considerable increase in effi-
ciency of the heat-sink.
CPU coolers were developed to

keep the operating temperature of
energy-hungry processors like the
Intel 486 and Pentium within limits.
Such a cooler consists of a compact
heat-sink. with a small fan seeured on
top of it. The size of the beat-sink
matches that of the proeessor for
which it is intended.
With some de.xterity,such a cooling

device may be used in eornbinahon
with power transistors, voltage regu-
lators and other heat dissipating com-
ponents in electronic equipment.
Beeause the thermal resistance of a
eru cooler is usually not stated by the
manufacturer (who would want to
know?) you have to measure it your-
self using an experimental setup
described below.

MEASURE IT!
As some of you may have discovered
the hard way, Cf'U coolers come in
various shapes and ratings. These vari-
ants are necessary to match the vastly
different electrical, thermal and phys-
icaJ specilications of the eru types you
can get at present.
Although most Cf'U coolers are

designed for a specific processor type,
information on their thermal resistance
is sadly laeking in most, if not all, cases.
Fortunately, this intereshng specifica-
tion is fairly easy to measure. The
drawing in Figure 1 shows an experi-
mental setup which allows you to
measure the thermal characteristic of
the eru cooler. The starting point is a
small, thermally isolated space made
from polystyrene, having one open
side onto which the Cf'U cooler is fit-
ted. Mount apower reslstor; say, a 10~
Q IO-watt type, agalnst the heat-sink,
in such a way that it is encapsulated by
the isolated 'ease' when the heat-sink
is secured to the open side. In this way,
practically all heat dissipated by the
resistor is transferred to the heat-sink.
The wires conneeting the resistor to the
power supply are fed through one
polystyrene wall.
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Switch on the fan, apply about
12 volt to the resistor, and measure the
current it earries. Calculate the power
dissipated by the resistor, i.e., the
amount of energy which is turned into
heat. With forced cooling as applied
here, apower of about 10watts is a
good starting point. Allow the resistor
to heat up over a considerable period
(at least 30 minutes}, so that you are
sure that a stable situation is reached
as regards thermal behaviour. Now
use a thermometer to measure the
heat-sink temperature, and that of the
ambient air. In this experiment, the
heat-sink temperature should not
exceed 50 to 50 degrees .Celsius. lf
higher ternpe.ratures are measured,
reduce the volta ge across the resistor
so that less power is dissipated. The
thermal resistance of the heat-sink is
the temperature difference between
heat-sink and arnbient air, divided by
the arnount of dissipated power.

Practical example

Voltage: 12 volt
Resistor: 15 Q
Current: 800 mA
Power: 9.6 watts

Temperature
Air: 24°C
Heat-sink: 47"C

Thermal resistance Rth
Rth = (47-24)19.6 = 2.4 K!W

A DIFFERENT APPROACH
If you know the brand of the CPU fan
(look at the carton it came in) it rnay
be possible to trace the manufacturer
via the Internet. Many pe hardware
manufacturers use a web site to pro-
vide an overview of their product line.
In the case of Cf'U coolers, alJ essential
component data are shown, including
thermal resistance. Information on
eru coolers from TennMax Inc., for
example, may be found at
http://www.tennmax.com. Similarly, if
you have a Design & Technology
cooler, go to http://un/JW.destechinc.com.

PRACTICAL USE
If the CPU cooler is used in an appli-
cation for which it Is not intended (but
very suitable), then you have to
remove a11special clips and retainers
which norrnally keep the device
clarnped on to the CPU. The special
feed-through connector which is used
to power the fan is also removed. The
two fan wires are connected to the 12-
V supply of the circuit in which the
active cooler is applied. In most cases,
the fan will happily work at a rnuch
lower voltage, say, 8 volts, but do
remember that the thermal resistance

Elektor Electronics 10/97

Flgure 1. Suggested
test setup to meesure
the thermel reststenee0' a CPU cooler.

derates, i.e., it goes up. However, the
actual thermal resistance at the lower
operating voltage may still be known
if this voltage is also used in the exper-
iment described above.
The photograph in Figure 2 shows

how transistors or, for example, volt-
age regulators may be fitted on an
active beat-sink. The results may be
irnproved considerably if you apply
some heat-conducting paste. Also
ensure that the complete assembly is
securely mounted to prevent fan
vibration putting strain on Ie termi-
nals, which may break or come loose.
Finally, a practical example. Let's

assume we want to build a linear
power supply with an output voltage

Figura 2. Alter remov-
Ing the CPU mountlng
clips end other bits
end pleces, you era
left wlth e flet heat-
sink to whleh e small
fan Is eft.ehed. The
thermel ras/stenee 0'
th/s 'eetwe cooler' Is
usuelly very low et
less then 2 K/W.

of +12, -12 and +5 V all outputs
should be capable of supplying a eur-
rent of 1 A. The design is to employ
three voltage regulators: a 7812, a 7912
and a 7805. The 12-volt regulators
receive an Input voltage of 20 volts,
which results in a maximurrt dissipa-

Flgure 3. The dlffer-
ence ;5 obvlous. The
passive heat-s/nk hes
a thermal res/stenee0' ebout 1.7 K/W,whlle
the mueh smeller
aetlve CPU cooler
aehleves 1.3K/W.

tion of 8 watts per regulator. The 7805
receives an input voltage of 15 V, so
that its maximum dissipation works
out at 10 watts. So/ when the supply
is fully loaded, the voltage regulators
dissipate a total power of 26 watts. If
an active heat-sink Is used with a ther-
mal resistance of 1.5 K/W, this dissipa-
tion causes a temperature rise of 39 "C.
lf a passive heat-sink. were used to
achieve the same specification, you
would have to go for a type like the
Fischer SK 133 with a size of
150x40x50 mrn and a thermal resis-
tanee of 1.7K/W. Thanks to the rnodi-
fied CPU cooler, the power supply can

'- --' 970074·11

be designed into a much smaller case
than would have been possible using
a passive heat-sink.

(970074-1)
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*.
U inlra-red-controlled

noiseless volume control
I~

with Type DS1669 electronic potentiometer

The circuit described
in this article is emi-
nently suitable for

those who appreciate
comfort as weil as

sound quality. In the
circuit two integrated
electronic potentiome-
ters are operated by

an Re5 infra-red
remote controller to

provide a volume con-
trol that is not only
free of crackles and

other annoying
noises, but is also free
of wear and tear. It is
intended to be built

on a small printed-cir-
cuit board that can be
conveniently built into
almost any existing

amplifier.

Design by T Giesberts

~38

ELECTRONIC
POTENTIO-
METER

The design is based on
tWQ electronically-con-
trolled potentiometers Type
051669 from Dallas Semiconductors
that were
described in the
January 1997 issue
(page 38) 01 this
magazine.
Briefly, these

po te n t i0 rn ete TS

consist of a resis-
tance track tapped
at 64 positions sep-
arated in equal
steps, a 64:1 multiplexer, control eir-
cuits, and an EEPROM. The devices
are available in a DIP case (Type
051669), or an 5MO (508) case (Type
0516695). Both typcs are available in
one of three values: 10 kQ, 50 kQ, or
100 kQ. The value is identilied by
adding the number 10, 50, or 100, as
the case may be, to the type coding.
The 64 outputs of the resistance

track are fed to the multiplexer,
which determines which of the out-
puts is required; the relevant data is
then stored in the EEPROM. This
ensures that even when the supply to
the device is switched off the set value
of resistance is retained.
The control drcuits are driven by (1)

an up/down switch connected
between UC and earth (input OC is
connected to the supply line), or (2)

,-----~p___-,---{t)+ 4V5 ...8V

J!oon

XI oe .....----.,

Ui-I
(DOWN)1

RH

control
+

EEPROM

... Flgure 1. Block
schemaUc of the
7ype D51669 elec-
tronlc potentlome'er.
1IIe devtce I.COlt-
'roIled by pulse. pro-
vlded by a mlcl'OCOll-
'rolle, GI'9_,a'ed
manually.

970064.12
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two down/up switches connected
between DC and earth and UC and
earth respectively, or (3) a microcon-
troller. The resistance track, R, is ter-
minated into pins 4 (RL= R low) and
1 (RH=R high) (see Figure 1). In sin-
gle-switch operaticn. when the switch
is pressed, the imaginary wiper moves
towards one end of the resistance
track.;when that is reached, it reverses
direction and moves towards the other
end. The same heppens when the cir-
cuits are contra lled by pulses from a
microcontroUer. In twc-switch opera-
tion, when the 'down' switch is
pressed, the imaginary wiper moves
towards RL and when the Iup' switch
is pressed, towards RH.
The D(igital) input intended for

microcontrollers is internally
debounced. For this purpose, the IC
does not react immediately to a switch
being pressed, but only after 1 ms.
When a switch is pressed for Jess than
1 5, this is considered as one action.
When the switch is held down langer
than 15, the wiper is advanced one
step every 100ms: this is called the
auto-repeat function. The wiper takes
about 7 s to travel from one end of the
track to the other.
The UC and DC inputs of the two

potentiometers, IC6 and IC7 (see Fig-
ure 2) are switched by IC4. In this, ICSa
and ICSb perform a special function
which will be reverted to Iater.

Elektor Electronics 10/97
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INFRA-RED CONTROL
The infra-red (IR)signal emitted by an
RCScontroller contains two important
data: the system address and the
actual command. According to the
RCS code, the system address of a pre-
amplifier is '16'. If this address is
already occupied, or if the poten-
tiometer is not fitted in a preamplifier
but in another type of equlpment, a
different address may be used.
The address Is set via inputs Ao--A4'

For address '16', inputs ~A3 must be
logic 0, which is arranged by short-cir-
cuiting pins 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6,
and 7 and 8, on Kv and leaving 9 and
10 open. Address '0', reserved for tele-
vision receivers, is set by short-circuit-
ing all five sets of terminals. It is clear
that the choiee of key on the ReS con-
troller is determined by which of the
pairs of terminals is short-circuited.
The signal from the RCS controller

is received by lC1. This is a special
device from Siemens which contains
an IR photodiode and a comp!ete
receiver. The demodulated signal at its
output, pin 3, is applied to decoder
lCp which converts it into a digital sig-
nal. This signal is available as a logic
level at outputs A~EIn the present cir-
cuit, only two commands are of inter-
est:

address
16
17

FEDCBAcommand
010000louder
010001 softer

SV·(+

~. sv
+" 1~

w
m--

'"'

[.'".~.

,co

'!'. SV

'RH v+e

L.....1 uc ICl ec V'~::::;:~"J
3 0 OS RWv. 1IW2

.1. • RL- 1669_v 54052
'------,

ICS = 4538

&701)64·11

Figura 2. The c/rcult diagram 01
the volume controlln whlch IC6
and IC7 are the actual poten-
tiometers controlled by IC4 and
1Cs-The Infra-red control signals
are processed by IC,-IC3-

Outputs B-F of IC2 are linked to five
of the P-inputs of digital comparator
TC3; the remaining three P-inputs are
strapped to earth. The output, pin 19,
of the comparator is low when the
data ward at the P-inputs is the same
as that set at the Q-inputs via K2. In
that case, Dz lights.
Output A of IC is purpose!y not

linked to one of the comparator
Inputs, since the state of this bit (L58)
is different with commands 'louder
and 'softer' and might therefore upset
the correct functioning of TC3.
The teeeiver IC is decoupled by

network Rj-C" and the decoder IC by
network R,.CS-C6.
Network R3~C2 provldes a power-

on reset for 1(2'
Jumper )PI enab!es decoder IC2 to

process REC5S0 or RCS codes. Nor-
melly, this will be the RCS rode, in
which case the jumper must be
between pin 11 and earth.
Crystal Xv in conjunction with R4!

C3 and (4' ensures that the dock for
TC2 is correct.
Resistance arrays RS1 Rc" and RB,

function as pull-up resistors for the
various inputs and outputs.
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Figure 3. The printed..circuit board for the vo/ume has been
kept as small as possib/e to facilitate its belng built into an
existing equlpment. Make sure that ICf is exposed to the
outside world.

SYNCHRONOUS
CONTROL
It was stated earlier that the poten-
tiometers are controlled by linking the
UC and OC inputs to earth. This is
effected by an analogue multiplexer,
two of which are contained in IC4. The
use of a multiplexer makes it possible
for two switches to be added if
desired. For this purpose, pins 'up' and
'down' are provided on the printed-
circuit board. The Type 4052 used for
IC4 has the added advantage of not
needing additionallogic circuits for the
correct decoding of the rotary direc-
tion.
The address of the multiplexer is a

combination of the decoded LSB (out-
put A of IC2) and the output of IC3.
As mentioned earlier, when the UC

or OC input of IC6 or IC7 is actuated
longer than 1 s, their wiper is shifted
automatically one step every 100 ms.
In the present circuit, in which the ICs
are controlled in parallel, the wipers
may not always move in synchrony,
and this is why the auto-repeat func-
tion is disabled. Instead, the ICs are
driven by discrete pulse trains avail-
able at the CA output of IC2. When the
signal from the RC5 controller is sus-
tained, a 15ms wide pulse appears at
the CA output every 120ms. Both the
width and the repetition frequency of
these pulses are eminently suitable for
repeated actuation of the potentiome-
ters. More importantly, synchrony of

40

operation is guaranteed.

DEAD TIME
The output of comparator IC3 remains
low as long as the CA output of IC2 is
active, which makes it difficult to
ensure that the wipers of IC6 and IC7
do not move more than one defined
step. Therefore, a dead time is pro-
vided by ICs, which may be set
between 0.22 sand 1.22 s with Pt. The
arrangement is that the first wiper
movement takes place immediately
IC3 outputs a pulse. Then follows the
dead time, and then the pulse train.
The dead time is actuated by trig-

gering monostable ICSb at the leading
edge of the first pulse output by IC3.
The Q-output of ICSb is then high and
prevents any further wiper movement
by disabling the inhibit input of IC4.

Since the Type 4538 used for
the monostable is retriggerable, ICSa
has been added to prevent unwanted
lengthening of the dead time. Both
monostables are triggered simultane-
ously, so that ICSa at on ce disables the
trigger input of ICSb by making pin 11
low. Since the mono time of ICSa is
longer than the repetition time of IC3,
any pulses repeated at the output of
the comparator have no effect.
The length of the dead time is best

determined empirically; normally, it
will be sufficient to set Pt to the centre
of its travel.

Parts list
Reslstors:
Rl = 47Q
R2 = 2.2 Q
R3 = 68kQ
R4, RlO = 1 MQ
Rs = array 4x10 kQ
R6 = array 8x10 kQ
R7 = 680 Q
Rg = 220 kQ
Rll, R12 = optional, see text
Pl = 1 MQ preset potentiometer
Capacitors:
Cl, C16 = 220 pF, 25 V, radial
C2 = 1 pF, 63 V, radial
C3, C4 = 27 pF
Cs = 10 pF, 63 V, radial
C6 = 0.047 pF, ceramic
C7 = 1 pF, MKT (metallized poly-
ester), pitch 5 mm er 7.5 mm
Ca = 0.22pF
Cg-Cll, C13, C14, C17 = 0.1 pF,
ceramic
C12 = 47 pF, 25 V, radial
C15 = 4.7 pF, 63 V, radial

Inductors:
Ll == 10pH

Semiconductors:
01 = 1N4148
O2 = LEO, high efficiency
03-06 = BAT85
07 = 1N4001

Integrated clreults:
ICl = SFH506-36 (Siemens)
IC2 '" SAA3049P (Philips)
IC3 == 74HC688
IC4 = 4052
IC5 = 4538
IC6, IC7 = OS1669 (Oallas Semicon-
ductors)
ICa = 7805

Miscellaneous:
JP1 = 3-way terminal strip with
jumper
K1, K2 = dual 10-way terminal strip
with 5 jumpers
Xl = crystal, 4 MHz
PCB Order No. 970064 (see Readers
Services toward the end of this
issue)

PRINTED-CIRCUIT
BOARD
The circuit is best constructed on the
printed-circuit board shown in Fig-
ure 3, which has been kept as small as
possible since it is expected that most
constructors will want to built it into
an existing equipment to replace the
volume control(s) in this. The connec-
tions to this control must be cut and
linked to terminals RH, RW,and RLon
the board.

FINALLY •••
Although IC6 and IC7 are protected
against high input voltages by diodes
0r06t the applied input signal should
not exceed 1.5V r.m.s.
The linear characteristic of the

potentiometers may be given a rather
more logarithmic aspect by connecting
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resistors Rn and Rl2 between the RW
and RL termirrals as shown in Figure 2.
The vaJue of these resistors should be
;f4-~6 of the vaJue of the potentiome-
ter. Be rareful. however, not to damage
the ICs, because the current flowing
through the wiper must not exceed
1 mA. This means that the resistors
should only be used with 100 kQ

potentiometers.
When the circuit is built into an

existing equiprnent, it must, of course,
be done in such a way that the IR
receiver is exposed to the outside
world. lt may be necessary in some
cases to extend the terminals of the IC
with three short lengths of insulated
circuit wire.

Since the circuit has its own recti-
fier (D7)and regulator (le8), the input
power supply may be any a.c. or d.c.
source providing 9 V or more. Thls
may be a mains adaptor, but it may
also be possible to draw it from the
equipment into wh ich the volurne
control is to be fitted.

We are a mencroer company and manu-
factoring perts sets dedieated 10 ELEKTOR
since 1985. The following sets included all
requlred components :

aecording 10 the eomponets list,
m on ELEKTOR PCS,
in high quallty from major manufaeturer
ELEKTOR-PeS/software,
rc-soctets.

Tne sets Included not descriptlon, mains
translormer eno encrosure.

t li\I~ißij;li' [
970020 Dual ccntinuity tester r: 10.24
970023 Electronic ccoe lock r: 27.38
970050 Chipcard reader/programmer

excl. CR 1 e 14.19
Chipeard connector CRl please Iax
970053 Cenlronics relay caro r: 38.65
970055 Charging booster r: 25.22
970059 Data aquisition system r: 58.70

igSwmSi1~haM~»it_
962008 Hexadeo. keybd lor PC r: 37.03
974012 Digital tester E 20.24
974019 Acnve windscreen wiper r: 12.74
974024 Switeh mode power supply r 15.70
974025 Selectlve door chime E 14.42
974041 Stepper motor control!er E 8.91
974042 AGB video amplifier r: 30.44
974054 Musical louch tones r 16.08
974077 Supply board E 35.61
974078 Mains on delay ctrcun r: 10.11
974100 Stand-alone-MIDI-synthesizer

wlo Yamaha-board r: 27.42

!iYißkl !'iffii'R1ilt'l i!i
970025 Battery eondilion monuor r: 37.76
970028 LRC-meler Inel. Iranslorm. [163.67
970028 ancrceure-set e 47.40
970039 Temp.volt. contr. lor DMM r: 7.57
970045 RC biswitch e 14.08
970046 Earth feackage meter

incl. case 435 E 36.97
970048 80C537 single board computer
wlo IC 2, lnct. software and battery r: 91.63
972015 Mini progr. EEPAOM e 5.20
972016 Mini progr. PIC r: 4.70
976005 Software rarnute contror E 7.50

978~;~tZ:~~_ ;iii
970021 Wideband MIllivoltmeier

tncl. enelosure E440 wlo DVM r 46.96
3.5 digit LCD DVM module r: 6.40
970041 Long dlstance IrDa E 38.89
970042 e-cnannet logic analyser r: 6.18
970043 Compact sc-wett audio ampillier

Inel neatsmk wlo power supply r: 66.71
970043-N Power s.l!IWIk.- L 65.15
t!;:"'W ~lll"';:f~
960112 Digital thermostat c 57.33
970022 2-wire ocmesuc alarm system

w/o encrcsure r: 35.43
970031 Opticallcoax converler r: 17.22e~us;f;_~I?;irii
960096 Electronie luse r: 27.93
970003 Battery-operated AF-

signal generator r: 22.03
970006 Batterysimulator e 17.82
970010 Eprom programmer E 34.83
976003 Software c 14.85
970037 uC-controlied mrxer-board L 74.96

9~094 i!!o~:r~;~~tl~rz~r:15~~'
UC 202 encrcsure L 26.28

960095 Motor contr. I. RlC models L 33.42
970007 Mini LED running light E 5.72
970008 68HCll emulator L 78.67
970009 sen-toouctence meter r: 21.05
970015 ·S=~I·.. L 2.4.55
~ 51? ~:III!I'!ir~
960089 Dongle switch inc!. case r: 13.12
960100 Magnetic-neld meter inc!.case 22.63
960113 Speed regulator lncl. encrosure

and knobs r: 29.55
970001 Monitor to guard Iridge temprature

Jncl. enclosre E 26.01
966022 Small workshop disc r: 10.00
976003 Sottware eom!;lelition E 15.80

~'~§MEt:r~
960068 Remote centrot by visible light
wlo ease, batlery, brass r: 23.18

KM 14 enclosure c 2.35
960082 aurrer-ettects switch E 35.79
960098 RS 232 dala aquisition eard

Stippler-Elektronik
lnh. Georg Stippler

P.B.ll09 D·86656 Bissingen I GERMANY
Tel.• nd Fax -49 9084 463

eMail 09084463-0ool@t-online.de

inel. sottwate 956508,956018 L 39.42
960106 Primary-battery relresher r 24.51
960110 ao-en A-D ccnverter

inc!. mains transtormere r: 169.03
964010 Radio teuere protection r: 6.88
964031 AC-mV-adaptor Ine!. case r 10.96
964062 Electrically lscl. 12C bus r 12.43
964070 Mains voltage cleaner r: 25.49
964079 Saltery inorc. LED Inel. case 8.82
964082 EMltracer r: 17.57
984088 Stroboskop f. motorcycles e 24.38
964089 Capacitance comparator r: 11.62

~1~~!iIMli*'II'
960079 50 Wall AF-amplifier
w/o power supply incl. heatslnk E 22.48

960107 IrDA-interface w/o option
incl. enclosure, software 966020 E 32.63
960107-0 Parts 'optionally' E 3.76
960109 Headf;hones a~1fier; r 12.03·"",=~'4r~Yr_~r·~
960071 Thrifty crysta! oven incl. trans-
former eno tin-plate frame r 21.92

960075 Mini meta! detector
incl.M1 and wire wlo search cou E 20.04
960076 Video lest chart generator inci.
translormer, modulator, software r:l07.73
960078 Mini flash programmer inel. Dlsk
966015 and test socket E 36.32

960086 Dark room limer incl. translormer
and encJosure E 430 r: 32.31

960093 Sampling rate eonverter
Incl. 966511 and Xl;33.8688 M f102.41-960010 Digital min/ma~ thermometer
incl. case HE 222 r 43.42

96~~~I~;~~~d:~ ~~~~ncl. transt. ~ n:~~
~:gg:~~~1tg11~:!!~!~;if~~lic~~~ O~ 52.99
inci.disk966016and1CL7106 c 21.18

§" .'iJ.'lllli'lf;m.'lll'fj!l€!'l';'-
930096 Solar-charging regulator
incl. cese (metai), heal sink, r: 35.60
936024 Harmonie distortion meter
incl. 1%-capaeitors, enclosure C 27.56
936037 Grid dipper
inc!. enctoscre typ 1590C, moving COlt.

(970064)

England :
gtltfi"ccri"!f C"ßcrviccs
20 orcbero Ftatts Crescent

f~U~~~ldb1~~~e~~~~50 561 4AR

Indonesia:
PATTRA fLECTRONfCS
JI.Pagarlsh no.184/87 Bandung 40262
JJ.Dulatip no. 67 Bandung
TellFax 022433179

Israel:
Elektorcal Ud.
P.O.B.41096 TelAv!v 81410
Tel. 03 6591991 Fax 03 6596244

Sweden:
PB Elektronik AB
Box 5516 5-14105 Huddinge
Tel. 087100370 Fax 087401806

knobs, screws. wilhoulcoils r 61.84
964039 50 MHz decibel-mililwatl meter
lncl. case 1590S c 96.92
9640~ tester c 18.34Ii'i .~;l'i __
960077 Flas -Eprom programmer
emulator without Eprom E 63.97
960077-K Platcabte + connector E 3.22
29F010-12 Fla~rom r 6.81
§"~ fkP#P!"f* (,
980049 Subwoofer without LS,
inc!. components filter, amp!ifler, trens-
former, neat sink SK471100 Ell1.9S
960033-1 Logic analyser : main board
16 ehannel Incf. of all parts as probe
cnce. case RE1, IC4/5, disk r:l04.27

Extension board without PCB inel. 01
alt parts as le 21, probe clips c 48.91
960033-2 PCB extensicn board e 15.90
960055 Mains vcnace monitor
Inct, translormers, case E 411
950098 Digital VU meter
Enclosure LC 750

r: 29.51
r:144.51
r: 12.09

All components and PCBs are as single
parts avai/able.

IYou also get these" sets
iP tI our native dealer':,

41

All prices in r without 15 % VAT (BTW). Cuslomers inside EU add price + P&P + VAT 15 %
Please send orders only by mall or Iax. After we reeeived your order you will gel a prolorma
invoice wilh details how to pay. Please do not send cheques or giro transler in aevence t
creen eerc : Please den', forget carc number, expiry date and signature!
We eecept : American Express, Diners Card, Eurocard, Mastercard, VISA
Charges tor P&P [air mail) :
Inside of EU: r: 4.00 up to r: 25, outside 01 EU C 8 up to E 50.00. (Depends on weight)
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There are lots of people on the Inter-
net, individual enthusiasts as weil as
company workers, who are involved
in building, upgrading and extending
computers. Most companies use their
webbed information to promote sales
of hardware to interested clients. Man-
ufacturers of for example. mother-
boards and processors are generally
more interesting because they are able
to present really useful information on
their products. None the less, the most
gratifying sites, in our opinion, are the
ones designed and run by private
individuals.
A very extensive site covering corn-

puter systems Is the System Optimisa-
tion Web Site (http://www.sysopt.comf)
where you find test prograrns, infcr-
mation about upgrading and over-
clocking, hardware and software data
and hardware tests. Weil worth prying
into.
The second favourite on our list is

Tom' s Hardware Guide 01ttp//www.sys

Your faithful editorial staff scoured
the Internet for interesting sites
that link to the subject of this

month's Supplement: PC Upgrad-
ing. If, after reading the articles in
the Supplement, you can't wait to

have a go at PC tuning and
upgrading, read this page, too,

because it provides useful links to
additional information about the

subject.

dcc.paircoml) which is areal treasure
trove for computer-related Informa-
tion. It contains tests of various
recently introduced pe mainboards,
news snippets on the latest technolo-
gies and processors, and an extensive
story on overclocktng. Tom also orga-
nizes a couple of surveys covering
mainboards and overclocking. Here,
long lists may be found in which site
visitors state their findings with these
subjects.
Beginners as well as experienced

computer tuners will find lots of data
on horne construction and upgrading
of pes in The Upgraders' Workshop
( http:///www.computerll e rd, co 1111
worksllOp.htm). If you are interested in
building your own pe, the site called
Build Your Own pe (http://www.
verinet.col11lpcl) is also worth a visit.
Here you find A-to-Z information on
everything you should be aware of if
you want to assemble a pe yourself. If
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your hunger for i.nformation is still not
satisfied, then take a look at the Build
a Computer site (http://www.geocities.
corn/Siliconvalletjllakes/7903/assernbly.lrbl/Q.
Another good site for the pe

builder is ca11ed pe Mechanic
(hltp://www.pcmech.pair.com).Asimplied
by its name, this web site provides a
lot of Information on a11hardware in
and around the computer. But that's
not all, because the pe Mechanic
pages also deliver a lot of other useful
information like error codes and OMA
usage.
Finally, an address which is not just

of interest for building or upgrading
a computer. The Hardware Book
(lrttp://www.blackdmvn.org/-hwb/lllvb.htmi
) contains one of the largest collections
of connector and cable data ever seen
on the Internet. We say it's defin.itely
worth addtng to your list of Favourite
Sites! (975C65-I)
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New 100 MS/s pe based oscilloscope from Pico

included lor DOS and
Windows (16 and 32
bit). Also included is
a macro to allow data
to be collected
straight into MS Excel
spreadsheet.
At E549, complete

with cables and
power supply, Pico's
new, even more
capable virtual instru-
ment combines the
PC's capability in
data acquisition and
manipulation with the
traditional with the
traditional lunctions
01 'benchtop' lnstru-
ments at an unbeat-
able price.
Pico Technology,- J.J...

Broadway House, 149- t 51 St Neots
Road, Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 7QJ.
Telephone +44 (0)1954211 716; lax
+44 (0)1954211 880.

Pico Technology's new ADC 200-100
virtual instrument combines 100 MS/s
dual channel oscilloscope with a 50
MHz spectrum analyser for a fraction 01
the cost of comparable benchtop in-
struments.
The latest model in the popular

ADC200 range offers all the lunctionality
of anormal benchtop scope together
with all the advantages of PC connec-
tion such as the ability to annotate, save
and print wavelorms. Other benefits are
context sensitive help and the ability to
'copy and paste' wavelorms straight
into a ward processor. In applications
such as education and training where
groups of people have to see the screen
at once, the use of a pe colour sereen
provides a vast improvement over a
benchtop scope display.
The Picoscope software provides

advanced facilities such as simultane-
DUS views of scope, spectrum and
meters, and displays 01 both live and
reference signals in the same window. It
also features two trigger modes to cap-
ture intermittent ane-off events: a
Display Ovet-write mode which high-
lights differences from the normal wave-
form, and a Write to Disk on trigger
mode which saves the wavelorm to disk
(with a time/date stamp) each time the
trigger event occurs.

Having a spectrum analyser is fast
becoming a 'must have' option for many
scope purchasers. Applications such as
tracking down noise on power lines are
difficult on a scope display, but on a
spectrum analyser noise fram mains
hum, switching power supplies and
microprocessor clocks can be quickly
identified. The 50 MHz range (corn-
pared with 25 MHz on the ADC200-50)
also covers the whole range required for
EMC conducted noise tests.
For users who wish to write thelr own

software for the ADC200, drivers are
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INNOVATIVE AND
INTERACTIVE

TEACHING/TRAINING AID
TecQuipment, the educational equlp-
ment manufacturer, recently added the
CE300 Logic Circuit Trainer to their weil-
established range of control engineer-
ing products the. This is an innovative
yet low-cost interactive software and
hardware solution for the effective
teaching and training 01 logic circuits
and digital system development.
What sets the CE300 apart from its

competitors is the accessibility and use-
fulness of its intuitive Windows-based
graphical operating software with its
easy-to-use draq-and-drop interface.
The CE300 provides the essential taciü-
ties for students to quickly create and
investigate an unlimited selection of
digital devices and circuits - from the
characteristics of logic gates to full-size
representation of commercial logic
devices and beyond.
The CE300 provides step-by-step

signal analysis using dynamic colour-
coded signal paths: an ingenious solu-
tion to one of the fundamental teaching
problems of how to demonstrate to a
student, and how to obtain an under-
standing 01 what actually happens
between the input and output of a logic
circuit.
The CE300 is suitable lor courses

delivering the basic principles 01 individ-
ual logic devices through to ad-
advanced logic applications and project
work. It is also highly suitable lor indus-
try project, research and development
work and is ideal for distance/open

learning.
TecQuipment Ud, Bonsall Street, Long
Eaton, Nottingham NG10 2AN.
Telephone +44 (0) 115 954 0133; lax
+44 (0)1159731520.

VELLEMAN K4040
Velleman's well-known valve amplifier
Type K4000 has been succeeded by a
new model Type K4040. Because of its
chromium linish, the new model does
not only look good, but also lncorpo-
rates several sensible improvements.
For instance, the bottom panel has been
made removable to facilitate easier
assembly and servicing. The wiring has
been simplified, polypropylene capaci-
tors replace earlier types and the unit
itself has been fitted with gold-plated
loudspeaker terminals. The new ampli-
fier has a standby facility and a soft start
for the mains power transformer. Finally,
the quiescent-current setting has been
simplilied by the addition 01 a special
LED meter.

Brief technical data

Power output:
2xO-15 W in Class A
2x15-90 W in Class AB

Output impedance:
4 Q or 8 Q

Switch-on delay:
0.5 s

Power bandwidth:
15 Hz - 40 kHz (at 50 W)

Frequency range:
8 Hz - 80 kHz (at 1 W)

Harmonie distortion:
0.1% (1 Khz; 1 W)
0.7% (1 kHz; 90 W)

Signal-to-noise ratio:
>105 dB (A-weighted
w.r.t.90 W)

Channel separation:
>75 dB wr.t. 90 W

Input impedance:
34 kQ

Input sensitivity:
1 V r.m.s. lor 90 W

Damping factor:
,,10 (100 Hz)
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DC nullifier
for oscilloscope input

accurate input adaptor

Inspecting and
analysing low-fre-

quency signals super-
imposed on a fairly
high-level direct volt-
age with an oscillo-
scope, set to its a.c.
position, is not as

straightforward as you
might wish as anybody
who has ever tried it
will testify. One satis-

factory way of perform-
ing such tests is by
removing the direct

voltage fram the input
signal to the oscillo-
scope. The adaptor

described in this article
was designed to do

just that.

Design by H Banekamp
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INTRODUCTION
In practical measurements, low-fre-
queney signals superimposed on a
direct voltage frequently pose an awk-
ward problem. This is the case, for
instance, with certain sensors and in
dnft measurements. It is also true
when the ripple on the (wanted!)
direct-voltage output of apower sup-
ply needs to be inspected or analysed.
The adaptor nullifies the direct volt-

age, whether wanted or not by exter-
naUy subtracting from it an equal
direct-voltage but of opposite sign
before the signal is presented to the
oscilloscope. It consists of three parts:
(1) a stable referenee voltage source; (2)
an attenuator that can be varied with
great precision; and (3) a suitable sum-
ming circuit that adds the externally
provided direct voltage at correct
polarity to the input signal.
There are, of course, a number of

ways in which such drcuits may be
designed. The most obvious of these is
to use a discrete reference-voltage
SQUICewhose output is applied to, far

instance, three decade attenuators.
This setup provides a reasonably accu-
rate, variable direct voltage. However,
because it is so obvious, it would
hardly be an original design. In the
present circuit, therefore, a different
approach has been used.

PROGRAMMABLE
DIG ITAL -TO -AN ALO G U E
CONVERTER (DAC)
The external, nullifying direct voltage
is provided by a 12-bit digital-to-ana-
logue eonverter (DAC). This has a
range from -10 V to +10 V, sa that the
smallest discrete step is 20 x 2-] 2
=4.88 mV. The converter is controlled
by a Camplex Programmable Logic
Deviee (CPLD), which keeps the circuit
fairly simple.
In Figure I, the measurand( that is,

the inpu t signal to the aseilloseape) is
applied to K3 and then buffered by
lC". The buffered signal is applied to
differential amplifier 1C4b where the
direct-voltage component is nullified.
The nullifying direct voltage needed

Elektor Electronics 10/97
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for this is provided by OUtput Vout of
DA converter ICz This stage is driven
by the legte device, JCI,which in turn
is controlled by the instructions from
the control panel connected to K2-
Switches 51-54 enable very accurate
setting of the nullifying direct voltage
in small or large stcps. Setting may
also be automatie by switch 55 - this
will be reverted to later;
Comparator IC3 determines

whether the direct voltage on which
the signal is superimposed is positive
or negative and on the basis of this
applies a 'direction bit' to the 12-bit
up/down counter in lCl. The low-fre-
quency signal frorn which the direct
voltage has been removed is available
at 1<,,- The nullifying direct voltage is
also available externally via KS to
enable it being measured and used
for computation,
The supply !ines are obtained with

the aid of three integrated valtage
regulators. The symmetrical ±15 V
lines are provided by TrI' rectifier
DrD6 and IC6 and JC7_The +5 V
!ine for ICI is derived from the + 15 V
line via regulator ICS. lnductors LI
and L2 improve the noise suppres-
sion to ensure that the signal to the
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Figure t, The eireult
diagram of the oe
nulllffer tor osell/o-
seope inputs.

oscilloscope is as clean as possible.

COMPLEX
PROGRAMMABLE
LOGIC DEVICE
As mentioned earlier, the digital-to-
analogue converter, ICz., is eontrolled
by camplex programmable logic
device (CPLD), ICI, detailed charac-
teristics of which are given in the
Datasheet elsewhere in this issue. Fig-
ure 2 shows the block schernatic of the
internal circuit of the device. In
essence, the device consists of three

Figure 2. Block
sehematle of the
CPLD Type PZ5032.
The tradltlonal eonfig·
uratIon of the osell/a·
tor Is modified to
obvlate transn time
problems.

sections: an oscillator, a eontrol circuit
with debounce and repeat facilities,
and a 12-bit up/down counter.

RO Al C Cl.K

PZ5032 ose

KEY 12·81T ,
CONTROl UIDCOUNTER

,,,

~

U; +1, +32 ,
DE.80UNCE 0; -1, -32

,,
+ REPEAT ,,,

AlITO; DIR=l; +1 ,
OIR=O; -1

(4096 cycles)

00
50
52
53

54

55

LEO

01>

es
D<"

modifled

970063 - 12
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Figure 3. The board consists of three parts, one for the main circuits,
one for the key swltches, and one for the power supply.

The oscillator, two possible versions
of which are shown at the bottom of
Figure 2, runs at a frequency of about
68 kHz. At the left in the figure is the
traditional arrangement based on the
well-known principle of two cascaded
inverters. It has a drawback in that the
transit time through the inverters
delays the positive feedback via the
capacitor. This results in a number of
pulses near the switch-over point.
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A better arrangement is shown at
the right. In this complex program-
mable logic device, the inverter has
the same delay time as a buffer. The
use of a buffer and a single inverter
obviates the transit time problem in
the earlier configuration. An added
bonus is that the two gates switch
simultaneously.
As an aid to debouncing the control

keys linked to the key control, a 14-bit

Parts list
Resistors:
Rl, R7, Rl0, R16 = 1 kQ
R2 = 51L array, 8x10 kQ
R3 = 100 Q
R4 = 8.2 kQ
Rs, R6 = 49.9 Q, 1%
Ra = 10 kQ
Rg = 1 MQ
Rll-R14 = 10.0 kQ, 1%
R1S = 47 Q

Capacitors:
Cl = 10 J.lF,10 V, radial
C2, C4 = 0.001 J.lF,metallized poly-
ester (MKT)

C3 = 10 pF, ceramic
Cs, C6 = 15 pF, ceramic
C7, Ca = 10 J.lF,25 V. radial
C9-C12, C1S-C'7, C20-C22 = 0.1 J.lF,
high stability
C13 = 100 J.lF,25 V, radial
C14 = 0.33 J.lF,metallized polysster
(MKT)

C,s, C,g = 1000 J.lF,35 V, radial
C23 = 1 J.lF,25 V, radial

Inductors:
Ll, L2 = 4.7 J.lF choke

Semiconductors:
0, = LEO, high efficiency
O2 = 1N4148
03-06 = 1N4002

Integrated circuits:
IC, = PZ5032 (Order no. 976513-1)
IC2 = AD667JN
IC3 = LM311N
IC4 = TL082CP
ICs = 78L05
ICa = 7815
IC7 == 7915

Miscellaneous:
51-55 = 5-key board D6-R-RD with
cap D6Q-RD-CAP (ITI)
K, = 10-way box header, right·
angled
K2 = 10-way box header, straight
K3-Ks = BNC connector
Ka = 2-way terminal block, pitch
7.5mm
Tr1 = mains transformer, secondary
2X15 V, 1.5 VA (e.g., Monacor
VTR-1215, Block W1215; Velleman
2150018M)
sockets tor ICs as required
10 cm 10-way flatcable
2 off 10-way tlatcable connector
20 cm single screened cable
Enclosure, e.9., Telet LC730

PCB Order no 970063-1
Diskette (with source code) Order
no.976016-1

synchronous counter has been
induded in the CPLD. When any one
key is pressed, this counter is started
from zero. When a value of 1000 is
reached (after 1000 x '/6SX 10-3 =
15 ms), the key operation is accepted
as valid. This arrangement effectively
kills any bounce effects. When the key
remains pressed, the value 1000will be
reached again after 214 dock pulses,
that is, after 214x '/6SX 10-3=240 ms.
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When the key is released, the counter
is reset to zero. The counter is
designed in Phllips Hardware Descrip-
tion Language (PHDL).
The up/down counter is controlled

with key switches SI-54, There is a

choice between adding and subtract-
log and between step sizes 1 and 32.
The nullifying voltage may be

determined automatically with key
'auto' (55)' When this function is
selected, the up/down counter will

add or subtractdepending on the out-
put state of comparator Ie3. This will
happen for 4096 cyeIes to ensure that
the DA converter applies the correct
voltage to IC,.

Pragram t=arthe
CPLD
Complex pragrammable logic device Type PZ5032 uses XPLA
(Special Programmable Logic Array) architecture in which veri-
aus logic arrays are interconnected via a Zero-power Intercon-
nect Array (ZIA). An associated XPLA pragram enables the
desired functions to be set in a CPLD. The pragram is available
on CD-ROM, see Internet page
hffp://www.semiconductors.philips.com The program for the pre-
sent applications consists largely of two blocks which are shown
below. Note that the defined pracesses all work in parallel in con-
trast to a program for a microprocessor.
The first part of the key contral is:

"KEY CONTROL"
ct={ct13"ctO];
ct.c=tclk;
euto.c=clk;
when
(sw u~~O)#(sw ri= ~O)#(sw fu= =O)#(sw fd= =O)#(sw auto ==O)#(auto~
=1) then
{
ct.d:=ct.q+1;
when (ct== 1000) then

{
key=1;
suto.di=tsw suto;
)

else
{
key=O;
when (ct==5096) then auto.d:=O;
else auto.d:=auto.q;
)

)
else {

ct.d:=O;
)

51: swu= switch up
52: sw d= switch down
55: sw auto=sw;cth auto offset

$3: sw fu=switch fast up
S4: sw fd=switch fast down

kev= key flag: This is set during a c/ock cycle when a pressed
key is accepted as valid.
auto=auto flag: This is set when the auto key is accepted as
valid. The flag remeins ective during a complete ana/ogue-to-dig-
ital conversion cycle (4096 cycles) so that even when a key is
pressed briefly an entire AD cycle ls completed.
ct. q: q outputs of a counter consisting 01 14 registers.
db.q assumes the state 01 the ct.ä on the edge 01 the clock (data
input d-bistable)

The number 01 bistables composing the counter is delined on
the titst tlne. Une 2 shows on the besis of the when statement
whether a key has been pressed (the relevant input ts then low).
If tnis ls not the case, the counter is held at O. As soon as the
conoition is met, the counter is increased by 1 for each leading
edge of a clock pulse. Ibis is done on the llne ct.d:=ct.q+l.
When the counter state is 1000, the flag 'key' will be high for a
clock cycle. The flag is needed to increase, in the unit DAC CON-
TROL, the counter synchranously as soon as a key is sctive. If

key sw_auto is pressed, the up/down counter will be enabled lor
212 c/ock pulses, irrespective 01 the length 01 time the key is
pressed, so that in the end the DA converter shows the correct
voltage. If key sw _auto is low lor 1000 c/ock pulses, register
auto.q will be set at the leading edge of the next clock pulse.
This ensures that the counter remains enabled until the counter
has reached 5096 even when the auto switch ls released belore
then.

The second part provides the contral for the DAC:

"DAC CDNTROL'

db~db[I1..0J;
db.c=clk;
when (auto= =0) then

{
when (key==1) then

{
cs=key;
when (swu==O) then db.d:=db.q+1;
else

{
when (swd==O) then db.d:=db.q-1;
else

{
when (sw tu= =0) then db.d:=db.q+32;
else

{
when (sw fd= =0) then db.d:=db.q-32;
else db.d:=db.q;
}

)
)

else
(
db.dt=ao.o;
cs=O;
)

)
else

(
cs=clk;
when (dir==1) then db.d:=db.q+1;
else db.d:=db.q-1;
)

es: chipselect of the DA-converter

The first check in DAC CONTROL is to ascertain whether the reg-
ister auto has been set or not. If the register is not set, the man-
ual nullifying voltage seffing with SI-54 is enabled. If key~l, that
is, il the previous count is equal to 1000, the underlying key
demand 01 SI-S4 is active. This process works in parallel with
the process 'KEY CONTROL '. Differing priorities are given to the
key switches with the aid 01 a when-else arrangement. Depend-
ing on which 01 the lour keys is pressed, the counter db will be
increased or reduced by a step 01 1 or 32 on the leading edge
01 the clock pulses.
If the register auto is set, then depending on the oirection bit 'dir',
counter db is increased or reduced by 1. This happens at the
leading edge 01 every clock pulse as long as auto = 1 (that ts,
4096 times).
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1 ...;...;;. ., Figure 4. Prototypes

0' the comp/eted
boards. Thel, con-
st,uction Is simpllclty
Itse".

PRINTED-CIRCUIT
BOARD
The printed-circuit board in Figure 3
consists of three parts which should be
separated before any construction
work is undertaken.
The left-hand part of the board is

intended for the majority of the cir-
cults, including the 5 V regulator, the
cen tre part to hause the keyboard, and
the right-hand part, the power supply
Since the centre part is intended to

be fitted to the front of the enclosure,
it hcuses the on/off indicator (01)' This

RANOER3 - DOS
- Windows\NT

---"'!'u~pto 8 pages ofi s~t.JematicIinked to artwork
Gate &. pin swappin§ - automatie back annotation
Copper flood fill, P0we~planes, Track necking,

Curved tracks. Clearance checking,
Simultaneous multi-Iayer auto-router

LED flashes rapidly when one of the
keys is pressed.
The power supply board also

houses mains transforrner Ir1- Since
the circuit draws a current of not more
than 20--25mA, regulators IC6 and IC7
da not need heat sinks.
The Integrated circuits should be

fitted in IC socket. Particularly that for

5:2500
5:2900

Hierarchical or flat schematic linked to artwerk.
Unlimited design size, 1 micron resolution
Any shaped pad, definable outline library

Pin, gate &: outllne swaRp.ing - auto back annotation
Split power planes, s,witchable on - line DRC

COOPER & CHYAN SPECCTRA
autorouter (SP2)

Inputs: OrCAD, Cadstar,
PCAD, AutoCAD DXF.

!Cl needs to be of prime qualiry,
The programmed CPLD is available

via our Readers Services (see towards
the end of this issue).
The mains transformer may be one

of several types: Monacor; Block, Velle-
man (Maplin), al1 of which fit on the
board,
lnductors LI and L2are standard

available miniature 4.7JLH chokes.
The completed prototype boards

are shown in Pigure 4.
The boards are interconnected by

linking the +15 V, 0, and -15 V termi-
nals on the supply board and those on
the main board via insulated circuit
wire. The key-board is connected via a
short length of 10-core lIatcable, two
box headers and two flatcable connec-
tors. BNC connectors are used for
input K3 and output Kj. and these are
linked to the boerd via short lengths of
screened cable. The same applies to
nullifying voltage output socket Ks,
The small dimensions of the boards

make the choice of a suitable endosure
easy. The prototype boards are housed
in a Type LC730 from 'Ielet.
The boards must be bol ted to the

enclosure with the aid of insulated
(nylon or polyester) spacers. The
mains entry must be linked to ~ via
good-quality, not too thin, insulated
circuit wire. [970063]

RANOER2
11

5:150

11
RANOER2 UTILITIES 5:250

11

Outputs: Postscript, WinBows bit map

coorea l!C CHYANSPeCCTRAauto-rauter. (SPI)
Gerber-in viewer, AutoCAD DXF in &. out

R2 &. R.3 Outputs: 8/9 &: 24 pin printers, HP
Desk &: Laser Jet, Cannon Bubble Jet,

HP-GL, Gerber".,.,
........NMCR"rD"'r.iII,AutoCAD DXF

____ -XRADE IN YOUR. EXISTIN6: PACISAGE TODAY
Seetrax CAE, Hinton Daubnay House, Broadway Lane. Lovedean. ltants. P08 OSO

call 01705 591037 or Fax 01705 599036 + VAT&. P.P
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UPORADEYOUR PCB PACKAOE
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12-bitADC
interface

Analogue measurements via a PC's printer port
The Type MAX187
+5 V, low-power,

12-bit ADe (analogue-
to-digital converter)
chip from Maxim

enables a pe to be
provided with an ana-
logue input via wh ich
analogue voltages

may be
measured with a high
degree of accuracy.

The interface
designed for this is

connected to the par-
allel printer port, so it
can be used with all
pes, including laptops. Demonstration soft-
ware (for Windows) available through our

Readers Services makes getting acquainted
with the interface a straightforward matter.

cificatiOI1 0-5 V

srief SJ!~ 12 bit (4~~ =~
ut voll8ge . range v-t- rt

Inp lution V (rTleasunng printer po 5
ResO'd!h 1 rn 1 and 9
Step w' WindoWs3. to 2 fIA
Interface 2 rTlA(red~e~n rTlode)
SoftWare 'n in tM shu! 0 OrTlputer
Gurren! drill +5 V (via th~r~n!erport)

power supplY 'r!1urTl
ren! drain 2 rTlArTlSJ<'

'ble curperrTliSS' al sensor
byextern

Desiqn by J. Schroder
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INTRODUCTION

Modern technologies make it possible
to integrate a large number of func-
tions on a single chip in a small enclo-
sure. The present interface is based on
a Type MAX187 analogue-to-digital
converter (ADe). This device operates
from a single +5 V supply and accepts
analogue inputs of 0-5 V. lt features
8.5 J..LS successive approximation, fast
track/hold (1.5I'-s), an on-chip clock,
and a high-speed 3-wire serial inter-
face.
The MAX187 has an integral 4.096 V

voltage reference, which ensures thet.
at 12-bit resolution, each step in the
conversion is exactly 1 mV.
The device digitizes signals at a

75 ksps throughput (sampling) rate. An
externaiSMHz dock is used to drive
the 3-wire interface.
Power consumption is only 7.5mW,

which reduces to 10/LWin the shut-
down mode.
The MAX187 is ideally suited for

use in remote DSP and sensor applica-
tions, in circuits where power COTI-
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HOlE: PIN NUI.lBERS SHOWNARHOA HIN DIPs OHLY.
1170060·13

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram of
the interface is shown
in Figure 3, from which
it is c1ear that apart
from the ADC chip few
external components
are needed. Capacitors
Cr-C3 provide the nec-
essary deeoupling of
the reference voltage
and supply voltage.

Network RrDl
ensures a defined input
impedanee of 1Mn and
proteet the input (pin 2)
agairrst wrongly polar-
ized input slgnals.

The measurand is
applied across network
Rl-Dl·

sumption and space
are crucial, in
portable data log-
ging, isolated da ta
acquisition, and
high-accuracy
process contro!.

Figur. 1. Functlonal
diagram 0' the
IIIIAX187.Note thet tIIa
pln numbers ar.
shown "" an II-pln
DIR

FUNCTIONAL
DESCRIPTION

The funetional diagrarn of the MAX187
is shown in Figure 1, from which the
pinout is obvious.
The +5 V supply line (VDD) is

linked to pin 1.
The measurand, that is, the signal

to be measured, is applied to pin 2
(AIN), from where it is passed inter-
nally to a track & hold (T/H) circuit,
The IC is controlled via pin 3

(SHDN). If the logic level at this
low, the JC is plaeed in the shutdown
mode, during which it draws a current
of only 2 !JA. If the logic level is made
high, or the pin is left open, the JC is
enabled. The difference between a
high logic level and an open pin is that
in the latter condition the internal ref-
erence is switched off to enable an
external one to be used.
The internal 4.096 V voltage refer-

enee is available at pin 4 (REF). If this
reference is switched off, a potential of
25-5.0 V may be applied to this pin.
The earth, digital as weil as ana-

logue, is linked to pin 5 (GND).
The digital output signal is available

at pin 6 (DOUT) on command of an
external clock signal (maximum
5 MHz).
If the legte Ievel at pin 7 (CS) is low,

a conversion is initiated at the trailing
edge of the dock signal. lf the level is
high, the digital output (pin 6) is dis-
abled and attains a high impedance.
The correlationof these signals is seen
in the timing sequence diagram in Fig-
ure 2.
The external clock is connected to

pin 8 (SCLK).

Figure 3. Circult dia-
gram 0' the 12"",1t
ADC interface.
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the sensor should not exceed 2 mA
The Interface and the computer are

linked via K1; the various Intercon-
nections are summarized in Table 1.
When pins 5 and 6 of Klare made

high, the MAX187 is provided with a
supply voltage via Rz and R3.Beeause
af the low current drain, this will not
pose problems inmost cases.
The Dl signal at pin 2 of Kl is used

as the dock. for the converter chip.
The D3 signal at pin 3 of Kl is the

CS signal which enables the analogue-
ta-digital conversion,
The digital data at pin 6 (DOUT)of

the MAX187 is applied to pin 10 of Kl
and thenee to the ACK input of the
computer

CONSTRUCTION
The interface is best built on the
printed-circuit board shown in Fig-

MINIMUM
CYCLEl\I.IE

1-S,5!it(Ioowt+I-~"'1 1hO,254IS.l.25jl! --1 .... CI\I.5--1 .~.[J.I
1•• ---------IOT.>.L.,2,~ ---------~. I

970060·14

Figur. 2. InfeI1ace
timing .. quence
dIagram 0' the
MAX187.

There is a facility to
eonneet the +5 V supply
to an external sensor. If
this facility is used, pins
18-25 must be linked to
the earth terminal of the senset, and
the +ve supply line to the +terminal
of the sensor, The current drawn by

ure 4. The dimensions of
this board are so small
that the complete inter-
face can be housed in the
D25 eonneetor (!Cl)link-

ing it to the computer. This presup-
poses that aJlcomponents used are as
specified in the parts list. The super-

+

ICl

MAXIM 0'"
MAX187

55~
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F{gure 4. The prlnted-
clrcult board for the
Interface has been
deslgned to facllitate
Jts IncorporatJon In a
D25 plug.

Parts list
Resistors:
R1 = 1 Mn
R2• R3 = 100 n

Capacitors:
Cl' C3 = 4.7 f.1F. 16 V. axial
C2 = 0.1 f.1F

Semlconductor:
D1 = 1N4148

Integrated circuit:
IC1 = MAX187SCPA (Maxim)

Miscellaneous:
K1 = D25 plug. male. with steel, zinc
passivated housing
PCS Order no. 970060-1 *
Diskette with demonstration software
and source code, Order no.
976011-1 *
* These may be purchased as a
package Order no. 970060-C.

fluous parts of the board should be
removed with a fret saw (US: jig saw).
The etched rectangular solder pads
should, of course, be slid in between
the rows of pins on KI (track side of
the board upwards: facing pins 1-13 of
Kj). When it has been ascertained that
the connector and board fit neatly
together, solder pins 1-13 of KI to the
relevant solder pads. When that is
done, interconnect pins 18-25 of KI
and link them via a short length wire
to the solder pad marked 18-25.
The remainder of the board can

then be finished.
Link the analogue
input signal to the
two solder pads to
the left and right of
RI. It may be pos si-
ble to use a mini
audio socket for this
and fit it in the
entry to KI.

SOFTWARE
The interface is
intended for use
with the aid of suit-
able DlY software.
To start the user on
the design of this, a
demonstration pro-
gram for use with
Windows is avail-
able (see Parts list).
This software is
written in Delphi
and shows the
value of the measur-
and in a window on
the computer moni-
tor.
In the Supplement
at the centre of this
issue, an artide

about overdocking of CPUs describes
how temperature may be measured
with the aid of aseparate senset In the
same artide, a program is described
that may be used to guard the tem-
perature of the CPU in the computer
with the aid of the present interface
and a temperature sensor. Construc-
tion of this sensor is also described in
this artide.
Basic operation of the demonstra-

tion software is straightforward.

• Enable the interface by making
pins 3, 5 and 6 of the selected
printer port (KI)~'

• Make pin 3 of KI (CS) low to start
the A-D conversion.

• When the conversion is completed,
make pin 10 of KI (ACK)high.

• Make the dock high and then low
again. The start bit will be replaced
by the first data bit. on the trailing
edge of the dock.

• Make the dock high and then low
again twelve more times: each time
a data bit will appear at the trailing
edge of the dock pulse.

• When the twelve bits have been
read, the software computes the
digital value into a decimal value
and causes this to be displayed on
the monitor.

This process can be seen in graphic
form in Figure 2. This and the sum-
mary just given facilitate the develop-
ment of a program suited to personal
requirements.

[970060)

Table 1
Correlation of printer port pin
and function and MAX187 pin
and function

Printer port Max187

pin function pin function

2 °1 8 c/ock

3 O2 7 CS

5 04 1 Voo

6 °5 1 Voo

10 ACK 6 °OUT
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touch-free
lights switch

wave the lights on and off!

This article describes a
lights switch wh ich is

operated by moving your
hand in front of it. This is
achieved by detecting

infrared light reflected by
your hand onto a receiver
device. Alternatively, you

may use an infrared
remote control unit to

switch the lights on and
off. Based on a solid-state
relay, the switch itself is

contactless.

»
Design by F. MIchleis
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Push or turn the knob to switch the
lights on and off, it seems so usual!
This circuit, however; presents an
interesting variety: YOll no langer have
to aetually touch the Hghts switeh - all
you have to da is waive your hand in
front of it! The advantages? No more
dirty fingerprints on the light, switeh
in the cellar or garage, and no more
danger of an electrical jolt if YOll oper-
ate a lights switch in a bathroom or
other 'meist' area.

PRINCIPLE
OF OPERATION
The (simple) principle of operation of
the touch-free lights switch is illus-
trated in Figure 1. The infrared light
emitted by a special !RED (infrared
emitting diode) is not normally
detected by a receiver because both
devices 'look' virtually in the same
direction, If the transmitted beam hits
an object, however, a small portion of
the infrared light will be refleeted onto

Flgu1'8 1. Prlnclp/e of
operetlon. A hand I'8f1ects
e-"h Infrared light to
trlgger an etectronlc
swltchlng clrcult

SFH506
IR receiver 970024 -11
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Figure 2. Circult dia-
gram of the touch-free
IIghts swltch. One half
of the 556 dual tlmer
chip Is used In the
transmitter, the other,
In the receiver. Note
the use of a solld-state
re/ay (SSR) for contact-
less, si/ent and zero-
wear-and-tear swltch-
ing of a malns load.

the receiver. The resultant change in
ineident IR light is evaluated by a spe-
cial circuit which responds by actuat-
ing a sclid-state relay.
If you don't believe that your hand

reflects infra-red light, try this: hold
YOUf IV remote control above or
beside the TV set, and point it into the
room. Press a few buttons and aim the
control until a position is found where
the IV no longer responds to corn-
mands. Now form YOUTother hand
into an angled reflector (bend YOUffin-
gers towards the TV set) and tryagain.
Although a very small portion of the
(invisible) light is actually rellected
(most of it is absorbed by your hand),
the IR receiver in the TV set will still
be able to detect the (weakened) sig-
nal. None the less, you may have to
conduct this little experiment quite
dose to the infrared receiver window
on the front of the IV
Note that the circuit does not use

a constant IR carrier as suggested
above. For better noise immunity (and
to reduce the current consumption ...),
the IR beam is modulated with short
pulses. This does not, however, change
the principle of operation in any way.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The power supply is traditional, con-
sisting of a small (0.35-VA) mains trans-
former, TrI, a bridge rectifier, BI, a
three-pin voltege regulator, Je3, and a
pair of decoupling capadtors for high
and low frequency noise suppression,
C2 and C3. The unreguJated voltage at
the input of IC3 is about 7 V. The cir-
cuit draws about 16mA in the stand-
by state, and about 10 rnA more if the
SSR (solid-state relay) is actuated.
The load (usually a light bulb) to be

switched is connected to the 0 ('neu-
tral') and S ('switched live') terminals
ofKl.
The transmitter is based on Kja,

one half of a 556 which is wired to
opera te in astable multivibrator (AMY)
mode. D1 is the IRED. Here, the ubiq-
uitous LD271 is used, it has a lOO-Q
series resistor to ensure that the aver-
age current consumption of the trans-
mitter is not out of kilter. Mind you,
the output of the 556 is capable of
sourcing (and sinking) up to 200 mA,
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so/id-state re/ags
The S201S02 SIP type solid-state relay (SSR)
lrom Sharp has a built-in zero-crossing
detector which minimises dissipation and
mains-induced noise. According to Sharp,
applications 01 SSRs may be lound in TVs,
air conditioners and programmable con-
trollers. An extract 01 the main design data
on the S201 S01102 devices is given below.
Note that the SOl and S02 versions da not
incorparate a current-limiting resistor for the
internal LED, while the SOl and S03 types
da not have an interna! zero-crossing detec-
tor. The S04 version has a LED reststot as
weil as a zero-crossing detector.

~
UII I I '.11 I I .....
G) ® (!)@

G)O<J",,,,,.C! CD"'.'l{+!
@Ou!;I"'jAC! ® ......l·!

S1015021S201S02

~
1 2 3 4

"""" + -970024·13b

5201501/5201502 Electrical Characteristlcs

Parameter Symbol Conditions Min. Typ. Max. Unlt

Input forward valtage VF IF-20mA 1.2 1.4 V

Input reverse current IR VR=3V 10.4 A

Input signal valtage V,N Ta- TOPf 4 5 6 V

Input resistance R'N 117 130 143 Q

Pick·up va/tage Vpu Vo=6V, RM=30Q 4 V

Drop-out voltage Vdo Vo-200V V

Output repetitive peak off-
'ORM VO=VORM 1()"4 A

state current

Output on-stete voltage VT 'T~1.5Arms• R load 1.5 V"",

Holding current IH 50 mA

Output zero-cross voftage Vox IF~ 15mA 35 V

Isolation resistance Riso DC500V, RW4()'60% 1Q10 Q

Turn-on time ton AC 50Hz 10 ms

Turn-off time toff AC 50Hz 10 ms
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so an extra driver is not required.
The pulse on and off times, ton and

toff' are determined by components
R3, R4 and C5, in the following way:

ton = 0.639oR3oC5 = 8.l,us

toff = 0.639o(R4+R3)oC5 = 25.4,us

The resulting period of 33.5,us
(8.1+25.4) corresponds to a switching
frequency of 29.9 kHz. This 'tunes' the
transmitter to the infrared detector
type 5FH506-30 used in the receiver
(the suffix -30 indicates the frequency,
in kHz, of optimum sensitivity).
As already mentioned, the short

'on' time of the transmitter keeps the
overall current consumption of the cir-
cuit within reason.
The IRED has to be fitted with a

reflecting hood to ensure that it does
not radiate too much to the sides.
The heart of the receiver is IC4, an

5FH506-30 integrated infrared
receiver/demodulator. If a short burst
of IR pulses is received (because you
wave your hand in front of the
switch), the demodulated pulses are
fed to the second half of the 556, IClb,
which responds by briefly dropping its
output low. This, in turn, causes
bistable IC2a to toggle. If the lights
were off (Q output logic low), they are
switched on via 55R IC5. Conversely,
if they were on, the burst turns them
off. An LED, 02, is provided to signal
the output status of the circuit.
Because the LED is controlled by the
Q output of IC2a, it will be on when
the light controlled by the 55R is off.
In this way, the LED enables you to
locate the switch in the dark.
As indicated by its name, a solid-

state relay (55R) is the all-electronic
replacement of the good old mechan-
ical relay. The 55R is compact, easy to
use, economical as regards current
consumption and totally free from
"wear and tear. Potted data on the
Sharp 5201502 used he re is given in
the inset.
The 30-kHz centre frequency of the

5FH506-30 is not absolute. In fact, the
device will also respond to 36-kHz sig-
nals received from RC5 (compatible)
remo te controls as used with Philips
TV sets and audio equipment.
Whether this property is an advantage
or a disadvantage is difficult to tell as
it will depend on the application you
have in mind for the light switch. For
obvious reasons, the switch is best not
installed in the same room as the fam-
ily' s TV set!

CONSTRUCTION
A very compact printed circuit board
has been designed for the circuit to
allow it to be built into the compact
Bopla case specified in the parts list.
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1 = 100Q
R2 = 220kQ
R3 = 4kQ7
R4 = 10kQ
R5 = 1kQ5
R6 = 270Q
R7 = 150Q

Capacitors:
C1,C2 = 100nF
C3 = 220.uF 10V radial
C4 = 1.uF 10 V radial
C5 = 2nF7
C6 = 22QuF 25V radial

Semiconductors:
S1 = S80C1500
01 = LD271 (IRED. 950nm) with
reflecting cap
02 = high-efficiency LED
IC1 = 556
IC2 = 74HC107
IC3 = 78L05
IC4 = SFH506-30 (Siemens)
IC5 = S201S02 (Sharp)

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 3-way PCS mount terminal
block, raster 5mm

TR1 = 6V/0.35VA mains transformer,
PCS mount, e.g. Hahn type
SV.201.0128
Enclosure = Sopla SE-432 (for Euro-
style mains socket only)

Alternatively, the unit may be built
into a mains switch enclosure or a
mains junction box.
As already mentioned, the IRED,

01, should be fitted with a reflecting
cap which is given a recessed position
in the box panel. The dome-shaped
face of the 5FH506-30 should also have
a 'free view' from the box panel.
Finally, the status LED should be fitted
with a collar or a round clip to enable
it to protrude slightly from the case.
Use heavy-duty, mains-rated wire

for the connections on the 0 (neutral),
- (live) and 5 (switched live) terminals
on the board. The Bopla 5E-432 case
allows the mains wiring to be kept
very simple because it has a moulded
mains plug, and a mains socket in the
top panel (it does not seem to be avail-
able with a UK style socket). lt allows
the lamp(s) you want to switch to be
connected to the circuit by means of
an ordinary mains plug.
As the circuit has no adjustment

points it is immediately ready for test-
ing. Toprevent unwanted reflection of
the infra red light beam, the unit
should be mounted such that it does
not face a nearby wall.

(970024-1

3

Figure 3. Track layout
and component
mounting plan of the
single-sided printed
circuit board
designed for the
switch (board not
available ready-made).

ELEKTOR [QJ
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F = 100mA
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directional microphone
without parabo/ic ref/ector

Directional
microphones
such as used
by, say, out-
door-recording special-
ists and bird-watchers,
are invariably provided

with a conspicuous para-
bolic reflector. This cap-
tures an almost parallel
beam of sound waves
and so reduces the

angle of incidence of the
microphone. The same
action may be obtained
in a completely different
manner as described in

this article.

~
Design by G Baars
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INTRODUCTION
A directional microphone may be con-
structed in several ways. The most fre-
quent1y encountered is that in which
the transducer is provided with a
mechanical aid that functions as a kind
of acousnc lens. This greatly amplifies
the narrow beam of sounds in line
with the axis of the microphone and
usually takes the shape of a parabolic
reflector.
The angle of incidence of the

sounds rna y also be narrowed in a dif-
ferent way. In this, the sounds in line
with the axis of the microphone are not
amplified, but those at an angle to this
line are attenuated in proportion to the
size of the angle to give the same effect.
In this case, of course, the in-Iine
sounds need to be magnified by elec-
trank means,. that is, in an amplifier;

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
In the present circuit, yet another
approach is used, which depends on

the phase of the incidertt sounds.
Speech signals of identical frequency
arrive at the microphone with differ-
ent phases, depending on the Ioeation
of the souree of the sounds. It is there-
fore possible to seleet from the mass of
sounds arriving at the microphone just
one er a specifie range that have the
same frequency but differ in phase.
This cannot be done with a single
microphone, however, but with two
microphones the results are highly sat-
isfactory. The two microphones are not
mounted side by side, as would be
expeeted, but one behind the other, at
a specific distance, along their respec-
tive axes as in Figure 1.
If the two microphones are sepa-

rated by a half-wavelength of the
wanted sound, the sounds will arrive
at them with opposite phase. This is
because the microphone at the left
receives the falling edge of the signal
and the microphone at the right the
rising edge. If these signals are arnpli-
fied and then subtracted from one
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another in a differential amplifier; the
output 01 that amplifier will be a
strong signal at the wanted frequency.
Signals arriving at the microphones

in phase (that is, at an angle to the line
jotntng the axes of the microphones)
oppose one another in the differential
amplifier and will thus be strongly
attenuated.
A bonus of this approach is tha t

interfering low-frequency signals,
such as traffic noise or wind noise,
invariably arrive at the microphones
in phase and will thus be greatly
attenuated.
It is obvious that the distance

between the microphones is of crudal
importance for effective directional
operation. After many experiments, a
distance of 20 cm (8 in) was found to
be the best compromise. This distance
corresponds to the half-wavelength of
a signal at 850 Hz, which is at a con-
venient point in the speech band of
200-3000 Hz. The eleetronie circuits
associated with the microphone are
therefore designed for selective ampli-
Beation 01 this band.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The diagram in Figure 2 makes it clear
that the circuit is not very complicated.
It consists of Input amplifiers ICIb and
ICI" differential amplifier ICld, and a
simple headphone amplifier consisting
of ICI• and TI and Tz.
The outputs of microphones M1C1

and MIC2 are applied to IClb and ICI,
respectively. The microphones are
electret types, whose supply voltage is
derived from the supply lines via R1
and R2 respectively. Since the sensitiv-
ity of these microphones, especially
irrexpensive types, has a wide toler-
ance, preset PI is provided to match
that of MICI to MIC2.
The Re networks associated with

the input amplifiers limit the band-
width of the input as stated earlier to
200-3000 Hz. Networks R6-Co- RTC"
RI-PrCv and R,-C", form lew-pass
seetions, whereas RrC3, R4-C4, and
Rs-Cs, are high-pass sections.
The amplified signals are sub-

tracted from one another by differen-
tial amplifier IC,d. Here also, networks
Rs-R,,-Csand Rll-G, serve to keep the
bandwidth within the stated limits.
The level of the differential signal

at the output of ICld rnay be adjusted
with P2' The signal at the wiper of this
potentiometer is applied to the input
01 the simple headphone amplifier,
which consists of ICla and transistors
T, and T2. Again, networks R13-CU
and R12-C10serve to keep the band-
width within the earlier stated limits.
Resistor R15 ensures that output

current of the headphone amplifier is
kept within certain llmits to avoid
overloading of the battery at low out-
put impedances. Bear in mind that the
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impedance of rnany small head-
phones, even with both ear-pieces in
series, is of the order of only 16 ohms.
The operational amplifier used is a

low-noise type which has the added
advantage of needing only a low sup-
pty voltage. Also, it draws a current of
not more than 7.5 mA This enables the
microphone to be powered by a single
9 V battery (dry or rechargeable).
Potential divider RI6-R17arranges

the supply lines to the input amplifiers
at half the battery voltage. The supply
lines are weil decoupled by capacitors
(13-(16 to make certain that there is
no feedback of spurious signals along
these lines. This is particularly irnpor-
tant when the battery reaches the end
of its life (er charge, as the case may
be), and then has a high internal
impedance. The supply lines to the
microphones are additionally decou-
pled by RI8-C17.

FINALLY •••
The electronic circuits are best built on
the printed-circuit board shown in Fig-
ure 3, wh ich is available ready-made
through our Readers Services. Con-
structing the board is a very simple
affair; indeed.
The completed board and the 9-V

battery can be housed convenientJy in
a small case. Connect the microphones
to the assembly via screened micro-
phone eable.
The final shape of the directional

microphone assembly depends largely
on the constructcr's preferences and
ingenuity. It is important, however,

IC1 '" OP413

Figure 1. Basic setup
01 the directlonal
mierophone. A signal
Is passed to the out-
put only 1I the sounds
p/eked up by one
mlerophone are out 01
phase wlth those
pleked up by the
other mierophone.

Flgure 2. The elreult
diagram 01 the requi-
site e/eetronies tor
the direetlonal miero-
phone.

4V5

'"220n + 4V5'

C16 CH

100011 10011
16V 10V

970079·11
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Flgure 3. Theprinled-
circuit board for Ihe
d;recl;onal m;cro-
phone ;s available
ready-made.

that the rrucrophones are fixed 20 cm
apart on some sort of carrier.

SOME TECHNICAL
DATA
The characteristic of the pass-band of
the directional microphone assembly
is shown in Figure 4. As mentioned in
the text, the -3 dB cut-off points are at
200 Hz and (just below) 3000 Hz The
centre frequency may be assumed at
abou t 850 Hz.
The overall voltage amplification of

Flgure 4. Thepass-
band of Ihe d;rec-
lional mlcrophone
covers Ihe normal
speech band.
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Parts list
Resistors:
R,. A,6' R17 = 4.7 kQ
R2. Rg• R'l. A'3 = 10 kQ
R3. R. = 100 kQ
R5 = 2.2 kil
R6. R7 = 22 kQ
Ra. R1Q, R12 = 1 kn
R'4 = 560 n
R'5 = 47 il
R,S = 220 il
P, = 4.7 kil (5.0 kil) presel
P2 = 47 kQ log potentiometer

Capacitors:
C,. C2 = 0.0027 J.lF
C3, C. = 0.033 J.lF
C5 = 0.68 J.lF
C6, C7, C

"
= 0.0015 J.lF

c; c, = 0.0033 J.lF
ClO = 1 IJF,metallized polyester
(MKT), pitch 5 mm or 7.5 mm

C12 = 4711F, 25 V, radial
C13 = 10 pF, 63 V, radial
C, •• C,5 = 0.1 J.lF
C,• = 1000 J.lF, 16 V.radial
C17 = 100 J1F, 10 V, radial

Semiconductors:
T, = BC547B
T2 = BC557B

Integrated circuit:
IC, = OP413FP (Analog Devices)

Miscellaneous:
MIC1, MIC2 == electret microphone
ST1 = 9 V battery, dry or recharge-
able, with connecting clips
PCS Order no 970079-1 (see Read-
ers Services elsewhere in this
issue)

the circuit is about X 1800 (65 dB).
The harmonie distortion is <0.1%

measured at a frequency of 750 Hz
with a load irnpedance of 600 n.
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Figure 3. The printed-
circuit board for the
directional micro-
phone is available
ready-made.

J4+.LMkZWJi4&

~ .....•. ~~~J-.. ~

that the microphones are fixed 20 cm
apart on some sort of carrier.

SOME TECHNICAL
DATA
The characteristic of the pass-band of
the directional microphone assembly
is shown in Figure 4. As mentioned in
the text, the -3 dB cut-off points are at
200 Hz and (just below) 3000 Hz The
centre frequency may be assumed at
about 850 Hz.
The overall voltage amplification of

Figure 4. The pass-
band of the direc-
tional microphone
covers the normal
speech band.
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AMPL(dBr)vs FREQ(Hz)

Miscellaneous:
MIC1• MIC2 = electret microphone
BT1 = 9 V battery. dry or recharge-
abte, with connecting clips
PCB Order no 970079-1 (see Read-
ers Services elsewhere in this
issue)

Parts list
Resistors:
R1• R1S• R17 = 4.7 kQ
R2• Rg• R11• R13 = 10 kQ
R3• R4 = 100 kQ
Rs = 2.2 kQ
Rs, R7 = 22 kQ
R8• RlO, R12 = 1 kQ
R14 = 560 Q
R1S = 47 Q
R18 = 220 Q
P1 = 4.7 kQ (5.0 kQ) preset
P2 = 47 kQ log potentiometer

Capacitors:
Cl. C2 = 0.0027 J1F
C3• C4 = 0.033 J1F
Cs = 0.68 J1F
Cs, C7, C11 = 0.0015 J1F
C8• c, = 0.0033 J1F
ClO = 1 J1F.metallized polyester
(MKT). pitch 5 mm or 7.5 mm

C12 = 47 J1F,25 V. radial
C13 = 10 J1F,63 V, radial
C14• C1S = 0.1 J1F
C1S = 1000 J1F,16 V, radial
C17 = 100 J1F,10 V, radial

Semiconductors:
Tl = BC547B
T2 = BC557B

Integrated circuit:
IC1 = OP413FP (Analog Devices)

the circuit is about x 1800 (65 dB).
The harmonie distortion is <0.1%

measured at a frequency of 750 Hz
with a load impedance of 600n.

[970079)
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programmable logic:
VHDL and other new ways
the choice between VHDL and in-circuit

Until recently, TTL circuits
from the 74xx family were
a panacea for the realiza-
tion of a wide variety of

simple logic functions like
multiplexers, decoders,

state machines and other
registers.

Today, most of you will be convinced
of the advantages of programmable
logic in all its forrns: FALs, PLDs,
CPLDs and FPGAs. Indeed, one sim-
ple PAL type 22VIO already replaces
half a dozen of TTL circuits while also
reducing peB size and current con-
sumption. The new families of in-cir-
cuit programmable Pl.Ds and CPLDs
aUow, by themselves. applications to
be realized which used to be restricted
to well-equipped laboratories, because
of the prohibitive cost of development

"5<1 wQ'k.galeapkg.aJI;
STRUCTUIlAL arcl>ltectl,lre 01 COMPARE4

gjgnal x, s]'Clcglc_ve<:tor(3 dgwnto begin
...O:xnor2 porl
ul:xnor2 port
u2.:x""r2 pCll1
u3:xnor2 porl
u4:xnor2 porl

""'p (X(O) ,X(I) ,X/2} ,X(3},AEOB)
end STRUCTURAL;

ß> Flgure 1. Internal structure 0' a CPLD. 1
-----------------------------~ ,

I§ Ej"m
,

EJ,

connecllon I->' r- I-f>matrix

product terms produet terms Input/output
generator alloeatlon macro cells eene

,------------------------------ " 7·"

utilities or requisite programmers.
Henceforth. thanks to in-circuit pro-
grarnming and the appearance of soft-
ware which allows programmable cir-
cuits to be designed in VHOL on a pe,
any user is finally capable of realizing
his/her own application from start to
finish.

NOT-SO-COMPLEX
CPLDs
The CPLD (Complex Progmml11able Logic
Device) raises the concept of PAL 01'

entlty definition:

logtc block

PLD to a higher level of Integration.
Instead of adding inputs/outputs, or
creating product terms with multiple
elements (the logic expression IA and
Band C' is a product term with 3 ele-
ments: A, !iand g, a CPLD is a uruty
of logic blocks which are intercon-
nected by a matrix. As shown in Fig-
ure 1/ each Jogic block, equivalent to a
PLOt conststs of a product-term gen-
erator followed by an allocator which
routes each of the product terms to
one or several Jogic ORs. The expres-

IIb,ary Ieee:
use ieee.std_loglc_ '164:
entity COMPARE4 18

port Ca. B: In std_loglc_vKtor(l downto 0);
AEQB; out std_toglc_vecto'(3 downto Oll;

end COMPARE4 ;

three arch1tectvre options:

BOOLEAN a,chitectu,e 01 COMPARE4
begln

AEQB -= not (A(O) lOOr
and not (All) lOO,
and not (.11,(2) xor
snd not {A(l] .or

""d BOOLEAN;

e, struclvral
(iinked components)

by l' Olszewski (Cypress France)
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b. dala st,aam
(boolesn eqvalions)

!l700S1·12

use Ieee, std_aritll.all;
BEHAVIOURAL archltectvrs 01 COMPARE4

,",'"p,oce ... (.11" B)
begln

jl A.=ethen
AEQB <:. '1',,~
AEQB <= '0'

emlll;
enprocess;

end BEHAVIOURAL;

e. behavlovral
(based on algorlthms)

Figure 2. Different VHDLdescription styles.

VHDL is the VHSIC Hardware Description Language. VHSIC is an abbreviaticn for Very High Speed Integrated Circult.
It can describe the behavicur and structure of digital electrcruc hardware designs, such as ASICs end FPGAs as weu as
conventional MSI circtlits.VHDL is a notanon, and ls precisely and rompletely deflned by the Language Reference Man-
ual (LRM). This sets VHDL apart from other hardware description languages, which are 10some extent defined in an ad
hoc way by the behavlcur of tccls thai use them. VHDL ls an international standard, regulated by the IEEE. The deflnl-
tiön of the tangnage rs non-proprietary, Source: UK VHDL Users page.
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sion obtained in this way is fed to a
macrocell conststtng of a flip-flop, mul-
tiplexers and a three-state output
ahead of an input/output terminal. By
cascading logic blocks, it is possible to
make the logic expressions even more
eomplex than those created by a sim-
ple trip in the AND-OR structure.
CPlOs by themselves only differ in
respeet of the produet allocator and
the number of OR inputs before the
macrocells. The intemal architecture of
CPLOs should allow the pin-out cho-
sen for the eomponent mounting to be
preserved as much as possible, even if
logic to be fitted has been mcdified or
extended a couple of times, thus
avoiding any unnecessary changes to
the copper track layout. The most
widely used package styles are the
PLCC 44, 68 and 84, which may be
moun ted in sockets.

THE TOWER OF BABEL
The progress in the field of Integration,
density or flexibility of use of these
components would be useless if there
were no hardware description lan-
guage capeble of exploiting all avail-
able resources. Today, incontestably,
the VHDL language presents itself.
Originally only developed to allow US
army electronie engineers and their
suppliers to communicate along strict
protocols, VHDL has slowly invaded
all levels of electronic design. Even if it
seems overkill for the design of simple
PALs, using it aUows you to overcome
many realistic problems. Its first and
foremost advantage is that of being a
standard which is watched over by
powerful IEEE standardisation com-
mittee. This unplies that the survival
of this language, or the tools that use
it, does not depend on one or several
manufacturers. Moreover, this lau-
guage is a melting pot of different
points of view and requirements of its
designers. The resulting cornpromises
allow one and the same function to be
described with the aid of your pre-
ferred point of view. The essential
point, of course, remains that the com-
ponent does what you expect it to do.

Do YOUR OWN THING
Concerning the design of program-
mable logic, you could uphold that
that there are three 'schools'. The first
gives privilege to the schematic-ori-
ented approach. which means that
functions are described with the aid of
a collection of interconnected ele-
ments. chiefly logic ports (OR, NANO,
XOR) and bistables (Hip-flops and
latches). This approach, called 'struc-
tural' has the advantage of showing
clearly the amount of resources to
throw in to realize this function, and
to better exploit the possibilities of the
component. On the down side, the
description is tied to the final technol-
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ogy, and changi.ng a component may
produce worse results. The second
approach draws on Boolean equations.
Each output is 'expressed' with the aid
of an equation in which inputs and
component-internal nodes come
together. Ta users of other design lan-
guages for programmable logic, Ws is
the most natural approach. With some
effort at code rewriting from PalASM
or Abel into VHDL, it becomes possi-
ble to rehash old programs produced
for components which are now obso-
lete. The third school favours an algo-
rithm-based approach. Descriptians
which are called 'behavioural' cause
different processes to meet. The exe-
cution of these processes is event-con-
ditioned (for example, a rising edge in
a clock slgnal). Once activated, a
process launches aseries of instruc-
tions which closely resemble those
used in the dassie programming lan-
guages. You will find a misceUany of
structures which are conditiol1allike IF-
THEN-ELSE, CASE-WHEN; iterative
like FOR-LOOp, or repelilive like I
WHILE-LOOP. An important advan-'
tage of Ws approach is that it yields a

•o
c

pe
(CPLD design and programmlng)

Figure 3, Direct repro-
grammlng of a camp/ex
/ogic component wHh
the ald of leR (in-clr-
cult reprogramming).

global understanding of the function.
However, being farther removed from
the final component mounting, it is
essential for the utility which synthe-
stses the description, that is, cornpiles
it and plants it in the device, to pro-
vide equally good results. VHDL and
its designers has, at last, tried to rec-
oncile these approaches and suc-
ceeded in doing so. Even bettet; it is
possible to employ these different
approaches within one and the same
project. Typically, astate rnachine is
best described using an algorithm,
while it is easier to express the func-
tions of its outputs in Boolean terms.
Employing three exemples, Fig-

ure 2 illustrates each of the approaches
mentioned above. Each VHDL
description consists of two parts. The

first, called 'entity definition' serves to
define the inputs/outputs of the func-
tion. without bothering about details
regarding the actual irnplementation.
It is the second part, the 'architecture',
which indicates how to realize this
function: interconnected components,
Boolean equations or algorithms.

ON PROGRAMMING
The last barder assodated with the
programming of these components
has been lifted. Thanks to the la test
techniques in electrical erasing which
gave us Flash and EEPROM devices,
manufacturers have been able to final-
ize the deta.ils of programmable or
reprogrammable components in-cir-
cuit, that is, without removing these
components from the board. In this
way, the use of in-circuit (re)program-
mable devices allows you to totally Ior-
get about a spedal programmer and a
costly set of adaptors. A simple cable
hooked up to the parallel port of a PC
allows programmable data to be
downloaded into the component. The
input/output pins which eonvey the
programming signals, generally four

s-wrre Jn-clrCIIII programmlng eaere
- Inlout serlal data SDIISDO
-dock. SCLK
- acknowledge. ISR
- ground, GND

CPLD ISR

Cl
970061-13

or five, have a double function, and
may, therefore, be used agam when
the component is returned to its 'nor-
mal' mode of operation. Eventually,
the card has only minor changes as
compared with aversion that does not
support in-circuit programming: it is
sufficient to add a simple connector (10
contacts are enough) and to provide
for a few extra programming wires to
pass. Sure, it is also possible to create a
simple card which is designed for the
sole purpose of prograrnming the
component - doing so results in your
very own low-cost programmer.
Figure 3 shows the main aspects of

in-circuit reprogramming (lCR, also
called ISR, for in-silu programming). If
necessary, two or several components
may be cascaded and prograrnmed in
series, in parallel, or one by one. Effec-
tively, in-circuit programming is based
on the principle of the JTAGbus used
for card testing. It also uses the same
principle for the addressing and for
the dialogue with the components
mounted on the card.
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Figure 4. VHDL design environment (Warp"" v. 4.2 from
Cypress)
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VHDL OR IN-CIRCUIT
PROGRAMMING?
BOTH!

macrocells. Supplied with Kevin
Sahill's excellentbookon VHDL1, and
a compilation of exercises and pracn-
caI soIutions, the CY3620 kit will no
doubt convince enlightened electron-
ics designers to jump the bandwagon
when programmable logic is involved.

(970067-1)

Cypress Semiconductors proposes a
new development kit under reference
number CY3620. It consists of an IeR
prograrnming kit for F1ash370i Cf'Llös,
and the Warp2™ VHOl design soft-
ware for Windows 3.x, 95 or NT, which
includes a project manager and an
integrated VHOL editor/debugger
(Figure 4). Thanks to a functional sim-
ulator which is also included (Fig-
ure 5), it becomes possible to create
stimuli in the form of timing dia grams,
and so facilitate making finishing
touches to any application based on
PAls, ru» and cru» from 8 to 256

Reference
1 VHDL Jor Programmable Logic, by
Kevin Sahill, published by Addison
WesIey, ISBN 0-201-89573-0.
Further Information on VHDL may be
found on the UK VHDL Users pages
starting at:
www.vhdluk.org/cO/.ltel1ts.ht/.l1

Flflure 5. Verlflcatlon phase using a functional simulator
(Warp"" 4.2 (rom Cypress).

NOVfJ CNT4 uevtce C21Vl0 I!lIiJEJ

data

count

0001 eile

0006 load

001-4 cDunC3

0023 cDunL2

0015 cDunLI

0022 cDunLO

0005 data_3

000-4data_2

0003da~t

0002 data_O
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in pass;ng ...
Since I spend quite a few hours behind
the computer at home as weil as in the
office, I recently decided that the time
had come to replace my ancient moni-
tor by a new 17 inch model. As usUllI
wnen I buy new hardware, 1 look
through the variolls computer magazines
to see what is available, before I rush to
the shops to see for myself what prices
are and what models are readily avail-
able. Reading througb the magazines 1
was struck by the fact that the various
reviewers ojten nove quite different opin-
ions. These differences are not so
marked in the case of hard disk and
CD-ROM drives, but definitely so wnen
it comes to monitors. Olle monitor was
at the top oi the list in. one magazine
and at the bot/am in anotherl 1 decided
therefore that it would be best to test a
number of monitors myself (in the
shops, that is).
1I soon became apparent that the

reviews can be trusted only partly. Of
course, certain aspects, such as band-
width, controls, screening, type of dis-
play, are the same in most reviews. But
when it comes to pieture quality and
geometry, you cannot da better than
tru.st your olVn eyes and judgment. In
the course of my quest, 1 tested same 20
monitors, and same of these, although
they scored weil in the reviews, did not
satisfy me at all. Several suffered from
line distortion and annoying deviations
in the corners of Ihe display. Unfortu-
nately, these are matters that yau can-
not eradicate with the standard con-
trols, but which could have been reme-
died during the quality lest in the fac-
tory.
The quality or lack thereof had

nothing to da with: the price - same
economy models were slightly better
than same expensive olles. lt seems that
you just need luck: 10 buy one that has
been set up and adjusted properly in the
fac/ory.

I was lucky und now have a 17 inch
COIOllf monitor (black-and-white ones
are no longer available) that was set up
in the factory 10 specification and,
what's more important, (0 my sasisfac-
tion.
My advice to prospective buyers 0/a

monitor is to convince your own
demanäs as to quality and test Ir thor-
oughty in the shop. If a shop does not
allow you to da so, go to another!

{HB - 975068j
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ro PZ5032
~m Integrated Circuits
ro~ Digital, Complex Logic
Cl DATASHEET 10/97
6" I---------------------------------------~~~~~~~~------~~~~-,
sn

Absolute Maximum Rallngs 1

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Unil

vro Supply voltage 0.5 7.0 V

V, Inpul vcltaqe 1.2 Voo+O.5 V

~
VOUT Output voltaoe 0.5 Voo+O.5 V

" 'IN lnput current 30 30 mA

IOUT Output current 100 100 mA

TJ max. lunction temperature 40 150 -c
T" Storage temperature ~65 150 -c

1 Stresses stove those listed may cause malfunction or permanent
damage 10tne devlce. Thls ls a stress rating only. Functlcnal operation
at these or any otne condltion above those lndicated in the operanon al
and programming specltlcaffon is not lmpled.

appüed to implement counters. All CooIRunner'" family
members provide both synchronous and asynchronous
clocking, and provide the ability to clock off either the
falling or the rising edges of these clocks. There are
two clocks (CLKO and CLK1) available on the PZ5032
device. Clock 0 (CLKO) is designated as the synchro-
nous clock, and must be driven by an external source.
Clock 1 (CLK1) can either be used as asynchronous
clock (driven by an external source) or as an asynchro-
nous clock (driven by a macrocell equation).
Two of the control1erms (CTO and CT1) are used to
control the preseVreset of the macrocell's flip-flop. The
preseVreset feature can also be disabled. The other
four control terms (CT2-CT5) can be used to control
the Output Enable of the macroceli's output buffers.
The reason that there are as many control terms dedi-
cated tor me Output Enable or the macroceJi is to
ensure that all CooIRunner'· devices are PCI compliant.
The macrocer's output buffers can also be disabled or
enabled at any time. All CoolRunner'M devices also pro-
vide aGIobai Tri-State (GTS) ptn, which, when pulled

low, will 3-state all the outputs of the device. This pin is
provided to support in-circuit testing or bed-of-nails
testing.
There two feedback paths 10 the ZIA: one from the
macrocell, and one from the 1/0 pin. The ZIA feedback
path betore the output buffer is the macrocell feedback
path, while the ZIA feedback path atter the output
buffer is the VO pin ZIA path. When the macrocell is
used as an output, the output buffer is enabled, and
the macrocell feedback path can be used to feed back
the logic implemented in the macrocell. When the VO
pin is used as an input, the output buffer will be 3-
stated, and the input signal will be fed into the ZIA via
the 110feedback path, and the logic implemented in
the buried macrocell can be fed back to the ZIA via the
macrocell feedback path,

/PZ5032
Integrated Circuits
Digital, Complex Logic

DATASHEET 10/97

PZ5032
32-macrocell Complex
Programmable Log;c Device (CPLD)
(CoolRunner™ series)

Manufacturer
Philips Semiconductors, 811 East Arques Avenue, P.D.
Box 3409, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 3409.
Internet: www.semiconducfors.philips.Gom

Features
o lndustry's first TotaICMOS'· PLO to use both CMOS

design and process technologies
C Fast Zero Power (FZP'") design technique provides

unra-row power and very high speed
0- High soeeo pln-to-pin delays of 6ns
o U~ra-Iow staue power of less than 75 p A
0- Dynamic power at 50 MHz 70% lower than campet-

ing devices
o 100% routable with 100% utilizatian while all pins

and all macrocells are fixed
o Extremely simple to use deterministic timing model
0- 2 clocks with programmable polarity at every

macrocell
o Support for comp!ex asynchronous clacking
0- Innovative XPLA 'M architecture combines high

speed with extreme flexibility
o 1000 erase/program cycles guaranteed
o 20 years data rotennon

guaranteed
o Logic expandable to 37

product terms
o PCI compliant
o Advanced 0.5" E'CMOS

process
o Security bit prevents unau-

thorized access
o Design entry and verification

using industry standard and
Philips CAE tools

o Reprogrammable using industry standard device

\.

programmers
0- Innovative Control Term structure provides either

sum terms or product terms in each logie block for
Programmable 3-state buffer
Asynchronous macrocell register
preseVreset

c Proqrammaöle global 3-state pin facilitates bed-of-
nails testing without using !ogic resources

o Available in both PLCC and TQFP packages
0- Available in both Commercial and Industrial grades.

Oevice Classificalion Oata
Usable gates:
Max. no. of inputs
Max. no. of VOs
No. of macrocells

VO macrocells
Buried macrocells

Propaga1ion delay (ns)
Packages

1000
36
32
32
32
o
6.0

44-pin PLCC, 44-pin TOFP

Application Exampte
OC nullif1er tor oscilloscopes, Elektor Eleclronics Octo-
ber 1997.

XPLA™ Architecture
The XPLA 'M architecture shown in Figure 1 consists of
logic blocks that are intercannected by a Zero-power
Interconnect Array (ZIA). The ZIA Is a virnral cross-

~

~
""" ~ coec ~,~~, o~, r--:----1--I "'r ~"I--l

re " 1"
~

"
"~ -

'00< 14- ~ ccec r.o.~~ '''''' "'~"
I" "

" "
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Figure 1. Philips XPLA CPlD Architeclure



Figure 3. PZ5032 Macrocell Architecture

PZ5032
Integrated Circuits

Digital, Complex Logic

Figure 2. Philips logic Block Archilecture

point switch. Each logic block is essentiaUy a 36C16
device with 36 inputs from the ZIA and 16 macrocells.
Each logic block also provides 32 ZIA Ieeeback palhs
from the macroceUs and VD pins.
So far, this architecture ls verv similar to that of other
CPlOs. What makes the CooIRunner'~ tamily unique is
Ihe conteots of each logic bleck and me design tecn-
nique used to implement the blocks themselves.

DATASHEET 10/97

logic Block Architecture
Figure 2 shows that each logic block contains contral
terms, a PAl array, a PLA array, and 16 macroceüs.
The 6 contral terms can be configured individuaUy as
either SUM or PRODUCT terms, and are used 10 con-
trol Ihe presetreset outpul enables of Ihe 16 macrocell
flip-flops. The PAl array consists of a pragrammable
AND array with a fixed DR array, while the PlA array
consists of a programmable ANO array with a pro-
grammable DR array, The PAL array provides a high
speed path through the array, while the PlA array pro-
vides increased product term density.
Each macrocell has 5 dedicated product terms tram
Ihe PAL array. The pln-to-pln IPDof me Z5032 device
through the PAL array is 6ns. This performance is
equva'ent to the fastest 5-volt CPLD avanaoie today. lf
a macrocetl needs more than 5 product terms, it sim-
ply gets the additional product terms trom the PLA
array. The PLA array consists 01 32 product terms,
which are available for use by aU16 macrocells. The
additional propagation delay incurred by a macroceU
using 1 or all 32 PLA pröduct terms is just 2ns. So the
total pin-to-pin tpD for the Z5032 using 6 to 37 product
terms is ans (6ns tnr the PAl plus 2ns for the PLA).

Macrocell Architecture
As shnwn in Figure 3 each macrocell consists 01 a
ftip-flop that can be configured as a 0 or a T type. A 0-
type flip-flop is generally uselul tor implementing state
machines and data buffering, white a T type is usually

TOll.l~ __ --,
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- -I Extraellrom a PZ5032 source code listing (example)

Module DSO_offset
rille 'automatic DSO otfset for slow slqnals'

DECLARATIDNS

clk pin 43;
key pin 25;
auto pln 16 istype 'reg';
phase 1 pin 7;
ouU pln 6;
oUI_2 pin 4;
reset pln 44;
sw_, pin B:
swJt pln 11;
sW_b pin 9;
swJb pln 12;
sw_auto pln 13;
led pln 14;
dir pin 24;
db11.dbO pln 28,29,31,32,33,34,36,37,38,39,40,41 lsfype 'reg';
es pin 27 lstvpe 'burrer:
ctta.ctö node Istype 'reg';

db~ Idbl1..dbDJ;
dr~ldblD ..dbOJ;
dp~dbl1;
cl""[cI13 ..ctoj;

ecuanons

dh.c-e clk;
ct.c e !clk;
ano.c» clk;

dr.ar"" lreaet; 'teset DAC 10QV (100000000000)"
cp.ape !reset;

ct.ar-, Ireset;
auto.ar= lreset

"reset key ccntrol cocnter
'reset auo -,lag"

"TIMEBASEOSClllATOR"

out_1=- Iphase_l;
out2= phase_1;

"KEYCDNTROl"

Iwhen (swJ:===O)#(sw _b==O)#(swJf==O)#(SwJb==O)#(sw_auto==O)#(auto= =1) then



Encyclopedia of ACOllStiCS
Edited by Maleolm J. Cracker
ISBN 0 471804657
Four volumes ~ 2018 peges
Price !:355'00(Hardback)
(Wlley)
Acoustics, sound and vibration reiate to
everything from the design of a concert
hall to the intricacies of the human eer.
For the first time ever, a11aspects of
acoustic are brought together into one
encydopedic reference,
The work represents the contribution

of more than 200 experts in all areas re-
lated to acoustics. It 1Sthe only reference
of its kind and covers the whole scope of
this area of science from an applications
perspective, rather than theoretically.
Volumes One and 1\vo cover the fun-

damentals of acoustics and vibration,
while Volumes Three and Four examine
the applications, such as the auditory
function, psychological speech perception
and musical acoustics.
A full review of this massive work will

appear in a forthcoming issue of this
magazine.

Television Microprocessor
JeData Files
By J Edwards
ISBN 0 7506 3335 2
240 pp ~ 200+ pinout drawings
Price E14.99~aperbaCk)
(Newnes)*
Microprocess Cs are the most compli-
cated part of TV equipment and present
special problems to the engineer when
fault finding. Following on from the first
volume in this series, Television IC Data
Files, the most popular microprocessor
ICs used in television receivers are cov-
ered. Each device is presented graphi-
cally with the relevant data information
given against each pin which allows the
engineer to quickly compare voltage
measurements and signal in/out data on
a faulty device, with those in the book.
All the measurements and signal data in
the book were taken under actual wer-k-
ing conditions.
The purpose of the book is to provide

the workshop engineer and the field engi-
neer with a valuable and convenient
method of fault finding without the need
to consult workshop manuals which are
often expensive or out of stock. As such,
it will also be of interest to those on tele-
vision training courses.

Electronics Made Simple
By lan Sinclair
ISBN 0 7506 2842 1
208 pp - Line illustrations
Price f.12·99 (Paperback)
(Focal Press)" ~J
If you are just a'tout to embark upon a

Elektor Electronics 10/97

course which involves electronics, or are
interested in the subject but do not know
where to start, or simply need a quick
and straightforward revision of the ba-
sics, then this book is for you.
Assuming no prior knowledge, the

aim of this book is to present an outline
of modern electronics with an emphasis
on understanding how systems work
rather than on details of circuit diagrams
and calculations. Waveforms, graphs and
block diagrams are used to show the ef-
fect of a circuit on its input.

Practical Analog Electronics
for Technicians
ByWAKimber
ISBN 0 7506 2952 5
256 pp
Price f.12·99
(Focal Press)" \J-:
Practical Analog Electronice for Techni-
cians not only provides an accessible in-
troduction to electronics, but also sup-
plies aIl the problems and practical activ-
ities needed to gain hands-on knowledge
and experience. This emphasis on prac-
tice is surprisingly unusual in electronics

texts, and has already gained Will Kim-
ber popularity through the companion
volume Practical Digital Electronics for
Techniciens,
Written to cover the Advanced

GNVQ optional unit in electronics, this
book is also ideal for BTEC National,
A-level electronics and City & Guilds
courses. Together with Practical Digital
Electronics for Technicians, this text
comprises a complete practical elec-
tronics course designed for students with
little prior knowledge of the subject.

=I< Focal Press and Newnes books may be
ordered from:
Customer Services Department
Heinemann Publishers Oxford
PO Box 382
Hal1ey Court
Jordan Hill
Oxford OX2 8RU
Telephone: 01865 314301
Fax: 01865 314029

Books from Elektor Electronics

Build your own Electronic Test Instruments (0 905705 37 8) f. 15·95
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As suggested by the prominent plaee it reeeives at
the beginning of this free Supplement on the subjeet
of upgrading old PCs, the motherboard is without
doubt the most essential part of a PC beeause a fair
number of options depend on it, In this artiele we
have a elose look at the modern motherboard in all
its different varieties, with partieular attention to those
aspeets you should really be aware of before ope-
ning your wallet,

motherboard upgrading
avoid those pit'alls

Ploture shows, left to rlght, an AB-ITSH suppJled by AMOR Computers (Venia, NLJ, an Asus TX97-E (IMA Electronics, Oosterhout. Nl), 0 Sovo
5VD5(sovoEuropeb.v.. NL),a Gigabyte A1Vand (Infront)a BMGTVX-8500(both from OrbitComputers,Aachen,G).

Over the past three months or so, seve-
ral members on our labaratary and
editarial staff have been very busy in
their struggle to replace PC campa-
nents like the motherboard, video card,
CD-ROMplayer or hard disk,Thepittalls
noticed in some of these activifies, we
thaught, wauld be warthwhile ta put an
paper and share with aur readers.
Act 1: (saddened) awner of an

486SX33 becames aware af the fact

thot new versions of programs far wh ich
he/sne just abtained an update run
very slowly, or not cll. Starts to scratch
his head. let's trv to put the problern
into the proper perspective: what's the
useof embarking on an underfaking as
complex as upgrading the PC?
Act 2: he/she is off to the nearest

WHSmith store and buys a couple of
special interest magazines. Fewhowe-
ver cover the complex subject of PC

upgrading, leaving the SX33owner no
alternative but to work out a strategy for
himself.

One phase you can't avoid in the pro-
cess of upgrading a PC (which, by the
way, ismore complex than one would
imagine) involves replacing the
'engine' of an existing system. One of
the firstthings that strikesyou when exa-
mining the specifications of various PC
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motherboards is that there are in fact
fewer manufacturers around thon ane
would have thought given the number
of board names you co me ocrass in
the quest for the motherboard of your
dreams. In the world of PC system
assembly, some of the most frequently
heard manufacturer names are (in
alphabetical order) Abit, Asus,Boston,
Genoa, Gigabyte, Intel, Microstar,
Mitac, QDI,Soyo,Supermicro and Tyan.
Thislist is not exhaustive!

Why change
the motherboard?

One of the major reasons for replacing
the motherboard in your trusty PC is to
reap the benefits of higher speed than
the previous generation. This speed
gain ismostly due to the faster CPUon
the new motherboard. That brings usto
one of the other essential points you
have to pay attention to: to be sure
about the processor you wlsh to use.
This cholce should be given some
thought because there are a few
motherboards around that do not
accept all currently avallable proces-
sors IIke the Pentium (MMXJ,Cyrix/IBM
150+/166+, AMD K5 and K6 and IBM
PR200+.
The choice of the processor has

important ramifications for the CPUsup-
ply voltage which has to be furnished
by the motherboard: 3.3V (for the Pen-
tium and the Sxxversions of the 686
from CyriX/IBM);3.35V (Pentiumand Vxx
versions of the 686; 2.8/3.3 V (Pentium
MMXand CyrixM2); 2.9/3.3V (AMD'sK6
166 and 200 MHz)or 3.2/3.3 V (AMD's
233-MHz K6). Fortunately, In practice
you only have to ascertain that the
motherboard you have in mind can
work with the processor of your choice.
Forthischeck there is really no need to
go into technical details regarding the
CPUsupply voltage.

TheK6 from AMD isa remarkable com-
ponent which will not fail to interest
many owners of a motherboard of
recent make (not older than 6months
or so) mainly because this processor
can be fitted in the 'Socket 7'-styleCPU
holder, and issupported by many exis-
ting motherboards. Soyou may want to
contemplate upgrading to a K6without
even changing the motherboard. And
that leads us to the next question:

Intel Inside or not?

contrary to what you might think, the
firstaction to take in the upgrading pro-
cess is to make an informed choice
regarding the processor which is to be
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at the heart of the new (or souped-up)
computer. Thisisbecause the CPUtype
determines to a large extent what can
be done next, even if you are able to
keep using (a number on your existing
cards, and even if your PCisnot a type
with just a VLB(VesaLocal Bus), a stan-
dard now totally eradicated and repla-
ced by PCI.
Thesedays, the PCowner isconfron-

ted with a bewildering number of pro-
cessorsto choose from, and the 'Iatest'
type is always 'faster and better'. One
of the best known CPUsiswithout doubt
the Pentium 11(originally known as the
Klamath, this isa PentiumProendowed
with MMX functionality). The main
disadvantage of the Pentium11is that it
marks a complete departure from the
Socket 7 standard, its physical outline
requiring a specific motherboard which
ofters a specially designed single-edge
connector (SEC).At this point, we will
not discuss the K5 and other 586 CPUs
which are fast upgrades for those won-
derful 486-based motherboards many
of you can't think of being separated
from as yet (but do read the last para-
graph on Overdrives).

Everybody seems to agree that the
6x86 from IBM/Cyrixwas the firstCPUto
make a tiny dent in the virtual mono-
poly held by Intel. In the aftermath of
this (relative) success, Cyrix recently
launched the M2, a direct competitor
of the Pentium11.
AMD, another 'David' in the arena

(assuming that Intel isGoliath), and not
resting on its laureis either, introduced
itsK6a few months ago. In the case of
the M2 and the K6, it iscorrecf to speak
of worthy competitors of the Pentium11.
Both the Cyrix and the AMD CPUhave
the full MMX instruction set. Unlike the
Pentium 11however, these newcomers
are happily seated in the familiar Soc-
ket 7, which obviates the need tor a
new motherboard. Assuming that Intel
does not grant us large price cuts, the
AMD and Cyrix CPUsare about 50%
cheaper for comparable performance.
The only (smalI) disadvantage ot the
new rival CPUs is that their use may
require some modifications (minor
ones, says AMD) to the BIOSon the
motherboard. These processors are
also representative of the ongoing
trend towards ever higher speeds, AMD
having announced the release of a
300-MHz version of the K6 within the
next few months. Looking a linie further
into the future we see Intel developing
out and introducing their MMX2, the
Katmai. Although the P7 (code name
Merced) isscheduled four launching in
1998, you should not be surprised if

fieree competition causes an earlier
release. And then we don't even men-
tion the Deschutes, a special version of
the Klamath aimed at the server mar-
ket, or the Tillamook, a module desi-
gned for use in portable computers.
Very likely, when you read this, the

MMX concept makes a tierce attack
on the market, putting considerable
pressure on pe users who are os yet
unsure about the benefit of upgra-
ding. Reportedly, the use of an MMX
CPUyields a 10% increase in perfor-
mance of regular (l.e., non-multime-
dia) software, while a much greater
speed boost is said to be in store for
software which isspecifically written to
run on an MMX processor. The prices
of the slowest MMX processors (166
and 200 MHz) are sure to drop when
the 233, 266 and 300 MHz versions
arrive. Vou may therefore have to
decide tor yourself whether or not to
splash out on an MMX CPUif you are
already in the process of buying a
new motherboard. Remember, the
concept of MMX is not restricted to
Intel CPUs: AMD's K6 and Cyrix's
6x86MX also offer full MMX support.

Which motherboard?

Basically,there are two types of mother-
board: (1) the classic type which has
jumpers which enable a cerfein nurn-
ber of settings to be selected such as
processor speed and bus speed, and
(2) the jumperless motherboard, which
allows all 'settings to be made by
means of software. The ABITIT-5His a
good example of this class (see inset).
Let's have a look at some of the

technical aspects you have to examine
when choosing a motherboard.

Board size
Thereexist two motherboard footprints:
Baby-ATand ATX.Each of these has its
own power supply connector: 12-way
in-line on Baby-ATbocrds, and two rows
of 10 contacts on ATXboards. Cards
having both type ot connector are few
and far between. The ATXversion is
easily recognized by the fact that the
CPU is never in the way of extension
cards. Chocsing the wrong card in res-
pect of sizemay mean that you have
to buy a new case (which ls usually
supplied with an integral power supply).
The Baby-ATformat seems to be open
to free interpretation: while the width is
usually 22 cm, the length can be onv-
thing between 22 cm and 33 cm. An
ATX board measures about
30.5x24.5cm, although exceptions
also occur (e.g. 21.2 cm for the TX97-
X(E)from Asus).
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Exploring the Motherboard

Voltage regulators
These components, of very rudimen-
tary design at the beginning 01 the PC
age, are rapidly becoming more and
more sophisticated, the most recent
models employing switch-mode
power switching principles. There are
vast differences in the supply charac-
teristics of Pentium processors: some .....~~~
require 3.3V, others 2.9V, 2.5V or
even a combination 01 these ('split
CPU voltage'). You can easily identify
a switch-mode power supply by the
presence of ane or two ferrite ring
cores in the direct vicinity 01 the regu-
lator proper.

8105
The lunction 01 the BiaS is to act as
an interface between the user softwa-
re and the electronics available on
the motherboard and extension
cards. The electronics, in turn, control
the various peripheral devices instal-
led in the PC or connected to it. PC
tuners/tweakers will want to update
the BiaS quite Irequently to keep up
with continuous technological deve-
lopment. A Ilashable BiaS with an
associated control program and data
lile is preferred in this respect becau-
se it can be updated by 'soft' action
only (i.e., no need to extract and
insert an expensive EPROM).

Extension connectors
Nearly all modern motherboards keep
offering a number slots of the ISA
type, a format which has been around
ever since the lirst PC. Its younger
and faster counterpart is the PCI bus
(peripheral component interconnect).
Having a width 01 32 bits, the PCI bus
allows much higher data transler
rates to be achieved.

Physical size
As mentioned elsewhere in this
article, motherboards came in tWQ
sizes: Baby-AT and full-size ATX.
These differ in respect of the CPU
position, or the IDeation 01 connectors
for peripheral devices. The shape of
the power supply connector is also
different: 12 pins lor the Baby-AT
board, and 20 pins for the ATX.
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Over the yeors, the motherboard hos become 0 single, large, printed circuit board.
Although todoy's motherboards contoins fewer components thon the one fitted in 0 vin-
tage IBM XTPC, its structure is for more complex. Time for 0 quick tour of the system!

CPU socket
All recentiy produced motherboards have a ZIF (zero
insertion force) socket for the CPU. Most Pentium
compatible motherboards have a 'Socket 7'. The
Pentium Pro CPU requires a physically larger socket
with more pins, called 'SocketS'.
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Input/output connectors
On the most recent motherboards,
the 1/0 (input/output) connectors are
regrauped. The absolute minimum to
have is a keyboard socket, an FDD
(Iloppy disk drive) connector, one (or
two) E-IDEhard disk drive connectors
(also lor a CD-ROMdrive), one paral-
lel port, and two serial ports. On
some cards you mayaiso find an
IrDA port, a PS/2mouse connector
and an USB pin header.

Memory connectors
The classic SIMM module (30
contacts, 8 bits + parity in some
cases) has virtually disappeared Irom
the market. The replacement was a
32/36-bit module with 72contacts.
The arrival 01CPUswith a 64-bit bus
caused yet another memory variant to
be thrown at us: the t68-pin DIMM
module. In contrast with 72-pin style
sockets, the t68-pin DIMM version is
polarized to prevent any risk 01a
DIMM being litted the wrang way
areund.

Chipset
The lunction 01 this set 01 very com-
plex integrated circuits is to arrange

the data and contraI signal traffic on
the motherboard, relieving the CPU 01
this time-intensive task. The most fre-

quently applied chipsets are Irom
Intel, and they go by type numbers
like 82430FX/HXrrXNx.

Cache memory
This is basically a buffer memory bet-
ween the pracessor and the system
RAM.The pracessor itsell already has
a certain amount of internat memory
(the internal cache). A memory with a
lar greater capacity, the cache RAM,
is olten soldered directly on to the
motherboard. While the difference in
performance between O-kcache and
256-k cache is remarkable, there is
little or no point in installing more
than 5t2 kbyte 01 cache.
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It should be noted that there isalso a
lessweil known lormat around called
mini-ATX(19x 30.5 cm).
Today, it looks as il the ATXshape is

becoming the standard, mainly
because it has sufficient space lor the
CPUin combination with (Iull-sile)exten-
sion cards. Another advantage is that
some 01 the extra contacts on the
power supply connector have been
given very uselul lunctions. One 01
these is a sleep/awake detector which
allows certain extension cords like a
modem to receive a supply voltage
while the PC is actually switched oll
(provided, 01 course, the mains plug is
still in the socket).
Another aspect to pay attention to is

that the connectors lor the keyboard,
mouse and other peripherals are pro-
perty aligned with the respective holes
in rear panel 01 the PCcase.

810S
One 01the technical characteristics you
have to take into account is the sios
used on the motherboard, or,more pre-
cisely, the BiaS manulacturer (Award,
AMI, Phoenix and others) and the type
(regular EPROMor FlashEPROM,the lat-
ter con be reprogrammed in-circuit with
the aid 01 a small control program and
suitable data). Thechip set and the BIOS
belong together, the stos making the
best possibleuse01the leatures offered
by the chip set. II you are courageous
enough to have a go at changing the
BIOS contents yourself, you should
choose a motherboord wltha Flashsios
as that will enable you to perlorm an
upgrade il and when necessary.

Memory
Lessthan ten years ago, everybody,
including Bill Gates, agreed that
640 kBytes was a more than ample
amount 01 memory. Today, the mini-
mum amount seems to be 16Mbytes,
whlte 32 MBytes is recommended il
you want to gel any serious work
done. Everybody is now in lavour 01
using EDOmemory. "Sowhal can I do
with my eight 1Mbyte x 9 bit SIMM
modules?" Developments in the PC
memory scene are so fast nowadays
Ihat Ihere il makes no sense, in our opi-
nion, to invest in two adapter boards
(one lor every lour SIMMs)which, loge-
ther with two additional 4-Mbyte
modules, would praduce the 'bare
minimum' memory amount of
16Mbytes. Even il you would decide
10 pursue Ihiscourse, you may have to
think again because problems may
arise fram the combination of 'grau-
ped' SIMMs and the two 4-Mbyle
modules you bought (the lot may not

lit on your motherboard, or Ihe
motherboard may not recognize the
combinalion). Some 01 Ihe latesl
motherboards, including those lrom
Asus, do not even have SIMMsockets
any more, making it impossible to re-
use your old memory modules.

Input/oulpul conneclors
We're now delinitely pasl the times 01
special insertion cords for driving per-
ipheral devices, diskeffe drives, hard
disk drives, parallel and/or serial ports.
Today,alilhe necessary electronics are
available on Ihe motherboard, and Ihe
relevant connectors are available ot
that level, so to speak. A modern
motherboard should at leasl have an
FDD (flOPPY disk drive) port lor a
1.44 Mbyte drive; most 01 these ports
are ready lor working with Iwo 01 these
drives, and capable 01 reading any
disk torrnot you can think 01
(360/720 kB, 1.1/1.44/2.88 MB). Further,
there should be an E-IDEport lor a hard
disk end/er CD-ROM player, a parallel
port (supporting SPp,EPP and ECP
modes), two RS232 serial ports (Iully
16550 compatible). Welcome extras in
this respect include a USBport, a PS/2
mouse port end 0 connection for an
IrDAmodule.

Extension slol connectors
TheVLBbus is dead, long live PCt. It is
important to make surethat the mother-
board you have in mind has extension
slots which are compalible with the
exlension eards you already (or still?)
have: video card, sound card, etc. If
you own a system with a VLB bus,
upgrading may become a bit 01a pro-
blem because modern motherboards
no longer have VLBconnectors. In most
cases, that meons you have to invest in
a PCIvideo card. ISAslots, lortunately,
remein ovailable on oll motherboards
we examined lor this artiele, and they
are indispensable lor the good old
sound card.

An increasing number 01motherboards
are combination types, integrating, lor
example, video and sound. This
approach has advantages as weil as
disadvantages: while the motherboard
may have the latest technology at the
time 01 introduction on the market, it is
quickly obsolete again because it can
not keep up with the extremely last
developments in the field 01sound and
video chip setsand drivers.
Voushould, therelore, preler a 'bare'

motherboard which is open to exten-
sien with your own insertion coros for
video, sound, communication, ete. es
required.
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Chipsets,
the story
Although there extst other monufacturers ot chip-
setstor PCmotherboords(AMDfor its K6,Opti,
SiS, ETEo. end others), Intel rules in this areo. Its
firmly estebusneo Triton chlpset comes in tour
tlovoursccuec(82)430FX,430VX,430HXond
430TX,
The430FXwas thenrst chipsetfrom tntet.It

ls no langer used ror new design
The430VXwasthe first to supportSDRAM

os weU os DIMM, which ollows Individual
memory banks 10 be filled rother thon pairs 05
required for conventional SIMMs.

The 430TX is Ihe lotest Triton chipsef. Integro-
ted Intojust iwo lorgeICs,the430TXregroupsalt
chipset functions known tram previous versions,
Including multitosking, USB ous contral, end 5101-
tedtimingfor EDORAM,The430TXcrupset is

Checklist
Below ore the main aspects to pay
attention to
13Right from the stort, choose the pro-
cessor representing the best trade-
off between computing power and
your budget.

13Make sure there ore enough
memory banks (tour), unless, of
course, you opt for a motherboord
with DIMM sockets only,

13look at the position of the extension
sockets; these should not be in the
way of memory banks or other com-
ponents on the boord, including the
CPU with a fan on top of lt.

DIMMS, SIMMs and other memories

oplimized tor MMX-savvy CPUs, end incorporates
DPMA (dynomic power monagement architec-
ture). 0 system which reduces fhe overall power
consumption ot fhe svstern, using intelligent
power reduction strotegies. It also supports the
new Ultra-DMA protocol.

Ir you are otter the very lotest, go for 0 sys-
tem with 0 430TX chlpset, even if tho! meons
thot the relevant motherboord will set you bock 0
!ittle further.
The430HXenlpsetfalls be!weenthe430VX

ond tne 43OTX. Currently, the HX set is found on
mony rnomerbooros in the USS150 price ctoss,
Not the stowest, ond not the fastest or lotest
either, this chipset. but reliable ond worth its son,
Unfortunofely, The Triton HX chipset does not
supportDIMMrnodules withSDRAM,

You may come ocross the chipseI designafians
'82439HX'ond'82437VX/FX'In thedocumenta-
flan supplied with some motherboords. These
numbers refer 10 the system controller only, not to
the chipset os such.

EI Check the number of extension slot
connectors (3 PCI and 41SA slots
recommended),

13Verify the presence of cache
memory (256 kB mlnirnurn).

13Go for a Triton 430HX or 430VX chip-
set, or better.

13Verify that the motherboard has a
BIOSof the Flash PnP (plug and play)
type,

13Possibility to choose present-day bus
speeds (66, 75 or 83 MHz),

13The motherboard should have all
connectors tor essential peripherals,
E-IDE for hard disk(s) and CD-ROM
player, parallel and serial ports,

Like the CPU, the memory is one of the areas in which technology moves on at a
staggering pace. Gone are the days of memory with parity; the buzzword nowa-
days is EDO RAM (extended data out), which are currently faster than FPM (fast
page memory) memory modules, while casting about the sarne,

Another variant, SDRAM (synchronaus dynamic RAM) is capable of sup-
plying data as fast as the CPU can handle thern. As we write this, the difference
in performance between EDO and SDRAM is marginal. This may change, howe-
ver, once bus speeds start to exceed 85 MHz or so.

The usual memory sizes of DIMM modules are 8, 16, 32 and 64 Mbytss.
SIMM modules offer the same capacities, plus a 4 Mbyte type,

The acronym COAST (cache on a stick) refers to a extension module far
the secondary cache memory,
The main problem in this area is
that of standards, As a sad
result there exist different
COAST modules for Intel and
Cyrix processors!

Thls photograph illustrates the evo-
lution of memory modules. From
the bottom to the top: 0 30-pin 4-
MByte SIMM,0 72-pin 8-Mbyte
SIMM, and a 168-pin 16-Mbyte
DIMM,
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13Check for the availability of the new
bus system called USB, you never
know if this is going to take off!

If, in spite of all thls advice, you do not
want to complicate your life with the
PC, there's always the

Overdrive option

There is an interesting alternative for
owners of 486 or 66/75/1 OO-MHz Pen-
tium computers with limited technical
knowledge and financial means: put
an Overdrive in your pe! Veriousoptions
are ovolloble. For 486 machines, you
can choose between the following:
- Evergreen 586/133 MHz
- Power leap, also based on a 133 MHz
586
- An 83-MHz Intel Overdrive (not com-
patible with any other system)
Owners of a PC with a first-generation
Pentium CPU running at 66, 75 or
100 MHz may consider buying an Intel
Overdrive trom a new series featuring
MMX and running at 125, 150 and
166 MHz respectively, While we prepa-
red this article, Intel rolled out 180 and
200 MHz Overdrive versions designed to
replace 120 and 133 MHz Pentiums
(yes, they are old already), In theory,
these Overdrives would have the same
power as the 1BOor 200 MHz Pentium
MMX tvpes.
The net speed gain achieved by an

Overdrive is reportedly of the order ot
50%, Installing an Overdrive is a piece
of ccke. Having opened the computer
case and extracted the original CPU
from its socket, you simply plug in the
Overdrive and connect the ton, It is not
necessary to change the CPU clock or
the bus clock, everything remains as
betore. The processor supply voltages
are changed inside the Overdrive itself,
If you have doubts as regards the com-
patibility of your motherboard, go to
the Intel site on the Internet at
http://inte/,com/overdrive/index,htm for
reassurance er teers. It is just possible
that you have to update your BIOS,The
cost of the operation will be between
~200 and ~250,

Important precaution

Although elecfronic components these
days are weil protected against static
discharges, it is recommended to
observe some simple precautions.
Before you do any work on the mether-
board or any other internal compo-
nent, make sure the PC is connected to
the mains earth, and use a metal wrist
strap connected to the PC's internal
frame.
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Future developments
As you will probably be aware of, fhe-
re's no reducing fhe speed of deve-
lopments in the world of microelectro-
nics and information technology (IT).
Only a decade aga, a PC would last
about four years without suffering from
ageing effects. Five years aga, this life-
time expectancy was halved to less
than two years. These days, a PC
bought six months aga is already obso-
lete. What does the future have in store
for us? Clearly, developments can't
continue ta ride this exponential curve,
which makes it impossible to properly
market products before the arrival of a
whole new product generation.
On this train of thought, let's mention

same of the latest technology deve-
lopments which may be expected to
arrive within the next few months:
At the bus level: the USB (universal

serial bus) is already implemented on
nearly all motherboards of recent pro-
duction.
Ultra DMA 33: this new protocol for

10E hard disk drives achieves much
higher data transfer rates than traditio-
nal OMA methods, and appears on an
increasing number of motherboards.
AGP (advanced graphic port): this

new graphics port (announced about
a year aga by Intel) is specifically
aimed at 3D graphics cards. When
AGP becomes the standard, video
cards without it will be as obsolete as
non-MMX motherboards in a couple of

ABIT's1T-5H:Look, no jumpers!
pe motherboard ABIT manufacturer recently released the world's first jumperless main-
board that uses SOFT MENUTM, a patented software technology that enables CPU para-
meters to be set fram wlthin the BIOS eMOS setup utmty. Actually, the board has only cne
jumper which serves to totally clear the eMDS memory. Having no difftcult hardware set-
tings for you to grapple with, this board should be the ideal candidate for a 'drop-in and
go' r'c upgrade operation as described in this article. The IT-5H ls the board at the far left
in the introductory photograph.
The ATX-size IT5H has a Socket7, and employs tntel's 430HX chipset (rev. 03) and three
voltage regulators for the CPU. lt also implements ECC, a DRAM checking algorithm which
detects and corrects memory ertors on the fly w1thout user Interventlori or disruption of
processing.
This board received a lot of praise in the computer press, and a good review may be found
in Tom's Hardware Guide. There is also aversion which uses the 430VX chipset, the IT-5V,
this has basically the same specs as the 5H, only the on-board cache ls 256 kByte (expan-
dable with GOAST].

months' time.
The 100 MHz bus: here, too, deve-

lopments are very fast. While you
should count yourself lucky if your
motherboard allows a bus speed of up
to 85MHz to be set, progress certainly
does not stop there.

Conclusion

For the technically inclined among our
readers (who isn'!?), exchanging a
motherboard and a processor is a very
good alternative to purchasing a new
no-name PC from a highstreet box-
pusher. From experience, we con say
that the exercise is not really difficult,
although a lot depends on making infor-
med choices before opening any case
at all, and working s/owly! Having suc-
cessfully completed an upgrade opera-

Some recent motherboards
Soyo SY-5VD5
Featuring a Socket 7 this board accepts all Pentium processors of
the P54GX/P55G type (75 to 233 MHz}. the Gyrix 6x86 (PR100 to
166+}. the K5 series (PR100 to 166) and the K6 trom AMD.
It emptoys the B2430VX cnlpset, has tour PCI sockets and tour ISA
sockets. The cache RAM has a size of 512kBytes, and ls ot the
SRAM burst-pipeline type.
This Baby-AT size board has two 16B-pin DIMM sockets and four 72-
pin SIMM sockets.
tts BIOS is one of the latest and most complete of the moment, sto-
red in a 1-Mbyte Flash ROM. Note the contradiction between the
term ROM (read-only memory) and the fact that this component
may be reprogrammed electrically!
Among the special features 01 this board are intelligent CPU supply
voltage cetectton. and Ultra-OMA 33 or E-IOE.

Soyo SY-5EA5
This board is virtual!y identical to the SY-5VD5 discussed above.

ASUS TX97-E
The Socket 7 on this board ellows you to use Jntet Pentium CPUs
with any speed between 75 and 233 MHz, the AMO K5 and K6 pro-
cessors, or the 6x86 types fram Cyrix/IBM.
Using the 430TX chipset, this motherboard sports 512 kBytes of
cache RAM. There are four 72-pin SIMM connectors and two 16B-
pin types for DIMMs. The aros is a PCI version from Award, suppor-
ting Symbios SCSI and running fram al-Mbyte Flash EPROM. The
ASUS Mediabus connector impJemented on this board is a combi-
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non, you have the advantage of actual",
knowing what's ticking inside the PC. At
the same time, you reap the benefits of
a unique opportunity to fine-tune the
individual components in the system for
the best possible performance.

The information presented in this article
is not aimed to be exhaustive, and only
manufacturers who have offered their
co-operation in producing this arlicle
are mentioned. Special thanks are due
to the commercial departments of
Asus, Abit and Soyo for providing U$

with sam pies of their motherboards.
Finally, nobody seriously contempla-

ting the purchase a new motherboard
should torget to consult Tom's Hard-
ware Guide on the Internet at hffp:/lsys-
doc.poir.com.

All trademarks acknowledged
[972031-1)

nation of the ISA and the PCI connector.
Special feats 01 this board include support for the Ultra-DMN3310E
standard, monitor systems for the supply voltage, temperature and
fan state, and virus protection through the BiaS.

ABtT SM-5
This board accepts an Pentium processors, plus the P200+ 1ram
IBM, and ts MMX ccmpliant.
Excellent periormance guaranteed by a new chipset fram Intel, in
combination with a flashable BIaS from Award.
Apart tram the traditional input/output ports and channels the SM-5
also features USB and PS/2. The board has two OliM scckets.
Remarkable points: has an integrated tapestreamer accelerator; five
years free BiaS updating service.

GIGA-BYTE GA-586TX
Contrary to what we are lead to assurne from its type designation,
this motherboard ls suitable for processors rrom the Pentium class!
It is also suitable for the IBM/Cyrix M2 and the AMD K6, The GA-
5B6TX is one 01 the 1irst motherboards to support the new 120-
Mbyte dlskette drive.
Features automatie CPU type recognition and supply voltage deftni-
tion, plus a system called A-COPS (automatic CPU overheating pro-
lection system). A-COPS issues a warning when there is a risk of
CPU overheating, and switches on the cooling device (a temperatu-
re sensor is fitted underneath the CPU). In case of overheating, the
system warne the user and eools the CPU without affecting the exe-
cution of the program.
Special feature: BIOS-based virus proteenon. The latest model is the
GA-686FX.
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Yes, those were dull trnes, But recently, the CPUmar-
ket ca me olive. At long last, Intel was faced with
small but serious competitors: AMD, Cyrix and IBM,
And that's not the end of lt, because a new com-
petitor looks set to introduce Pentium-compatible
CPUswhich, reportedly, are dirt cheap, The new
daredevil, IDT,has succeeded in making a hushed
appeorance in the CPU oreno, In this article we
examine the advantages and disadvantages of indi-
vidual CPUs,as weil as their best area of oppllcotion.

CI--
by A Mauser

epus - an overview
Intel Pentium
The Intel Pentium has been
around for quite some time
now, and it is still regarded os
the mother of oll CPUsin the
Pentium ctoss. It is, however,
expected to disappear corn-
pletely within the next few
months os 0 resultof a markef
force called MMX.Theoriginal
Pentium processor works hap-
pily on all currently available
motherboards, ifs excellent
floating-poinf operation acting
os 0 solid basis for many tech-
nical applications. But mind
you, not oll Pentiums are the
same! Intel fabricates all CPUs
on 0 single production line,
and employs 0 series af performance
tests to decide on the marking printed
on the chip. In this way, CPUsare pro-
duced which are approved for differ-
ent clock rates and operating voltages
(for example, 555 ~ 3.3V, VRE~ 3.4 to
3.6 V), One 01the shortcomings of the
original Pentium CPU is its rather too
small Ll-cache, which has 0 size 01
only 16 kBytes.

Intel Pentium MMX

50 far, if looks os if no one has actually
understood why we should need this
MMX CPU;after oll, there is hardly any
software available which supports the
added instruction set. Thisis in splte of
Intel's massive adverfising campaigns
aimed ot convincing us of the immedi-
ate need of thistechnology. Forlunafely,
the MMXdoes contain 0 few really use-

intel
pentium

wl MMXTM tech

ful improvements over the original Pen-
tium design: the size of the Ll-cache
hos been doubled to 32 kBytes,there is
a new branch prediction unll, and 0
couple of other,
rninor,!weaks.The
result is0 10-20%
improvement in
performance over
the classic Pen-
tium. After 0 few
price cuts, the
MMX CPU has
become an inter-
esting upgrade
alternative lor
many of you. It
daes, however,
require !wo supply
voltages: 2.8V for
the core, and
3.3V for the 1/0

interface. Old Pentium Out, New MMX
IN,olos, that will not workon many older
motherboards which provide singleCPU
supply voltages only. However, here,
too, you can make use of ready-made
adaptor sockets (like the ones for 3.3-V
486 CPUs,remember"), Thesesockets,
costing about ~25, contain voltage reg-
ulators which provide the split supply
voltages for the MMXCPU.

Intel Pentium Pro

II you can afford fo do without MMX
(and who can't?), Intel's Pentium Pro
currently delivers the best floating-point
performance. However, tt isonly in this
respect that the overpriced Proisworlh
its salt, because it tao requires a new
motherboard. Themain applications of
the Pentium Prowill be lound in maths-
intensive software used in research,
design and ne!work servers.Theimpres-
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Table 1: CPU elock Irequency and supply vallage selection char!.

CPU
Int. clock Ext. clock Multiplier Core vollage M 1/0 vOltage (1)
(MHz) (MHz) (Jumper)

AMD K5 PR75 75 50 1.5 3.52 *

AMD K5 PR90 90 60 1.5 3.52 *

AMD K5 PR100 100 66 1.5 3.52 *

AMD K5 PR120 90 60 1.5 3.52 *

AMD K5 PR133 100 66 1.5 3.52 *

AMD K5 PR166 116,66 66 1.75(1.5) 3.52 *

AMD K6-166 166 66 2.5 2.9 3.3

AMD K6-200 200 66 3 2.9 3.3

AMD K6-233 233 66 3.5(1.5) 3.2 3.3

AMD K6-266 266 66 4(2) 3.2 3.3

Gyrix 6x86-P120+ 100 50 2 3.3(GO16)/3.52(G028) *

Gyrix6x86-P133+ 110 55 2 3.3(GO16)/3.52(G028) *

Gyrlx 6x86-P 150 + 120 60 2 3.3(G016)/3.52(G028) *

Gyrix 6x86-P166+ 133 66 2 3.3(G016)/3.52(G028) *

Gyrix 6x86-P200+ 150 75 2 3.3(G016)/3.52(G028) *

Gyrix6x86MX-PR166 150 60 2.5 2.8 3.3

Gyrix 6x86MX-PR166 166 66 2.5 2.8 3.3

Gyrix 6x86MX-PR166 188 75 2.5 2.8 3.3

IDTG6 200 66 3 ? ?

Intel Pentium 75 75 50 1.5 3.3(SSS)/3 .4-3. 6(VRE) *

Intel Pentium 90 90 60 1.5 3.3(SSS)/3. 4-3. 6(VRE) *

Intel Pentium 100 100 66 1.5 3.3(SSS)/3.4-3.6(VRE) *

Intel Pentium 120 120 60 2 3.3(SSS)/3 .4-3. 6(VRE) *

Intel Pentium 133 133 66 2 3.3(SSS)/3.4-3.6(VRE) *

Intel Pentium 150 150 60 2.5 3.3(SSS)/3.4-3.6(VRE) *

Intel Pentium 166 166 66 2.5 3.3(SSS)/3. 4-3 .6(VRE) *

Intel Pentium 200 200 66 3 3.3(SSS)/3. 4-3. 6(VRE) *

Intel Pentium 166MMX 166 66 2.5 2.8 3.3

Intel Pentium 200MMX 200 66 3 2.8 3.3

Inlel Pentium 233MMX 233 66 3.5 (1.5) 2.8 3.3

Intel Pentium Pro 166 166 66 2.5 3.3 *

Intel Pentium Pro 180 180 60 3 3.3 *

Intel Pentium Pro 200 200 66 3 3.3 *

Intel Pentium 11 233 233 66 3.5 2.8

Intel Pentium II 266 266 66 4 2.8

Intel Pentium 11 300 300 66 4.5 2.8

*1/0 voltoge = Garevoltage

sive memory-performance achieved
by the Pentium Pro is mainly due to the
internal 256-kByte l2 cache. If you are
lucky, you may even gef your hands on
versions with 512 kB and even 1 Mbyte
of l2-cache.

Intel Pentium 11

Developed out of the Pentium Pro and
spiced up wlth MMX, this is currently
Intel's flogship. Because ot 0 too high
dropout (production fault) rate, the

internal l2 cache of 51 2 kByte was
taken out of the chip and moved to the
processor board. This change resulted
in a small reduction in memory pertor-
mance. This processor board (or rather
module) calls for the SEC (singfe-edge
connector) socket designed by Intel.
Remarkably, Pentium Pro adaptors are
available for the SEC.As you may have
guessed, the Pentium 11 requires 0 new,
SECsavvy, motherboard. The processor
comes in 233, 266 and 300 MHz ver-
sions. Ticking at such high speeds, the
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'11' is currently the tastest processor in
the Pentium class.

AMOKS

After AMD changed its entire production
line to the K6 CPU, K5 processors can
be picked up cheaply trom many com-
puter hardware suppliers. Thisprocessor
is of special interest to owners of an
'older' motherbcard, mainly because its
PR133 version can be employed on
motherboards with 0 maximum CPU
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clock of 66MHzand a fixed multiplier of
1.5.Although the PR133actually runsat
100MHz.it matches the overall perfor-
mance (except floating-point) of an
Intel Pentium operating at 133 MHz
(hence, PR133for 'p-rafing'). Thisleap
forward in performance g06S mainly on
account of the improved strucfure of
the lI-cache. TheK5 lsavailable in ver-
sions righf up to PR166, and only
requires an 'external clock' jumper sef-
ting on the motherboord, the multiplier
being fixed inside the CPU.None the
less. AMD recommends fhe same
jumper settingsas for an Intel CPU.

AMD K6

High hopes were vested in this wonder
weapon from Intel's first serious com-
petitor. Based on a processor devel-
oped by NexGen. the K6 has lived up
to its expectations. like the K5, it has a
few weaknesses in the floating-point
area, but these are far lessannoying.
AMD has done quite a bit in this area.
Being equipped with the MMX instruc-
tion set, the K6 is olten compared with
the Pentium MMX. In some applica-
tions, however. it reaches the perfor-
mance of a PentiumProor a Pentium11.
As opposed to these beasts, the K6
does fit in a Socket7 on a standard (but
up to date) Pentium motherboard. As
such. it presents an extremely cost-
effective alternative when it comes to
upgrading existing systems. With this
processor, too, there are 0 few pecu-
liarities in respect of the supply voltage.
like the Pentium MMX, the 166-MHz
and 200-MHzversionsof the K6 require
two voltages: 2.9V for the core, and
3.3 V for the 1/0 circuitry. The 233-MHz
and 266-MHzversions,however, call for
an (unusual) core supply voltage ot
3.2 V which ls a rare volue, and pro-

vided by the latest
motherboards
only. The K6 also
requires intensive,
active, coolinq to
work reliably.

CyriX/IBM
6x86

Because Cyrix
obvlouslv dreads
the prospect of
massive numbers
of unsolds of this
CPUas a result of
the current MMX
hype, the remain-
ing stocks of the
6x86 are sold at
bargain prices.

ThlsCPUwas aimed at the low end ot
the market right from the start. Its float-
ing-point performance is even poorer
than that of the AMD K5,although it still
represents a good price/performance
ratio. The latest version. a PR200+, can
only be used on motherboards with an
external 75-MHz clock speed, which
were few and far between at the
beginning of this year. As an upgrade
CPUfor older motherboards, the 6x86 is
therefore only a practical candidate
for performance levels up to PR166+.

CyriX/IBM 6x86MX

AByou may surmisefrom the MX suffix,
this youngest child from IBMand Cyrix
is MMX compliant. The CPU offers
remarkable power. UnderWindows95,
and running at 166MHz.it achieves the
performance of an AMD K6clocked at
233MHz!Not surprisingly,IBM/Cyrixstick
to the P-ratingcon-
vention for the
type numbers. The
CPU running at
188MHz is there-
fore identified as a
6x86MX PR233 to
make sure every-
body understands
the claim of Iike
performance os
an Intel Pentium It
running ot
233 MHz. The fact
that the 6x86MX,
a.k.a. M2, fits in
the Socket 7,
makes lt the
upgrade proces-
sor par excet-
lence, if the moth-
erboard you have
ls capable of pro-

viding the right supply voltages (2.8
and 3.3 V), and jf its BIOSsupports the
6x86MX.

IDT-C6

A new contestant recently entered the
fiercely competitive marked tor CPUs
used in PCs.Withoutso much as a flour-
iSh,IOT(Integrated Device Technology)
rolled out itsvery own development, a
Pentium-compatible processor with
MMX instruction set, low power con-
sumption (only 2/3 of an Intel processor)
and a 40 to 50% smaller die slze
(approx. 8Bmm2). Reportedly, the per-
formance of the C6 lsat the MMX level,
but we were unable to verify this at the
time of writing this article. It ls also too
early to be able to assesscompatibility
of the C6 with existing motherboards.
Because the CPUisaimed at the huge
markets for notebooks and low-cost
PCs.this processor could weil turn out
to become a hit.

Epilogue

Choosing the right processor is harder
than ever before. Intel'scompetitors are
now aggressively offering fast proces-
sors which can be used on existing
motherboards. In spite of this interesting
and healthy development, Intel lsstill in
front when lt cornes to raw processing
power.Whatever choice you make, you
should keep in mind thot today's pur-
chase may be obsolete tomorrow.
Keeping some 'reserve' tor the neer
future ls fer too expensive, while it issuf-
ficient in most cases to simply get the
mostof an existingsystem.Butthat isthe
subject of another article ...

(972032-11
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There it is again, the perennial problem: my PC is too
slow! I really should have 0 faster processor, but funds
are dangerously low, The solution is called
Overclocking, And 0 hot theme it ts. because the
temperature of your expensive CPU riseswith the
clock frequency! To be able to tell what's going on
regarding CPU temperature, this article also presents
an construction tip for 0 dedicated thermometer,

by A. Meuser

CPU overclocking
compute #as~er- until death by fire?

Overclocking the epu end/er the
chipset is the simplest ond cheapest
method 01 getting more speed Irom
your PC. You should, however, always
remember that the epu is then oper-
ated outside its normal specifications.
Overclocking exploits the fact that epus
may show up a small margin when they
pass the final checks performed in the
lactory. A lOO-MHzPentium processor,
for example, may work happily at
110MHz. II this were not so, the epu
would not live long. Sadly, this circum-
stance was exploited in the past by
epu forgers who sold 90-MHz epus as
1OO-MHztypes after removing the orig-
inal print from the device and replac-
ing it with a new one. The fraud was
hardly noticed because there are
hardly epus around with an internal
protection against overclocking.
Basically, there are two ways to

speed up a pe by overclocking. To
begin with, you may have a go at
making the epu run at a higher clock
rate. Next, the second step is do the
same with the chipset. In many cases,
o combinotion of fhese two measures
tsnot only possible but also very worth-
while.

Overclocking
- goes like this
Most of today's Pentiummotherboards
have !wo jumper blocks to set the epu
clock speed. One of these is for the
external clock frequency which ls also
used for the chipset. Theavailable Ire-
quencies are usually 50, 55, 60, 66, 75
and 83MHz.Although the latter !wo are
not documented, and found on the lat-
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est motherboards only, they do provide
the simplest way to put overclocking in
practice. Thesecond jumper block sets
the internal multiplier for the epu: you
can usuallychoose be!ween 1.5, 2, 2.5
and 3. It is the combination of the !wo
jumper-based settings which results in
the lowest and highest possible clock
rates of 75MHz (50x 1.5) and 250 MHz
(83.3x3) respectively. So, if you want to
make a 200-MHz Pentium run at

225 MHz, vou choose 75MHz as the
external clock frequeny, and 3 as the
multiplier. Thiseffectively increases the
clock speed of the epu and the
chipset, as weil that of the pel bus
because that runs at half the system
speed (at least in systemsbased on an
Intel chipset). In this way, not only the
epu but other important elements like
the graphics card and the memory
also benelit from the speed-up. Alter-
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natively, speed up the CPU
a little, and the rest ot the
system 0 lot, by selecting
the following combination:
83MHzsystem clock and a
multiplier of 2.5. The CPUis
then clocked at a 'moder-
ate' 208 MHz,while the sys-
tem components cre
whipped to run faster. Of
course, a video cord run-
ning at a bus speed of
37.5 MHz is operated out-
side the normal PCI clock
specification of 33 MHz. In
many cases, problems arise
with SCSIcontrollers as weil
as with PCshoving 0 lot of
PCI cords. Table 1 lists all
possible combinations of
external clock and multi-
plier, along with the respec-
tive PCI and CPUfrequen-
eies.

Which CPUS?

In principle, all CPUsmoy
be overclocked, some to a
considerable ex1ent,others,
less. All CPUs will hoppilv
accept an increase 01 10%.
Thebest CPUsin fhis respect
are those from Intel,
becouse fhey are subject to
relatively large production

tolerances. Theauthor has heard of PC
users who make a Penfium-75 run at
133MHz (a speed-up of 77"10!).Up to
25% seemsto be normally possiblewith
AMD's K5 and K6, as weil os the 6x86
Irom Cyrix.
A special class is formed by the MMX

processors from Intel. Because fhese
are not produced in 100 ond 133MHz
versions (like fhe classic Pentium), they
interpret a multiplier 01 1.5 as 3.5, and
2.0 as 4.0, resulting in a theoretical
maximum clock 01 333 MHz (83.3 MHz
x 4).
With some CPUsyou have to raise

the supply voltage to enable them to
run at a clock speed which is higher
than the specilied one. An AMD K6-
200 MHz, lor instance, has to run oll a
3.1 or 3.2-volt core supply, instead of
2.9V, to make it work at 233 MHz.

• ... Which motherboards?

Motherboards supporting a system
clock up to and including 83 MHzare
the best candidates when you want to
experiment with overclocking. A 'clas-
slc' motherboard is the Asus type
P55T2P4,whose latest revision supports

a systemspeed 01 83MHzas
weil as a 3.2-V core supply
lor the K6. The jumper set-
tings tor 75 and 83 MHzare
as lollows:
75MHz: jP8 1-2; jP9
2-3; jPl 0 1-2.
83 MHz: jP8 1-2; jP9
1-2; jP10 2-3.

· . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
• •• • •• •• • •• •• • ••

Table 1 Clock/Multipller combinations

Externalclock Multiplier ResultingCPU PCIbusclock
(MHz) clock(MHz) (MHz)

50 1.5 75 25

50 2 100 25

50 2.5 125 25

50 3 150 25

55 1.5 83 28

55 2 110 28

55 2.5 138 28

55 3 165 28

60 1.5 90 30

60 2 120 30

60 2.5 150 30

60 3 180 30

67 1.5 100 33

67 2 133 33

67 2.5 167 33

67 3 200 33

75 1.5 113 38

75 2 150 38

75 2.5 188 38

75 3 225 38

83 1.5 125 42

83 2 167 42

83 2.5 208 42

83 3 250 42
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The clock Irequency is
extremely easy to select on
motherboards Irom ABIT,
which give lull control to the
BIOSin this respect. Mother-
boards having a TXchipset
in addition ollow the CPU
temperature to be mon i-
tored via the BIOS.

Caution, Hot!

Elegant and inexpensive it
may be, overclocking may
also cause problems. The
power dissipation and the
chip temperoture both rise
with the clock frequency,
reducing the lile
expectancy 01 all over-
clocked devices. In ex1reme
cases, the use of a lar too
high clock Irequency may
cause the instant demise 01
your expensive CPUend/er
the chipseI. Usually, the
chipset is designed to run at
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a maximum speed af 66 MHz, which,
obviously, makes applying 83 MHz a bit
of a risk.
In many cases, a system which is

tuned up in this way becomes unsto-
ble, suffering from unpredictable
crashes, the cause of which can only
be established by subjecting the PC to
long and extensive tests (such as the
ones described in the book PC Service
and Repair by Dr. W. Matthes). An
unexpected reset and reboot action in
the midst of normal activities usually
points to problems with the RAM, wh ich
may be too slow for the higher system
clock. In systems which are clocked at
up to 83 MHz you will need very good
60-ns RAMs, or, preferably, 50-ns EDO
RAMs. SD-RAMs are an even better
solution because they can keep up

TUNING TIPS
In prlnciple, you dorrt need DOSony more
when running Windows 95. None the less,
there are coses in which 0 complete set of
DOScommonds would be very usetut. To
hove these, you don't hove to instoll on old
DOS,becouse 0 complete DOSversion
(7.0) moy be found on the Windows 95
CD-ROM.Copy oll files in the directory
Other\Oldmsdos on the CD-ROMto the
directory Windows\Command on the hard
diskotne latter subdirectory then contains
o complete DOS.

9
Dust is one of the biggest enemies of your
computer. irs 0 good ideo to open the
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with system speeds up to 100 MHz.

Cooling

The above mentioned problems regard-
ing the additional heat developed by
the CPU as a result of overclocking can
be avoided to a large extent by provid-
ing su!ficient cooling for all components
involved. A CPU cooler should have the
largest possible cooling surface (the fins
should be 7 to 10 mm long), and be
equipped with a powerful lan with ball
bearings. Also don't lorget to use a little
heat conducting paste. A CPU cooler
with its own temperature checking svs-
tem is of course ideal, and a suitable
design is given in the inset. 8ecause
other components also run hotter os a
result of the higher system clock, it is rec-

computer case on 0 regular basis (say
every three months) and clean out the
interior with 0 (smoll) vacuum cleaner.
Switch the computer off, ond pull the
mains cord. Be sure not to touch cornpo-
nents, because they con be domoged.

UseSysedlt (mentioned obove) to remove
os many unneccessory commands es
possible fram Conlig.sys ond
Autoexec.bot. Doing so will moke the com-
puter start up much laster. Windows 95
normolly uses the lollowing settings onc
programs, so vou don't have to load or
ccu thesewhen the computer starts up:
Himem.sys

ommended to fit an extra extractor lan
in the PC case.

Practical tips
If, in spite of the risks we've mentioned,
you want to try out the effects 01 over-
clocklng in a PC, observe these points:
- Increase the clock speed in the srnoll-
est possible steps to gauge the highest
values that can be used in your system.
- After a change to the ciock speed, il
the system is restarted but you get no
BIOS report, increase the co re supply
volta ge and do arestart. I1 no BIOS
report appears, you can forget about
the system Irequency you were after; it
is too high.
- I1the computer manages to launch
your operating system, run a couple 01
applications. A number ot programs
such as Winstone are great for long-
term stability tests. I1no crosh es occur
(test at least lor 0 couple of hours), then
you may have been successlul at over-
clocking the system.
- Keep it cool! I1possible, a tempera-
ture increase caused by overclocking
should be compensated by additional
cooling. A uselul indication may be
had Irom the CPU thermometer which is
described separately in this article.

The future

As this article is being produced, the
first motherboards using the new VIA
chipset are expected to hit the market.
VIA supports a system clock 01 up to
100 MHz, and lor the lirst time enables
the memory perlormance to be con-
siderably improved, provided SD-RAMs
are usec: With all PC tuning activities
you should always remember one rule:
an overclocked system, too, will rapidly
turn out to be too slow, as the next
processor is alwoys sure to arrive!

(972033-1)

Ifshelp.sys
Setver.exe
Dblspoce.bin or Drvspoce.bln
DOS=high,umb
Files=60
Buffers=30
Stocks=9,256
Lastdrive=z
Shell=command.com /p
Fcbs=4

With the DRAMsettings, cnooss vclues
which match the specs ot the RAMrnod-
ules you ore using. Most EDORAMsused
todoy are so-rs types (this specilication ls
lound on 0 label stuck on the module). A
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A CPU Thermometer
Too much heat will kill your expensive CPU. Thiswarning should
be given to anyone causing the operating temperature of a
CPU to come dangerously close to the absolute maximum,
especially as a result of overclocking. To reduce the riskof
'death by overheating', take the following precautions:
1. give the CPU the best active cooler you can get;
2. monitor the chip temperature to be able to detect immi-
nent dangers.

A comforfable solution is presented for
the second precaution: a small Win-
dows measurement program monitors
the CPU's case temperature with the
aid of a temperature sensor which is
connected to the parallel port. The CPU
temperature is not only indicated as an
exact value, but also relative to three
bands: green ('cold': lower than 30°C);
yettow (worm; between 30°C and
50°C); and red (,hol'; higher than
50°C).
The temperature measurement is

refreshed every second. To make sure
you notice that the CPU becomes too
hot. the thermometer window is auto-
matically maximized when the mea-
sured temperature exceeds 50°C. How-
ever. before that can happen, you
have to build the thermometer circuit
and connect it to your computer.

A simple measurement

It's not accidental that an analogue-to-
digital converter based on the MAX18 7
ls described elsewhere in this issue! This
circuit enables analogue values to be
measured by way of the parallel printer
port which is available on any pc. The
printed circuit board (order code
970060-1) allows either the LM35 or the
LM335 to be fitted. Bofh ICs are from

modern BIOSnos 0 special setting tor EDD
RAMswhich mokes the reoding phase
laster thon with normal RAMs.Il every-
thing works reliobly, you con try out the
effect of laster timing settings lor the
memory. In general, the lower the volue
you select, tne foster the timing.

With Inkjet printers, ink in the minioture
nozzles nos 0 tendeney to dry out if the
printer is not used tor sorne time. Moke0
habit 01switching on the printer ot least
onee 0 week. this will help to keep the
nozzles open. Also moke sure the printer
heod is olwoys in me 'off' postnon belore
the printer is swltched off.

,----<1+
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e AI•~LM35...
3
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~
LM335 •LM335 970060·12

National Semiconductor; the LM335 is
second-sourced by SGS-Thomson. Both
sensors supply an output voltage of
10 mV/oC. They only diller in respect of
the zero-temperafure relerence, which
is OoC (273 K) tor the LM35, and -273°C
(OK) lor the LM335. Also, the LM35
requires a lillie less current for itselt.
Consequently. it has a sell-heating
specilication 01 only 0.1 °C as opposed
to 0.3°C for the LM335. As indicated by
the circuit diagram. the three pins 01
the LM35 are directly connected to the
PC5. PC6 and PC7 terminals ot the ADC
board. If you use the LM335, a 2.7-kQ
resistor has to be connected be!ween
terminals PC8 and PC9, while the
LM335 itself is connected to PC9 and
PC10. Note the pinouts of the!wo sen-

sors! At 25°C. the LM35 supplies a volt-
age of 250 mV (l 0 mV/oC x 25°C) at its
output (pin 2). At the same temperature.
the LM335 supplies 2.98 V, which may
be calculated from 10 mV/oC x
(273K+25K).
The software has no problems con-

verting these different scales.

Construction and software

+

It the LM335 is used, you have to con-
nect the 2.7 -kQ resistor as shown in the
diagram. The LM335 or the LM35 is
connected to the ADC board by
means ot a thin. flexible 3-wire cable.
The IC terminals are best isolated using
heat-shrink tubing.
What remains to be done is put the

sensor in thermal contact with the CPU
cooler. The simplest solution is to clamp
it between the heat-sink fins, and
sec ure it, if necessary, with a drop of
instant glue. The main points to observe
are mechanical stabllity and elecnicol
isolation .
The Windows program for the CPU

thermometer may be found on a
diskette which is available through our
Readers Services under order number
976011-1. The suodirectorv 'Tempmon'
on the disk contains a program called
TEMPMON.EXE which indicates the
heat-sink temperature using the three
traffic light colours. as described
above. Another subdlrectorv on the
dlsk, 'MAXI87' contains a program
called MAXI87.EXE wh ich enables the
PC to display the measured tempera-
ture in °c and Kelvin. All programs have
been written in Delphi Vl.0. Interested
readers rnov also find the souree code
files on the dlsk,
After installing and launehing TEMP-

MON, all you have to do is select the
right printer port and the sensor type
used. Hopetullv, you don't get a red
alert straight away ...

= CPUtemperature monitor
.Eile ~ettings Help

.. ...

l Current CPUtemperature: 31.BOC :J~
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TUning Tips

hardware

If you want more speed from your com-
putet these ore the components worth
investing In:

- more memory
- 0 foster hord cisk
- 0 foster video corc

If you hove 0 modern motherboord with !wo
IDE channels, connect the hord disk to the
first channel, and the CD-ROM to the sec-
ond channel. Thls arrangement allows the
hard disk to achieve its highest data
throughput (particularly in combinotion with
older CD-ROM drives). The CD-ROM drive
should be set to 'moster' mode (usuolly
with the oid of 0 jumper) If you use it on its
own IDE chonnel.

There's no need to ponic if you no longer
remember the password wh ich some of you
use ot the BIOS level. Most motherboords
hove 0 jumper which allows all BIOS set-
tings (lncluding the password) to be
cleared. If no jumper is ovoiloble for this
purpese. the alternotlve is to remove the
bottery for a while (for at least a couple or
mlnutes to moke sure oll reservoir copoci-
tors are discharged). Alternotively, tem-
porarily disconnect one terminal or the bat-
tery. If thot is olso difficult, the lost resort is
to snunt the bottery for 0 few seconds using
a 10-Q resistor.

Many modern videocords rnoke use of on
interrupt line (usuolly IRQ11), Since there
are sound cords thot want to use the same
interrupt line, this should be taken into
account when installing the soundcard by
first checking if there ore IRQ lines availoble
which ore supported by 11.The System con-
trol panel provides o neat overview of the
IRQ and OMA resources allocated to the
hardware fitted in your computer, while also
drawing your attention to possible conflicts.

8)
If the motherboard offers a PS/2 connection
for a mouse, it Is worthwhile to actually use
it (if your mouse is compatible, thot ls),
Because a separate IRQ line, number 12, is
reserved for this purpose, the !wo serlol
ports remain availoble for other devices (for
example, a graphics tab let and a modem). If
your mouse has a stondard serial connec-
non an Inexpensive PS/2 adaptor can be
bought from a computer shop. 00 check
with the mouse supplier, however, that the
mouse can be used with a PS/2 connection.
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Low-cost types in particular seem to be suit-
able either for RS232 only, or for PS/2 only.

BI05

A new motherboard usually comes with
default settings for the BIOS or SETUPutil-
ity. These are relatively slow settings whlch
guorantee that the system starts reliably. As
these settings do not enable the computer
to run at the highest possible speed, each
BIOSentry should be checked, with refer-
ence to the documentation supplied with
the motherboard.

In particular, the settings 'CPU internal
coche' and 'external cache' should read
'enabled'. If not, the system is slowed down
by 10 to 30%. Fortunately, these settings
are 'enobled' in most modern BIOSs.

A modern BIOS usually offers on 'autode-
teer function for the hord dlsk. Use it, and
see whlch optimum setting the computer
suggests for your hard dlsk, If possible,
choose 'LBA' (Iogical block addressing)
because that will result in the highest data
transter rate.

Swltch off all memory tests and test
sounds, especially if you have a lot of RAM
on the motherboard. This will speed up the
memory scan at power-on, and kills those
tlcking sounds from the internal loud-
speaker. Hoving done a full memory test
once or !wice you will be confident that all
RAM banks are okay. Moreover, modern
memory modules are very reliable; an elec-
trical breakdown will be very rare.

9
A lot of useless noise can be prevented by
telling the computer not to look for floppy
disk drives on startup (set 'boot up floppy
seek' to 'dlsobled'). By selecting the 'C,A'
boot sequence in the BIOSyou reduce the
startup time by a couple of seconds.

9
Today's motherboards hove on-board serial
ond parallel ports as weil as an IDE con-
trollet TM BIOS ouows these to be
switched on and off as required, or to be
redirected to another address or IRQ line.
Especially with IRQ conflicts it is recom-
mended to check the BIOS for the conflgu-
ration options available for serial ports 1
and 2, and tne porollel port. By the way, if
you use the parallel port In ECPmode, it
will also employ an IRQ line.

e
If you add memory on your motherboard, a

'CMOS settings invalid' or similar error mes-
sage will be produced when the system is
first switched on. Nothing to worry about; it
ls sufflcient to go to the Standard CMOS
Setup in the BIOS, where the new amount
of memory will oppeor, After 0 simple Sove
end Exit Setup the computer will start with-
out protests, and indicating the correct
amount of memory.

Windows 95

Don't let Windows 95 determine the size of
the swap tile (vlrtual memory), because it is
then changed all the time, If your computer
has a modern hard disk with sufficient tree
space, we recommend setting a fixed, iden-
tical minimum ond maximum size of the
swop file, say, 50 to 100 MB. In this way,
you help Windows 95 to ovoid wostlng
time on a useless activity.

9
The same goes for fhe automatic hard disk
cache manogement in Wlndows 95. In
mony coses, a lot of data ls read for no
purpose whatsoever, while the RAM mem-
ory is badly needed for other tasks. You can
control the size manually by using Sysedit
(in the Windows\System subdirectory) to
add these !wo lines to the system.inl file,
below the heading [vcache]:

MinFileCache=512
MaxFileCache=1024

These lines define a minimum end a maxi-
mum cache size of 512 and 1,024 kBbytes
respectively. As a matter of course, you can
use any otner values which you think ore
approprlate.

If you have 16 Mbytes ot RAMor more, go
to Control Panel - System Properties - Per-
formance - Hard disk, and change the set-
ting 'Desktop Computer' into 'Ne!work
Server', This change resuns in a marginol
speed increase, and some tasks ore better
handled, moinly because the system
reserves more buffer spcce.

9
Windows 95 runs much faster when
installed on a 'clean' computer, l.e., not
over on old Windows 3.1 version. However,
most of you will hove purchosed Windows
95 as an 'upqrode'. During the installation,
the computer will keep asking you about
the locotion or the old Windows 3.1/3.11
version on the hard dlsk. This problem moy
be avoided by inserting installation disk 1
of Windows 3,1/3,11 in the floppy disk
drive, ond telling Windows 95 to look there.
In thls woy, the upgrade version will install
wifhout problems. (972034-1)
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